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fYcT CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION
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The Suburban Bus Program for FY84
totals $35,616 million. The major portion
of this program is devoted to new and
improved garage facilities.

The FY84 Commuter Rail Program totals
$93,414 million. The largest portion of
the program will be spent on improvements
to track and structures, rehabilitate cars
and locomotives and acquisition by RTA of
the bankrupt Milwaukee Railroad. Other
projects also include improvements to
signal/electrical/ communication systems,
support facilities and equipment and
stations.

The CTA Rapid Transit Program for FY84
totals $101,198 million. The major
emphasis is on new rapid transit cars to
replace overaged equipment and track and
structure improvements. Other projects
include improvements to signal/electrical/
communications systems, support facilities,
equipment and stations.

A total of $85,272 million is pro-
grammed for the CTA FY84 Bus Program. This
sum is split between new buses, support
facilities and equipment projects. The
FY84 RTA program also includes $4.0 million
for the City of Chicago to rehabilitate
commuter railroad viaducts. In addition,
there is $2.0 million for Park-and-Ride
facilities near congested RTA and CTA rail
stations

.
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INTRODUCTION

Today's relatively well-developed re-
gional transit system evolved, under RTA
leadership, out of a fragmented collection
of near bankrupt carriers that existed
prior to RTA's inception in 1974. Two fac-
tors played major roles in this turnaround:
the realization that public subsidy of
transit was justified by the public bene-
fits created and the adoption of an inte-
grated regional approach to the provision
of transit service.

The latter is well exemplified by a

number of recent and upcoming improvements
that could not have taken place in a system
composed of a number of separate carriers
operating independently.

The regional approach has important
implications for system planning as well as

for provision of service. Recent studies
which reflect this approach and are direct
input in the RTA Capital Program are as
foil ows : The Suburban Bus Storage and
Maintenance Facilities Plan proposes a

regionwide three-tier system of bus garages
to replace existing aged and inefficient

facilities and provides new facilities
where needed. With site planning for
several facilities already completed,
implementation of this plan will ultimately
result in a modern regional system for
suburban bus maintenance. The plan is
aimed at achieving the full benefits of
standardized equipment and maintenance pro-
cedures, centralized parts purchasing and
inventory, and optimum bus storage loca-
tions relative to the service areas. The
result will also be a reduction in
operating expenses.

The Commuter Station Sign Program
identified station information needs and
developed a proposed station signing/infor-
mation program package. This program iden-
tifies the type of sig.ns necessary to meet
the riders' needs and guidelines for
displaying and distributing signs. The Bus
Stop Sign Program analyzed the type of
signs necessary as well as the distribution
and installation methods currently used.
Both of these programs are important in
determining the region's short and long
term sign requirements.



INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the Northeastern
Illinois Regional Transportation Authority
Report on Bus Rolling Stoc k was to project
RTA bus rolling stock requirements through
1991. The existing bus fleet was compared
to both present and future vehicle demand
and a replacement strategy was recommended.

The Commuter Rail Car and Locomotive
Rehabilitation Study developed a commuter
rail and locomotive rehabilitation program
in order to establish a formalized mechan-
ism of proper maintenance and rehabilita-
tion for the commuter railroads. A preven-
tative maintenance approach for the equip-
ment was identified as the most cost-
effective method. This means that each car
and locomotive is placed on a preventive,
cyclical rehabilitation schedule which
involves undertaking component replacement
in advance of a presumed failure date.

The Interlocking Plant Consolidation
Study looked at all interlocking remote
controlled power operated switches and non-
interlocking crossings on the commuter
railroad system in order to determine where
consolidation might be accomplished. Among
the expected benefits are reduced mainte-
nance, and more efficient movement of
trains. Various rail station studies have
been completed and continue to be done.

Land use, environmental impacts, access and
financial impacts are analyzed. The
studies then recommend the need for new,
relocated or consolidated rail stations.

A Yard Consolidation Study was com-
pleted in which existing shops and yards
were examined. The study concluded that
due to institutional constraints on land
availability, consolidation is infeasible.
The study further concluded that all of the

yards require renovation and that the pre-
sent system of operation is optimal. Other
study conclusions were that routine mainte-
nance and minor inspections will be
performed at yards where equipment is

stored in the midday. Major maintenance
for the entire locomotive and car fleet
will be performed at centralized heavy
repair shops. Overhauls on all locomotives
will be performed at the 47th Street Yard
Locomotive Shop. The California Avenue Car
Shop will serve as the primary repair faci-
lity for the entire car fleet. Future yard
studies will look at outlying yard facili-
ties to assess their adequacy and adapt-
ability in serving future needs.



INTRODUCTION

B. PROGRAM GOALS AND BUDGET DEVELOPMENT

The FY84-8b Capital Improvement Pro-
gram represents an effort to define project
requirements over the next five years in an
orderly and pragmatic fashion. The pro-
jects included as part of this program
identify the type and level of investment
necessary for commuter rail, rapid transit
and bus systems to reach a level of moder-
nization that increases the systems
efficiency and effectiveness.

The projects for program consideration
are derived from requests submitted by
transit operators, community groups,
elected officials and various RTA depart-
ments. It should be noted that in the
course of developing the FY84 segment of
the program, projects which were previously
deferreci or previously programmed but not
funded, were re-evaluated.

Each proposed project is then eval-
uated based on the following main
objectives

.

ASSURE A SAFE AND RELIABLE TRANS -
PORTATION SYSTEM

This is the primary objective
of the capital program. Projects
that will maintain and reinforce
safety requirements both for the
commuter and the transit employee
are given the highest priority.

MAINTAIN A REPLACEMENT CYCLb FOR
COMPONENTS OF THE SYSTEM SUCH AS
ROLLING STOCK AND TRACK WORK
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INTRODUCTION
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MODERNIZE STATIONS AND TERMINAL
FACILITIES

In order to improve the
system environment and maximize
safety for commuters, certain
station improvements will be
made. These include better
lighting and signs, shelters and
waiting rooms, and other major
renovations.

PROVIDE NECESSARY NEW FACILITIES
AND RENOVATIONS TO EXISTING
STRUCTURES
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INTRODUCTION

This approach, concentrating on system
renovation and renewal, is consistent with
current Federal policies and guidelines
which encourage more intensive investment
of capital funds in the existing system to
improve public transportation service.
Very few projects relate to expansion or
additions to the present transit network.

Funding for the proposed capital im-
provement program will be requested under
the Surface Transportation Act of 1982
which was signed into law January 6, 1983
by President Reagan. Title III of the new
law is the "Federal Public Transportation
Act of 1982" which deals with public trans-
portation. Matching capital funds will be
requested from the Illinois Department of
Transportation.

The new federal law established a Mass
Transit Account in the Highway Transit Fund
which will be funded by one cent from the
additional five cents to be collected from
federal motor fuel taxes. The newly
created Section 9 Block Grant Program allo-
cates grant funds to urbanized areas by
separate formulas which relate not only to
population but also bus and rail perfor-
mance. A portion of Section 9 funds may be

used for operating assistance. In FY84,
Section 3 capital grants will be funded
from the Mass Transit Account of the High-
way Trust Fund and will continue as a

discretionary program. Section 5 operating
and capital funds were terminated at the
end of FY83 in favor of the new Section 9

Block Grant Program.

In light of the numerous factors which
affect the levels of available funding
during any particular year, it has been
deemed appropriate and fiscally responsible
to establish Phase I and Phase II project
budgets

.

The Phase I funding mark consists of
an established federal formula Section 9

program and discretionary Section 3 rail
modernization and bus capital funds.
Estimated Section 9 funding is based on the
projected Northeastern Illinois share of
the Northeastern Illinois/Northwestern
Indiana allocation as published in the
Federal Register.

Estimated Phase I Section 3 rail capi-
tal funding is based on the Northeastern
Illinois Region's historical average per-
centage of the federal modernization
appropriation

.
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INTRODUCTION

Estimated Phase I Section 3 bus capi-
tal funding is predicated on the percentage
of the federal bus appropriation which was
received in FYSB.

FY84 CAPITAL FUNDING FORECAST
(millions of dollars
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After deducting $57,9 million which
amount is the maximum Section 9 funds
available, without penalty, for operating
purposes, the forecast of capital funds
available is as follows:

Section 9

(Bus and Rail
Capital

)

Section 3

(Rail
Modernization

Section 3

(Bus
Capital)

$155.6

132.6

33.3

$321.5

$155.6

110.5

O.U

22, 1

20.4

$ 42 .5

CAPITAL PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

The Proposed FY84 Capital Improvement
Program for the Northeastern Illinois
Region is divided by function into four (4)
main categories:

1 ) Suburban Bus

2) Commuter Rail and

3) CTA

4) City of Chicago

- 7



INTRODUCTION

Suburban Bus CTA

Construction funds for the Fox Valley
Division, West Division and South Division
Garages are programmed. This represents
the continued implementation of the RTA's
Suburban Bus Storage and Maintenance Facil-
ities Plan.

Commuter Rail

The emphasis of this program is on the
continuation of the upgrading of the rail
system. The budget includes adequate funds
for completing a 443 car and 60 locomotive
rehabilitation program, upgrading over 25
miles of a 1075 mile track system and con-
tinuing an ongoing program to upgrade anti-
quated signal and electrical systems, par-
ticularly on the Illinois Central Gulf
railroad. In addition the program provides
funds necessary to advance the rehabilita-
tion of commuter rail stations and begin
the process of making major funding alloca-
tions toward the improvement of maintenance
facilities.

The CTA consists of an extensi
loped rapid transit and bus syst
the City of Chicago and adjacen
communities. Therefore, a s
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City of Chicago

The City of Chicago has proposed pro-
jects for implementation of park-and-ride
facilities and for rehabilitation of com-
muter rail viaducts within the City of
Chicago.
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CHAPTER II

PROPOSED FISCAL YEAR 1984 CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

The development of the RTA FY84
Capital Improvement Program is influenced
by a number of external factors such as
federal and state policy, planning guide-
lines, and select mandates which assert
that various types of capital improvements
be given high priority to insure continued
eligibility for receipt of federal funding.
Working within broad budget constraints,
the objective is to achieve a high degree
of cost effectiveness for those projects
selected

.

Achieving this goal requires:

- A careful evaluation of the most
critical needs of the region as
determined by the RTA with input
from the carriers and other
external sources;

- A realistic assessment of
federal and state funding cap-
abilities; and

- Aggressive support and coopera-
tive actions throughout the
year, focused on overcoming
various obstacles that would
hinder project completion (i.e.
delivery of materials, inade-

' quate work forces, availability
of equipment, etc.)

The FY84 Capital Improvement Program
will add $321.5 million to previous capital
investment levels. It should be noted that
in conformance with the UMTA anticipated
FY84 funds for this region, RTA not only
deferred projects in its total capital
funding requirements, but also further
reduced this program list by placement into
either a "Phase I" or "Phase II" category.

The projected $321.5 million program
level and project list does not include
either the suburban interstate or City of

Chicago Interstate Programs which are
funded through another Federal Program
other than UMTA Sections 3 and 9.

The Phase I Capital Program for FY84
is approximately $279.0 million. Table A

Figure A illustrate the distribution of
this program among its five major com-
ponents: Suburban Bus (13%), Commuter Rail
(28%), CTA Bus (28%), CTA Rapid Transit
(30%), and City of Chicago (1%). Tables B

and C follow with a summary of the Five
Year Capital Improvement Program.



CHAPTER II
PROPOSED FISCAL YEAR 1984 CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

TABLE A
SUMMARY: RTA'S FY84 PHASE I

RTA CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
(in mi llions

)

RTA Suburban Bus



CHAPTER II

PROPOSED FISCAL YEAR 1984 CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

TABLE B

RTA FY84 CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT SUMMARY
(millions of dollars)

FY84 EST. FY84 FY84
TOTAL COST PHASE I PHASE II

RTA Suburban Bus
Program S 35.616 $ 35.616 S 0.000

RTA Commuter Rail
Program 93.414 78.564 14.850

Subtotal RTA Suburban
Bus & Commuter Rail §129.030 $114,180 $14,850

RTA/CTA Bus Program $ 85.272 $ 77.211 $ 8.061

RTA/CTA Rapid Transit 101.198 84.609 16.589

Subtotal RTA/CTA
Bus & Rapid Transit S186.470 $161,820 $24,650

City of Chicago $ 6.000 $ 3.000 $ 3.000

TOTAL FY84 CAPITAL
PROGRAM $321.500 $279.000 $42.500
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TABLE C
RTA/CTA FY84-88 BUS, COMMUTER RAIL AND RAPID TRANSIT

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM - COST SUMMARY

RTA SUBURBAN BUS PROGRAM :

ROLLING STOCK
GARAGE FACILITIES
AMENITIES/EQUIPMENT

TOTAL
CONT. /ADMIN.

GRAND TOTAL RTA
SUBURBAN BUS

TOTAL EST.



TABLE C

RTA/CTA FY84-88 BUS, COMMUTER RAIL AND RAPID TRANSIT
CAPITAL IMPRUVEMENT PROGRAM - COST SUMMARY (Cont.)

PROJECT
TOTAL EST.
FY84-88 COST

TOTAL EST.
FYS 4 COST

eY8 4

PHASE I

FY84
PHASE II

TOTAL EST
FY85-88 CO

CTA BUS PROGRAM :

ROLLING STOCK
SUPPORT FACILITIES
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

TOTAL
CONT. /ADMIN.

? 135,125,000 $ 40,988,000 $ 40,988,000 $ -0- $ 91',137,0G,*

72,634,000 25,104,000 18,729,000 6,375,000 47,530,00
16,771,000 7,250,000 7,250,000 ;:0^ 9,521,00

$ 221,530,000 $ 73,342,000 $ 66,967,000 $ 6,375,000 $148,188,00
35,800,000 11,930,000 10, 244,000 1,686,000 23,870,00

GRAND TOTAL
CTA BUS g 2 57,J_3 0_^000 $ 85,272,000 g 77,211,000 ? 8,061,000 $172,058,00

CTA RAPID TRANSIT ;

ROLLING STOCK
TRACK & STRUCTURES
S IGNAL/ELECT , /COMMUN

.

SUPPORT FACILITIES
STATIONS
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

TOTAL
CONT. /ADMIN.

$ 320,650,000 $ 41,150,000 $ 40,650,000 $ 500,000 $279,500,00
154,085,000
62,748,000
44,787,000
38,299,000
15,757,000

636, 326,000
102,464,000

25,796,000
6,055,000
9,045,000
2,009,000
4, 589,000

$ 88,644,000
12,554,000

21,101,000
5,340,000
5,375,000
2,009,000

690,000

$ 75,165,000
9,444 , OOP

4,695,000
715,000

3,670,000
-0-

3,899,000

$13,479,000
3, 110,000

128, 289,00
56,693,00
35,742,00
36,290,00
11,168,00

$547,682,00
89,910,00

GRAND TOTAL
RAPID TRANSIT $ 738,790,000 $101,198,000 $ 84,609,000 $16,589,000 $637, 5^92^00

GRAND TOTAL CTA
BUS & RAPID TRANSIT 99b, 120,000 $186.470,000

13



TABLE C

RTA/CTA FY84-88 BUS, COMMUTER RAIL AND RAPID TRANSIT
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM - COST SUMMARY (Cont.



PROPOSED Fy84 SUBURBAN BUS PROGRAM

The FY84 Suburban Bus Program is for
$35.6 million, all of which is in Phase I,

Figure B illustrates the distribution of
the Phase I Suburban Bus Program by the
major components. Garage facilities
represent the major portion of the program
(86,3%). The remaining program is made up
of air operated diesel bus starters, elec-
tronic bus destination signs, and con-
tingencies and administration.

The Suburban Bus Storage and Main-
tenance Facilities Plan was published by
RTA in January, 1981. This long range plan
proposed a series of modern efficient
suburban bus garage facilities in Northeast
Illinois. The RTA plan separated the
suburban region into four divisions each
with a major or Division Bus Garage and a

series of smaller Inspection Garages. The
FY'82 and '83 Suburban Bus Capital Programs
included Garage projects and this program
is continued in FY84. Where possible,
projects are phased over more than one year
in order to maximize available funds and
complete the greatest amount of work in a

given year.

The Fy84 Program includes funds to
complete construction for three new
division garages: West Division, South

Division and the Fox Valley Division
(Elgin). The current NORTRAN facility is
functioning as the North Division Garage
and is being renovated under a previously
funded project. A satellite facility for
the NORTRAN garage was also previously
funded and a site has been located.

The Program also includes funds to
complete construction of the Waukegan Bus
Garage and the Joliet Paratransit Garage.
Renovation of the existing Aurora Depart-
ment of Transportation Garage will begin
in FY84, contract engineering and an envi-
ronmental review will be done for the
expansion/rehabilitation of the Suburban
Transit Garage.

Over $30.7 million has been programmed
for the seven garage projects in FY84.
Approximately $2.5 million will be required
in following years to complete these pro-
jects. Also, additional new garage projects
totaling some $38.0 million will be initi-
ated in the next four years.

The remainder of the FY84 Suburban Bus
Program consists of the purchase and
installation of air operated diesel
starters and electronic bus destination
signs. These projects are phased and will
be completed in subsequent years.

15



A. PRUPOSED FY84 SUBURBAN BUS PROGRAM

Table D lists the FY84 Suburban Bus
Capital Improvement Program Project Sum-
mary. The project element number in the
far left hand column will guide the reader
to the detailed project element descrip-
tions which follow. This table is followed
by Figure C which illustrates the locations
of the bus program projects. Detailed
project descriptions follow the figure.

Suburban Bus: $35,616,000
Phase

1

ROLLING STOCK
$752,000

MAINTENANCE
EQUIPMENT

$575,000

CONTINGENCY &
ADMINISTRATION

$3,566,000
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TABLE D

RTA FY84 SUBURBAN BUS CAPITAL PROGRAM

P.E.
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REG IONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 SUBURBAN BUS PROGRAM REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHOR T

Y

FY84 SUBURBAN BUS PROGRA.H

CArWjOHY: Garage Facility

PROJECT ELtWENT

0715 - Construct New Fox Valley Division Level Bus Garage

TOTAL ESTIMATED FY84 COST : S 2,000,000 Phase I

nx:ArioN

Kl iin lin,,jrtment ot Transportation, Crystal Street, Elgin,

Illinois. (Construction is in Kane County; Cook County will

also benefit)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

This project element involves land acquisition, engineering/

design, construction and inspection of a new bus storage and

maintenance facility for the Elgin Department of Transporta-

tion (DOT). Elgin's current bus garage, located on Crystal

street between Pine Avenue and Buckeye Street, is inadequate to

m.-ot th..- demands of the existing bus fleet. The present loca-

tion does not offer any opportunity for garage expansion due to

the facts that the adjacent property is either topographically

unsuitable or devoted to alternative land use. It is, there-

fore, necessary to build a new bus storage/maintenance facility

at a different location to house the Elgin DOT fleet.

The proposed facility initially will provide storage capacity

and maintenance areas for 45 buses in the Elgin fleet. The

facility will be designed to allow for future expansion as re-

quired. Initial construction of approximately 60,000 square

feet is anticipated. In addition, the facility will be designed

to f,rovide periodic maintenance for buses in the Aurora and

McHenry County fleets and for paratransit vehicles in Kane and

IcHenry Counties.

The Elgin system currently stores 31 vehicles on the Pine

Avenue site and at a remote storage lot. The current peali

vehicle requirement is 20 buses.

PROJECT ELEMENT

0715 - (Cont.)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

Previously approved funds are being used for

engineering and architectural services
struction. Funds requested in FY84 will pro
funds required to fully fund project constru

FY84 FUNDING

Contract Enginee
Contract Purchas
Contract Constru

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

FUNDING SCHEDULE

FYS3
FY84 Pha
FY84 Pha
FY85-88



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 SUBURBAN BUS PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 SUBURBAN BUS PROGRAM

PROJECT ELEMENT

PROJECT ELEMENT

0717 - Construct New RTA Waukegan Bus Garage

TOTAL ESTIMATED FY84 COST: $2,773,000 Phase I

0717 - (Cont.

)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

Previously approved funds a
land acquisition, engineeri
funds will be used for the r

nd FY83 funds

FY84 FUNDING

PROJ ECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

This project element is for the replacement of the RTA Waukegan
Bus Storage and Maintenance Facility which is currently managed
by Transit Management of Waukegan. The RTA conducted a site
plan study for improvements to the Waukegan Bus Garage utiliz-
ing the existing site and the adjacent two acres of land. The
study examined the cost effectiveness of expanding and renovat-
ing the existing facility versus building a new facility. The
study concluded that the acquisition of the adjacent two acres
of land and construction of a new facility would prove to be
the most cost effective solution over a period of years.

! Will be constructed to the north of the existing
; existing garage will remain in service until the
ipleted, and then be demolished.

future growth needs in

The garagi

facility. Th.

The new facility will be designed w
mind. The facility will include a bus service area for
fueling, interior cleaning, vaulting and washing. Administra-
tion, Transportation Operations and Maintenance areas will be
located in the new facility and will be expanded to provide
more efficient facility operation. The new bus storage area
will be oriented in a north/south direction which will improve
maneuverability and increase the bus storage space capacity to
45. The new facility will be approximately 53,000 square feet.
This area will be designed to allow for expansion as future
needs dictate. Peak vehicle requirement is 19 buses. Current-
ly, 39 vehicles are stored on the site.

Page 1 of 2

Contract Engine
Contract Purcha
Contract Constr

FUNDING SCHEDULE

FY83
FY84' Pha
FY84 Pha
FY85-88

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

$ 2,773,000

940,000
177,625

2,773,000

- 20



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 SUBURBAN BUS PROGRAM

CAFKLORif; Garage Facility

PRUJECr iCLKMENT

TOTAL RSTIHATED FY84 COST: S 600,000 Pha

Aur')r3 Department oE Transpor
Aurora, Illinois. (Construct
County will also benefit)

PROJF C T FI.F.MENT DESCRIPTION

This project involves the renovation of the existing Aurora
Deimrtment of Transportation (DOT) bus garage and the acquisi-
tir>n and renovation of the former Aurora Municipal Incinerator/
Garije building. The existing bus garage is a sound struc-
ture. However, it lacks adequate space to accommodate admini-
strative, transportation operations and maintenance areas. The
existing structure will be expanded and renovated to provide
additional indoor bus storage. The administrative offices and

facility.

The Aurora Municipal Incinerator/Garage building will be pur-
chased and renovated to include the administrative offices, and
the maintenance center which will include: repair bays: work
areas; stockroom; and maintenance personnel locker and rest-

Funds requested in FY83 will be used for land acquisition,
engineering and architectural services. Fy84 funds will be
us.-d for renovation of the incinerator building, and FY85-8e
funds used to purchase equipment and to renovate and expand the
present bus garage. The ADOT system currently stores 25 vehi-
cles on site and has a peak vehicle requirement of 17 buses.

Page 1 of 2

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 SUBURBAN BUS PROGRAM

PROJECT ELEMENT

1476-(Cont.)

FY84 FUNDING

Contract Engi
Contract Pure
Contract Cons

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITK

nfa4 SUBURBAN BUS PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 SUBURBAN BUS PROGRAM

pm ).IK('T KLtMEVT

1 J(13 - Construct RTA West Di Bus Garage

TOTAL hsTIMATEl) ftISi COST: S13,000,UUO Phase I

RIA/Wnst Towns 360U Lake Street, Melrose Park, Illinois. (Con
cfriicfinn IS in Cook County; DuPage County will also benefit)

P^HO.'tCT KLENb'NT DESCRIPTION

Currently the RTA, West Towns bus system is operated out of an
old streetcar barn in Oak Park, Illinois and is managed by
TrinsU Managene-t of West Towns. The existing facility is in
n.'ort of ma;"r rehabilitation and the acquisition of additional
land wnuld be required to bring the facility up to optimum
oj.orating capacity. Additional land Is not readily available.
Ther<^ft>re, relocation to a new, larger facility is necessary.

The Division Garage performs maintenance functions that are
more time c^nsu^ing, infrequent and/or require specialized
epiipment and labor. These functions are not performed at
Inspection U5ra;es. The west Division Garage will perform
functions such as: 18,000 mile inspections, major inframe
repairs and major component exchanges. The garage will be
respi^osible for the daily storage, maintenance and operation of
vehicles serving west Cook and east DuPage Counties. The
facility will also provide centralized administrative and main-
tenance functions tor vehicles operated from the DuPage County
Inspection Garage. DuPage vehicles will receive major repairs
only at this fanllty. Additionally, the West Division Garage
will be the central radio and farebox repair facility for this

Major repairs ''- paratransit vehicles, in the Division, will be
done at this cacillty. Storage and minor repairs for the
paratransit fleet will remain the responsibility of sponsoring

PROJECT ELEMENT

1303 - (Cont.

)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

ele s designed to be implemented in stages
he first stage of construction will include all maintenance,
ransportation and administrative areas necessary for a fleet
f 175 vehicles. Initially, inside storage will be provided

fleet of
facility

for only 125+ vehicles.
pansion of the inside storage area to accommod,
175 vehicles, with a final stage expanding the
as required to meet the demands of the Division
stage of construction will involve approximately 200, JuO squa

ored at the RTA Oak Park facility
' t is 63 buses.

Previously approved funds are being used for land ac^uisiti
and engineering and architectural services. Funds requested
Fy84 will be used for the first stage of construction.

Flf84 FUNDING

Contract Enqineerii
Contract Purchases
Contract Construct:

FUNDING SCHEDULE

FY83
FY84 Pha
FY84 Pha
FY85-88

on 13, 000,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST ? 13.0J0.000

S 2,150,000
-0-

13, 000, 000

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST $ 15.150.000

Page 1 of 2
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REGIONAL THANSPOkTATION AUTHORITY

Fy84 SUBURBAN BUS PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FYa4 SUBURBAN BUS PROGRAM

CATKr.OHY: Garage Facility

PROJECT ELEMENT

1304 - Construct New RTA South Division Bus Garage

TUTAL ESTIMATED FY84 COST ; Sli.OOO.OOO Phase I

LOCATION ^

^Tr^LJ"*'V<T"
Safeway Lines, 163rd Place s Dixie Highway,

Co;ntr:al'i;srb;ne£;tr"^" = ^'°" -= '- ^°°^ County%i^l

PKOJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

The South Division Garage operations are currently housed inthe South Suburban Safeway Garage located at 209 East 154th
Al^T^'f."^'""'^'

"1'"°'5' ^"1 in the South Holland Garage at40S raft Drive, South Holland, Illinois, and are managed byTransit Management of Harvey. Neither facility is designed fora major transit facility and both are severely overcrowdedAdditional land is not available for expansion! Vutrtttrt;relocation to a new site is necessary and will enable consoli-dation of the facilities.
consoii

The South Division Garage will be responsible for the storage

eas?'wnr°ro,m? °P""'°" °f vehicles serving south Cook andeast Will Counties. In addition, centralized administration

Trt^'^Vf"" T^'^tl"'^"?^"'^''
J°'^ vehicles operated by the Joliet Mass

n^nert.on r f?
vehicles operated from the Oak LawnInspection Garage (Transit Management of Oak Lawn facUitylwill be conducted at this facility.

lacmtyi

Major maintenance for paratransit vehicles m the Division willhe handled by this facility. Storage and minor repairs for Jhe

co.^l'in"^^"
"^^"^ "'^^ '^"'^'" ''^^ responsibility of sponsoringcommunities or agencies.

Page 1 of 2

PROJECT ELEMENT

1304 - (Cont.)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

Garage plans for
construction impl
will include mai

project ill be dE

The fi
lenance, transportatio

for a fleet of approximately 175
e approximately 200,000 square
lly will be for 125+ vehicles,
uction will expand the inside storag
fleet of 175 vehicles.

signed for
age of cons

vehicles a
t. Inside

taged
ct ion
at ive
will

store 112 bus

The second stage of

ill be used

FY84 FUNDING

ACTIVITY

Contract Engine
Contract Purcha
Contract Constr

FUNDING SCH EDU LE

FY83
FY84 Pha
FYe4 Pha
FY85-88

n 12,000,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST S12. 000,000

S 1,000,000
-0-

12,000,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST $13,000.000

Page 2 of 2
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REGIUNA L TRANSPOHTATION AUTHORITy

ersi suBURbAN bus program

IKGURV: Garage Facility

PROJECT LLEWENT

1501 - Expansion/Rehabilitation Suburban Transit Garage

TOTAL ESTIMATED Fif84 COST: S 100,000 Pha

Tr.inBit Management of Oak Lawn Garage, 5800 West 95th St
)ak Lawn, Illinois. (Construction is in Cook County)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

This project calls for the expansion and rehabilitation of the
Suburban Transit Garage in Oak Lawn, Illinois, which is cur-
rently managed by Transit Management of Oak Lawn. The existing
Facility is extremely overcrowded. Major problems with this
'.laraye include: inadequate space for transportation operations;
i node'iua tc administration space; inadequate maintenance/repair
areas; and lack of a vehicle service lane for fueling, washing
and cleaning.

Several alternatives for rehabilitating the maintenance/repair
area have been considered. The RTA has concluded that rehabil-
itating this area in its current location is neither practical
nor cost effective. The removal of the maintenance area from
the east side of the garage would enable the facility to be
rehabilitated thus allowing for the expansion of the transpor-
tation operations and administrative offices area. The mainte-
nance area would be relocated and constructed to the west of
the present facility. The new maintenance area would be
constructed to include sufficient areas for vehicle repair,
servicing and expanded storage. The renovation of this site
will allow for a single counterclockwise flow through sweep.

1 U the
from the houses on Manard Avenue), stack up at that location
(on-site), then proceed through f uel ing/wash ing/cleaning and
directly into vehicle storage. Approximately 18,000 square
feet will be added to the facility and 6,5U0 square feet will
he renovated.

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 SUBURBAN BUS PROGRAM

PROJECT ELEMENT

1501 - (Cont.

)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

FY84 funds are requested for engineeri
services. Future funding will be used for

ility and the peak

FY84 FUNDING

FUNDING SCHEDULE

FY83
FY84 Pha
FY84 Pha
FY85-88

S 100,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST $ 100.000

ed S -0-
-0-

100, 000
-0-

1,750,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST $ 1,850.000

Page 2 of 2



RtGIUSAL TRANSPORTATION AUTIIORITlf

FY84 SUBURBAN BUS PBOGRAH
REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 SUBURBAN BUS PROGRAM

PRO.IKCr FLe

1125 - Hpnovation of real property commonly known as
osjoor) street, Joliet, Illinois to be used for par
transit and regular transit services operated out

PROJECT ELEMENT

1125 - (Cont.)

FY84 FUNDING

ruTAL KSTIMATtD FY84 COST: 5250,000 Phase I

ctlon/Benef it

Contract Engine
Contract Purcha
Contract Constr

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

250, OOP

250.000

^'R0JR:CT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

Pres,>ntly, the Joliet Mass Transit District (JMTD) and the
'InnJicipped Flderly Personalized Tran5;;ortat ion Service (HEPT),
=1 paratransit service for Will County, operate from a garage
located at 1 Osgood Avenue, Joliet, Illinois. This location is

not large enough to adequately serve the two operations.

It i= anticipated that the JMTD fleet will grow from if; pre-
s,.-nt level of 46 buses to 65* by the year 2000. To accommodate
this (Expansion as well as to eliminate the overcrowding of the
•shared facility, the RTA has acquired the building immediately,
southeast of the JMTD garage at 12 Osgood Street (IL-03-0090).

12 Osgood Street was originally constructed as a bus garage but

iNbso'juently was converted to an electrical supply warehouse.
Once renovated the new facility will house the entire HEPT

paratransit operation and JMTD's heavy maintenance activities

FUNDING SCHEDULE

FY83
Fy84 Pha
Fy84 Pha
FY85-8e

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

112,000
25,000

250,000

Previous funding was used for the acquisition of th6 property
at 12 Osgood Street. FY83 funding will be used for engineering
and FY84 funding will be used for renovation.

>5 -



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHOKITY

Flfe4 SUBURBAN BUS PROGRAM

VTMiORY : Rolling Stock

lOJKCT ELF.MENT

TOT,^L ESTIMATED FY84 COST : S 163,000 Phase I

LI)CAT_I_l)N

R TA Six County Region

fHOJKCT ELi:><ENr DESCRIPTION

This project element is for the purchase and installation o£
2J7 air operated diesel bus starters. Air starters utilize
compressed air instead of battery power to start diesel engine
^ust-'S. The primary advantage this type of starter offers is
Che virtual elimination of cold weather starting problems
-i^<^ociated with battery powered starters.

The RTA tasted two Ingersoll-Rand air starters for more than
one year at South Suburban Safeway Lines with extremely satis-
factory results. Subsequently, 125 air starters were purchased
and installed. The buses equipped with air starters experienced
little or no problems related to starting and had greatly re-
duced electrical system failures.

The utilization of air starters will enable the RTA to reduce,
by halt, the number of batteries carried on each bus; reduce
the failure rate of those batteries carried; reduce battery
replacement costs; and eliminate the need for overnight and
layover idling, thereby realizing a substantial savings in
fuel.

The 237 air starter installation kits will be placed in 99 GFC
Model 870 buses (8V710DA engines) at a cost of approximately
5163,020 and 138 CMC Model 4523A buses (6V71DDA engines) at a
cost of approximately 5226,980.

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AITHORITY

FY84 SUBURBAN BUS PROG:iAM

PROJECT ELEMENT

1502 - (Cont.

I

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

Air starters are included in the speci : ications :or all new
orders of transit vehicles. By retrofitting the newest of the
RTA fleet we can begin to standardize the use .-£ the air
starters in the fleet sooner than through attrition alone.

FY84 funding is for the purchase and installation of 99
starters. Future funding will be requested to complete the
remaining 138 targeted buses.

FY84 FUNDING

ACTIVITY



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FV84 SUBURBAN BUS PROGRAM

CATEGORY: Rolling Stock

PROJECT KLf;HE:iT

151)3 - Purchase/Install 163 Electronic Bus Destination Signs

TOTAL KSTIWATEU FY84 COST: S 589,000 Phase I

RIA SIX County Region

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

Tho RTA has begun a program of standardization and replacement
of electronic bus destination signs under Project Elements
D61311, D71218 and D81327. This project involves the purchase
and installation of 305 electronic bus destination signs over a
^^agpd period oE the time.

Thp utilization o£ electronic destination signs serves to im-
prove passenger identification, selection of the proper bus
route, and to eliminate the high maintenance costs of roller
curtain signs. The current methods of displaying route and
destination information on the majority of RTA buses is via the
u'ie of roller curtains and/or windshield placecards. Roller
curtains .^re highly inflexible and expensive to maintain, and
windshield placecards are only a stopgap means of displaying
information. The RTA is having to employ windshield cards more
frequently due to the high expense and inability to remake
roller curtains when routes are changed or new routes
initiated.

The standardization of rolling stock an
has made it feasible for the RTA to t

between operating facilities. However,
hampered and rolling stock transfers ma
execute when roller curtains must be tr
exchange of equipment between facilities.

stated proble
111

lllary equipment
r rolling stock

flexibility is
re expensive to
red during each
installation of
to remedy the

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 SUBURBAN BUS PROGRAM

PROJECT ELEMENT

1503 - (Cont.l

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

FY84 funding will be for the purchase and
electronic destination signs. Subseque
required to complete the remaining 142 bus

FY84 FUNDING

ACTIVITY



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 SUBURBAN BUS PROGRAM
REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 SUBURBAN BUS PROGRAM

PROJECT KLEMENT

1504 - New s Replacement Maintenance Equipment for Suburban Bus
Systems

TOTAL ESTIMATED FY84 COST : S 325,000 Phase I

r.OCATION

U lo the RTA Suburban Bus
folic

a, IL 60507

Joliet MTD:
9 Osgood Street, Joliet, IL 60433

PROJECT ELEMENT

1504 - (Cont.

)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

d minor work
provided the

The RTA Suburban Bus
tools and materials t

respective property,
to do work with the e
haul of engines, trans

The attached list contains an itemization of the equipment to
be purchased and the carrier to which the assignment will be
made. At the completion of construction of any new divisional
garage, equipment appropriate for use at divisional level will

) do all major and
Smaller carriers are
cception of major body
ussion and air conditioning un

be ed.

The equipment being sought under this project
(N), where the equipment is not presently pro
carriers, or replacement (R), where the carr
equipment is obsolete, inoperable, or inadequa

FY84 FUNDING

Contract Engineer
Contract Purchase
Contract Construe

FUNDING SCHEDULE

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

City of Highland Park:
1707 St. John's Avenue, Highland Park, IL 60035

FY83
FY84 Pha
FY84 Pha
FY85-88

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

Page 2 of 4

28



PROJECT ELEMENT 1504

EQUIPMENT
DESCRIPTION



PROJECT ELEMENT 1504 - (Cont.)

EQUIPMENT
DESCRIPTION



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 SUBURBAN BUS PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHOPITV

FY84 SUBURBAN BUS PROGRAM

CATEGORY: Maintenance Equipment

PROJECT ELEMENT

1505 - Supervisory I. Service Vehicles

TOTAL ESTIMATED FY84 COST: S 250,000 Phase I

RTA Suburban Bus

Joliet, IL 60433

4. NORTRAN (North Suburban Mass Transit District):
900 E. Northwest Highway, Des Plaines, IL 60017

5. Transit Management of Harvey:
209 E. 154th Street, Harvey, IL 60426

Transit Management of West Towns Inc.

1400 W. 10th Street, Waukegan, IL 60085

Chicago, IL 60610

(Cook, DuPage, Kane, Lake, McHenry and Will Count
benefit)

PROJECT ELEMENT

1505 - (Cont.

)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

The FY84 Vehicle Acquisiti
ing:



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

PY84 SUBURBAN BUS PROGRAM

PRO.IKCT KLFMFNT

150S - (Cont.

1

PROJFC I KC.KMRNT DESCRIPTION

Salvage value of the replaced vehicles will be credited to

Ac<iJisition of one (1) three-ton tow truck which will
assiqnect to FORTRAN. The purchase will be of one cab/cha
sis. A Holmes wrecker box will be removed from an existi
vehicle and affixed to the new vehicle. The vehicle to
replaced has 28,000 miles on the odometer, but the chass
i «: severely degraded after 7 years of heavy duty use.

Ac.iuisition of seven (7) new Chevrolet Impalas to add to
the RTA vehicle fleet. These will be assigned as follows

Three (31 to Transit Management of Harvey
" One (11 to Transit Management of West Towns
• One (1) to Transit Management of Oak Lawn
" One ( 1 ) to Elgin DOT
" One ( 1 ) to NORTRAN

Acquisition of one (11 front end loader tor assignment
Transit Management of Waukegan, to replace one which w

Rd to the South Holland facility when it w
opened.

The general purpos which the vehicle

to meet the conditions of RTA/ATE Manageme
Inc. contracts in which RTA supplies manage
vehicles (4 new Impalas)

ad supervisers'

Harvey and

to provide RTA's radio and farebox unit with n
vehicles until repair vans can be acquired {2
small utility vehicles)

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 SUBURBAN BUS PROGRAM

PROJECT ELEMENT

1505 - (Cont.

)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

Re-assigned vehicles will retire older, more maintenance-
sensitive vehicles and provide automobiles for drivers' relief
services instead of buses. By reducing bus deadhead miles, the
cost of drivers' relief is reduced.

See attached table for Fy84 Vehicle Acquisition Schedule .

Fy84 FUNDING

Contract Engineering
Contract Purchases
Contract Construction

FUNDING SCHEDULE

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

Fy83
Fy84 Pha
FY84 Pha
PY85-88

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

Page 4 of 5

250,000
-0-

260,000



PROJECT ELEMENT

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 SUBURBAN BUS PROGRAM

Description Cost

Supervisory Vehicle 10,000
4WD Utility Vehicle 15,000
4X4 Service Veh. W/Plow 20,000
3 Ton Cab/Chassis 15,000
Waldon 6,000 Front Loader 35, 000

n Total
.1 Cost

120,000
30,000
40,000
15,000
35,000

2
I
$ 240,000

OPERATORS

A = Aurora Transit System
B = Elgin DOT
C = Joliet MTD
D = NORTRAN
E = Transit Management of Harvey
F = South Holland Garage
G = Transit Management of Oak Lawn
H = Transit Management of Waukegan
I = Transit Management of West Towns
J = Village of Wilmette
K = City of Highland Park
L = RTA Maintenance

Page 5 of 5
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PROPOSED FISCAL YEAR 1984 CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

B. FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

The total cost of the FY84 Commuter
Rail Program is 393.414 million. The
Phase I portion is $78,564 million and
the Phase II portion is S14.85U million.
Figure D illustrates the distribution of
the Phase I Commuter Rail Program among its
major components.

Highlights of the FY84 Program include
funding for rehabilitation of rolling
stock, continued upgrading of track and
structures and the continuation of the
upgrading of commuter rail yards.

Projects are chosen based on the cri-
teria discussed in Chapter I. Planning
studies such as: the Interlocking Plant
Consolidation Study , the Yard Consolidation
Study , the Rail Car and Locomotive Rehabil-
itation Study , and individual station
studies are also used to determine capital
projects

.

Bridge improvements and station im-
provements are also substantial portions of
the program, along with signal/electrical/
communication projects.
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FIGURE D

Commuter Rail: $78,564,000
Phase 1

ROLLING STOCK
5 8,862,000

CONTINGENCY &
ADMINISTRATION
S2 697000

SIGNAL /ELECTRICAL/
COMMUNICATONS

$13,667,000

ACQUISITIONS
S15 000000

STATIONS

58,055,000 TRACK &
STRUCTURES
$16,271,000

35 -



TABLE E

RTA FYBI RAIL CAPITAL PROGRAM

DESCRIPTION

ROLLING STOCK

1402 ACQ. /REHAB. 16 CARS
1403 REHAB. 25 LOCOMOTIVES
1006 OVERHAUL lb LOCOMOTIVES
lb06 REHAB.' 40 CARS
1507 OVERHAUL 12 LOCOMOTIVES

1508 REHAB. 10 CARS
1509 PURCHASE 30 TRACTION MOTORS
1510 PURCHASE AUXILARY CAR PARTS

TRACK i STRUCTURE

^ 1409 BRIDGE RENEWAL
1511 TIES « BALLAST
1512 HAIL INSTALLATION
1211 UPGRADE i SINGLE TRACK SO. CHGO. BRANCH
U534 ROM REHAB. -SO. TRACK-RRIOGE WORK

1419 ROW RAIL-CHGO. TO ENGLEWOOO
1429 ROW RAIL (CANAL/RANDOLPH) - CUS

^ 1426 BRIDGE RENEWAL
1513 REHAB. EMBANKMENT-RANDOLPH STREET
4016 BRIDGE RENEWAL-CONGRESS TO 16TH ST.

1216 REHAB. BRIDGES-BRIDGE »10 TO JOLIET

NIRC-M
NIRC-M
NIRC-RI

NIRC-RI

NIRC-RI
NIRC-M
NIRC-M

ICG

NIRC-RI

NIRC-RI

COUNTY
AFFECTED

C,D,K,L,M
C.D.K

C,D,K,L
C,D,K,L

C,W

C,W
C,W
C,W

C«,W
,0,K,L

,D.K*,L

PREVIOUSLY
FUNDED

$ 2, 500. 000(3, m, I

)

l,OOU,000(m,l)
l,275,0n0(m,l)

CNW



TABLE E

RTA FY84 RAIL CAPITAL PROGRAM

NO. DESCRIPTION

SIONAL/ELECTRICAL/COrWUMCATIONS

1?07 CONSOLIDATE S REBUILD LAKE ST. >, CLINTON ST.
INTERLOCKINGS

U77 INSTALL BI-DIRECTIONAL SIGNALLING-DEERING

TO WILMETTE
1514 INSTALL ADVANCE APPROACH SIGNALS-67TH ST. TO

115TH ST.

0656 INSTALL POWER INTERLOCKER CONTROL- 51ST ST. (

67TH ST.

1444 UPGRADE AC « DC ELECTRICAL FEEDERS,

CE 4 ICG SUBSTATIONS

-1519 REHABILITATE SUBSTATIONS
1442 INSTALL SUPERVISORY SYSTEM » DEDICATED CABLE

DC SUB * TIE STATIONS (CE SYSTEM)
1515 INSTALL ADVANCE APPROACH SIGNALS

1516 INSTALL MOTOR OPERATED DC DISCONNECT
SWITCH-llTH PL.

1517 REPLACE SIGNAL CABLE

1518 CTC-BARTLETT TO ALMORA INCLUDING CROSSOVERS
- 1441 UPGRADE PAL SYSTEM

1220 RENEW MESSENGER WIRE
1447 RENEW MESSENGER WIRE

1520 RENEW MESSENGER WIRE

1451 RENEW SIGNAL TRANSFORMERS-CUS

1427 RENEW CUS INTERLOCKING
1521 UPGRADE DC IMPEDANCE BONDS
1448 550 VAC POWER
1522 UPGRADE/ INSTALL SWITCH HEATERS

1523 UPGRADE AC DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

COUNTY PREVIOUSLY
AFFECTED FUNDED

FY84
TOTAL

FYH4
PHASE I

FY84
PHASE II

CNW



TABLE E

RTA Fy84 RAIL CAPITAL PROGRAM

SUPPORT FACILITIES /. EQUIPMENT

1225 M19A DIESEL SHOP
1224 CALIFORNIA AVE. COACH YARD
1072 NEW DC CREW FACILITIES
1229 REHAB. 14TH ST. YARD

1231 REHAB. 47TH ST. YARD

1226 WESTERN AVE. YARD
1524 NEW WEST LINE COACH YARD -^

1542 ORLAND PARK YARD
1527 MAINTENANCE EOUIPt-lENT

1525 SPOT WELDING MACHINE
1526 VEHICLES/EQUIPMENT

COUNTY PREVIOUSLY
CARRIER AFFECTED FUNDED

CNW

CNW

FYSA
TOTAL

',D,K,L,M S 375,0O0(e) $ 2,000, 000(m,1

)

',D,K,L,M 375, 000(e) 2,000,000(m,l

)

C*W 600,000(e,l) 1,000,000(1)
C*,D,K l,310,000(e,ni,l) 3,800,000(m,l

)

C*,W 2,500,000(e,m,l) 3,000,000(m,l

)

PH-SE I

1,5U0.000
1,500,!JC0

1,000,000
2,4(^0,000

2,000,000
l.i .',,000

1,0)0,000

NIRC-M



TABLE E

RTA FYH4 RAIL CAPITAL PROGRAM

P.E.



TABLE E

RTA Fr84 RAIL CAPITAL PROGRAM

DESCRIPTION

STATIONS (Cent.)

1636



PROPOSED fISCAL YEAR 1984 CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

1 . FY84 Commuter Rail - Rolling Stock

This portion of the Commuter Rail Pro-
gram contains the rehabilitation and im-

provement of rolling stock and related
equipment. The basis of this rehabilita-
tion program is the Commuter Rail Car and
Locomotive Rehabilitation Study which was
developed using a preventative maintenance
approach. Included in FY84 is the rehabil-
itation of 16 CNW bi-level commuter cars.
The service life of the cars will be ex-
tended within the context of this project.
The rehabilitation of 52 locomotives and 50

bi-level cars, of which 10 are in Phase I,

is also included in the FY84 Program. This
work is done with the intent of extending
the service life of the equipment by eight
to ten years. Also included is the pur-
chase of traction motors to replace on the
ICG Highliner cars and auxiliary parts
necessary to install these motors. The
cost of this portion of the FY84 Capital
Program is S13.862 million, with $8,862
million in the Phase I Program.

The rehabilitation of the bi-level
cars includes: repairs to the heating,
cooling and electrical systems; and
interior and exterior painting.

The rehabilitation and improvement of
locomotive projects involves the inspection
and replacement of certain critical com-
ponents such as generators, radiators, oil
coolers, draft gears and couplers. These
improvements are geared to making the
locomotives more fuel efficient, easier to
start and stop, and maximization of their
useful life.

Detailed project descriptions follow.
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REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

nf84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGKAM

PROJECT ELEMENT

1402 - Rehahilitation of Sixteen (161 Bi-level Co
(CWJl

TOTAL FSTIMATED FYe4 COST! S 800,000 Phase I

PROJECT ELEMENT

1402 - (Cont.

)

FY84 FUNDING

(Cook, DuPage

PROJECT ELFMENT DESCRIPTION

ane, Lake & McHenry

xteen (16) bi-level
Jter

The rehabilitation to the cars will include repairs to the heat-
in'-j, air conditioning and lighting systems; the repair or re-
placement of side sheets, running gear and structural members;
the refiacement of diaphragms; the refurbishing of upholstery,
interior paint and trim; the installation of safety escape
sashes (4 per car); sand blasting, priming, and repainting of
car exteriors in RTA colors: and reguired FRA window glazing.

Money funded in Fy83 was for the acquisition of the cars from
the Chicago Equipment Corporation and to begin rehabilitation.
FY84 funds will be used for completion of rehabilitation. The
rehabilitated cars are expected to remain in service for another
15 to 20 years.

Contract Engineering
Contract Purchases
Contract Construction

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

FUNDING SCHEDULE

Previously Funded
FY83
FY84 Phase I

FY84 Phase II
FY85-88

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

10, 000
230,000
560,000

$ 3.300.000



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 CUMWUTtK RAIL PROGRAM REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

CATKGUBY: Rnlling Stock

lECT KLKMENT

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

14UJ - Rehabili
motiues (BN)

TOTAL FSTIMATED fY84 COST : S 700,000 Phase I

ation of Twenty-five (25) Loco-

wiu benefit)
(Cook, DuPage

PRlUt-CT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

Thi-i project calls for the reha
twentji-five (25) E-9 diesel ele
Ungton Northern (BN) commuter r

the twenty-five locomotives unde
West Suburban Mass Transit Distri

es used in Bur-
The BN operates
eement with the

The locomotives were built between 1949 and 1956. They were
rt-bullt by Morrison-Knudsen, twenty-one in 1973, and four in
1978. The locomotives are structurally sound and should remain
in service for at least another ten years once the proposed
rehabilitation and improvements are completed.

The Burlington Northern has instituted an improvement and
replac«ment program. This program consists of the installation
of standby layover protection systems on the prime movers of the
twenty-five E-9 locomotives, the replacement of 16 head end
power packages with new 400 KW power plants, and the upgrading
ot 9 existing power packages to 400 KW power plants by modifica-
tion of the diesel engine and replacement of the existing alter-

PROJECT ELEMENT

1403 - (Cont.)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

r engineering, material procurement and i

FY84 funding will be for the completi
ent and rehabilitation.

FY84 FUNDING

Contract Engineering
Contract Purchases
Contract Construction

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

FUNDING SCHEDULE

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

PHASE



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

Fy84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

CAl r.iioHlf ; Rolling Stock

PROJECT ELEMENT

1U06 -Overhaul Fifteen (151 F4UC NWSHTD/RTA Loco

TwrA I, E STIMATKD FYB4 COST ; S 2,475,000 Phase I

L<ICA1 [UN

(Cook, DuPage, Ka

Pk O.IECr ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

This project element involves the staged overhaul of fifteen
(151 locomotives used on NIRC-Mi Iwaukee District trains.
Thirteen (13) of the locomotives are owned by NWSMTD and are
leased to the NIRC-Mi Iwaukee District. They were acquired under
'.rant IL-03-0022. The remaining two (2) locomotives are owned
by the RTA and were acquired under Grant IL-03-0034. The RTA
leases these locomotives to the NIKC-Mi Iwaukee District. All
fifteen (15) locomotives were built in 1973 and have been uti-
lized in commuter service continuously since 1974.

Previous funding was utilized for the following improvements to
the locomotives: installation of front end 48u-volt head end
receptacles and 27 pin multiple-unit receptacles: installation
of blended brakes: installation of low idle;and installation of
ground fault relay systems into the head end power generators.

FY84 funds
F40C locomotives
haul. They are
beginning to we.

failed component!

for overhauling the locomotives. The fift
have not undergone any type of programmed ov

most nine years old and major components
ut. Maintenance costs for replacement
the diesel engines are escalating as we

per equipment compon failu faster

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PROJECT ELEMENT

1006 - (Cont.

)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

Cylinder assemblies
piston ring land clearance
resulting in ring breakage,
being out of round from yea
The diesel engine turbo ch
failure rate. To ensure
vice, engine overhauling is

This project will include unit-exchanges of the cylinder assem-
blies and other components which are being purchased under Grant
IL-9U-0008 on the fifteen F40C locomotives with new units frofi
Electro-Motive. This exchange will serve to standardize the
fleet and reduce inventory levels. Upon completion, this pro-
gram is designed to upgrade the F40C locomotives from 3O0O H.P.
to 3200 H.P. locomotives which are equivalent to our F40PH loco-
motives. It IS anticipated that this program will extend the
service life of these F40C locomotives an additional eight

onnecting rods show evidence of
service and continued pounding.

are also experiencing a high
snt and reliable commuter ser-
sary

.

FY84 FUNDING

tract Purchases
tract Construction

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

S 15,000
1,000,000
1,460,000

$ 2.475.000

FUNDING SCHEDULE

FV83
FV84 Pha
FY94 Pha
FY85-88

S 1,275,000
-0-

2,475,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST j 3.750.000



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION ftUTHURITlf

Fy84 COMWUTKR RAIL PROGRAM

rVIJvfjOHY: polling Stock

P ROJECT K LEWENT

15U7 - Overhaul Twelve (1^1 F40PH Locomotives (NIRC-Rock Island)

(Cook and Will Count

I'RUJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

This project element involves the overhaul o£ twelve (12) F40PH
N(RC-RI locomotives. These locomotives have not undergone any
tytje o£ programmed overhaul. They are almost seven years old
and major components are beginning to wear out.

Work to be performed under this project element will include,
but not be limited to, the replacement of; cylinder assemblies;
connecting rods; and turto chargers. Unit exchange engines, as
warranted, will be installed. It is estimated that this work
should extend the service life of the locomotives approximately
eight years. Major components are being purchased undr Grant
IL-'JO-OUOB.

KV84 FUNDING

Contract Engineering S 75,000 S -0-
Contract Purchases 655,000 600,000
Contract Construction 570,000 900,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST S 1.500.000 $ 1,50 0,000

FUNDING SCHEDULE

Previously Funded S -0-

Fi;83 -U-
Fye4 Phase I

FYfl4 Phase II
Fvnb-ee

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATIUN AUTHORmf

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

rA"n-'(;(if<Y: Rolllnq Stock

PRtUECT EI.KMKNT

150H - Rehabilitation of 10 Highliner Commut

TOTAL KSTIMATKU FyB4 COST: S 2,718,000 Pha

Rail Cars (ICG)

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AirTHORITY

EY84 COMMUTER RAIL PKO-JRAH

PROJECT ELEMENT

1508 - (Cent.

)

FY84 FUNDING

Contract Engineering
Contract Purchases
Contract Construction

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

PHASE



REGIUNAL TRANSPORTATION ftUTHURITY

FYa4 COMMUTKR RAIL PROGRAM

CATenoRY: Rolling Stock

PKUJECT ELEMENT

1509 - Purchase 30 Traction Motors (ICG)

TOTAL ESTIMATED FY84 COST: S 594,000 Phase I

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

This project element involves the purchase of thirty (301 modern

G.E. traction motors for ICG Highliner cars. Traction motors

provide the power to drive the wheels to start and propel the

To e

nece



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FV84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

CATEGORY : Rolling Stock

PROJECT ELEMENT

AL ESTIMATED COST: S 75,000 Phase I

Illinois Central Gulf Commuter Rail Line

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

>is project element is for the purchase of auxilary parts used
) maintain ICG Highliner commuter rail cars. Acquisition is
?']uested at this time to ensure the availability of specialized
irts. It is essential to maintain an adequate inventory to

FY84 FUNDING

Contract Engineering S -0-
Contract Purchases 75,00U
Contract Construction -0-

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

FUNDING SCHEDULE

Previously Funded
FY83
Fy84 Phase I

FY84 Phase II
FY85-88

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST



PROPObED FISCAL YEAR 1984 CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

2. FY84 Commuter Rail - Track and Structures

The Track and Structures portion of
the Commuter Rail Proyram involves projects
dealing with a wide range of items.
Included in this category are bridge re-
newal; rail renewal; cleaning, undercutting
and replacement of ballast; renewal of
crossovers; upgrading of grade crossings;
and replacement of deteriorated ties. Pro-
jects are located throughout the six county
area and affect five of the commuter rail-
roads, rhe cost of this portion of the
FY84 Capital Program is S17.61i million,
witn S16. 271 million in the Phase I

Prog ram.

The primary emphasis of this program
is the renewal of bridges. Due to deterio-
rating conditions often caused by deferred
maintenance, problems include cracks and
erosion of limestone structures, badly
corroded steel on the frames and deteriora-
tion of the timber structures. The bridge
renewal program increases the life of the
structure while reoucing routine
maintenance costs.

Rail renewal involves replacing defec-
tive or worn out bolted rail with
continuous welded rail. This upgrading
project reduces maintenance costs and
ensures a smoother, quieter ride for the
riders

.

The ballast projects not only allow
for the continuation of proper track drain-
age, which is essential to maintain track
surface, but also enables the load trans-
mitted by the ties to spread out and help
prevent lateral deflections of the rail.
Deteriorated ties are replaced to ensure
proper track line, grade and surface condi-
t ions

.

Crossovers are renewed to enable
trains to switch tracks or reverse direc-
tions. This increases flexibility and
allows for more efficient operations.
Railroad crossings are upgraded where
deteriorated conditions are present.

Figure E illustrates the locations of
the FY84 track and structures projects.
Detailed project descriptions follow.

- 49
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REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PROJECT ELEMENT

WO") - Bcidye Renewal (CNW)

riJTAL ESIIMAIEL) FY84 COST:

lOCJtl Chi the Northwest Line folio

Bri'Jye »W-1 1/2 at W. Webster, MP 3.1 (2200N; 1900W)
Bri.lge IW-1 3/4 at N. Oamen, MP 3.2 (2300N; 200UW)
Bridjo »W-2 at w. Fullecton, MP 3.4 (24U0N; 21U0W)
Bri.iye IW-3 1/2 at W. Diversey, MP 3.5 (2800N; 2600W)
Bri.l.je »W-4 at N. Calitornia, HP 4.5 (2900N; 2BU0W1
Bridge IW-4 1/2 at N. Sacramento, MP 4.9 (3100N; 3000W)
Bridge IW-S 1/4 at N. Kedzie, MP 5.2 (3200N; 3200W)

Gene e County, Bridge #66 (HP 35.2)
ver. (Construction is in Cook
and McHenry Counties will also

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

Forty-one bridges (of which 7 are being considered for rehabili-
tation by tlie City of Chicago) on the North, Northwest and West
Lines need to be rehabilitated due to deteriorating conditions.
Among the conditions noted are craclis in the arches and stalling
and erosion of the limestone blocks. Some of the steel bridges
noed rehabilitation to restore structural soundness due to badly
corroded elements, such as web plates, floor plates, columns,
floor beams, top lateral systems, cross braces, top side angles,
stifEencrs and gusset plates. Other bridges need to be treated
t 1 stop the corrosion of structural components.

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PROJECT ELEMENT

1409 - (Cont.

)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

Completion of the outlined
the life of the bridges, red
limited operating funds an e additional futur

FY83 funding was requested for engineering and preliminary
design of the bridge renewals. FYe4 funds are for labor and
materials. The order of priority of the bridge renewals after
the first seven will depend upon the findings of the most recent
bridge inspections. As specific required bridge repairs are
identified, they will be added to the scope of the project.
Additional funds will be needed to complete this project.

FY84 FUNDING

Contract Engineering
Contract Purchases
Contract Construction

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

FUNDING SCHEDULE

3U0,000
660,000
340,000

12,000,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTLR RAIL PROGRAM

PKOJKCT tLKMJiNT

1511 - Rfplact^ and Ballast including 11 grade

Tu fAL KSTIMATLD FYa4 COST : S 2,659,000 Phase I

S 500,000 Phase II
i.ix:aTU)N

Nearest



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITIf

FyB4 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PFJJECT ELEMENT

1511 - (Cont.

PROJECT liLEMENT DESCRIPTION

Tnis project consists of replacing cross ties and
order to maintain track gauge and surface. The effe
improve riding quality o£ the trains and to reduce the
of slow orders which adversely affect train schedules.

FY84 FUNDING

Contract Engineering
Contract Purchases
Contract Construction

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

FUNDING SCHEDULE

S 2, 659, Quo

FY83
FYa4 Pha
FY84 Pha
FK85-e8

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST ? 3, 159, QUO



RKGtUNAL TRANSPORTATIUN AUTHORITY

fVe4 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRAMSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

CATK''.imY: Track i Structur

PROJECT ELEMENT

1512 - Rail Renewal/Installa

MP Limits Track Rail*

w



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

F1S* COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHURITy

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

CAM-.G5^Hy: Track ( Structure

PROJECT ELEMENT

1211 - Upgrade and Single-Track South Chicago Branch (ICG)

TOTAL ESTIMATED fiBA COST: $ 2,000,000 Phase I

BPt<-;..'n the junction at fi7th Street, on the Main Line and the
South Chic-ijn Branch endpoint at 9Ist Street (MP 0.00 to MP
4.65). (Construction/Benefit is in Cook County)

PROJECT EL EM ENT DESCRIPTION

This ijroject cnsists of compl te rehabilitation of the South
£ the ICG, to include modif icat ions/ improvements

to the track layout and signal system in order to facilitate
single track operation with a passing loop at Windsor Pack.
Pail, ties, ballast and grade crossings will be renewed.

Fun'ls i-r.'viously approved under this project element have been
used tor engineering design; for the purchase of long lead time
materials; tor the rehabilitation of 30 grade crossings: and for
track renewal work. Critical rehabilitation - tie replacement -

was undertaken under Grant IL-03-Q085/ CAP-81-163-FED, Project
Element C51011.

FY84 fun. Is will be used for the purchase of new, two-way signals
and signal controls, additional track materials, and con-
struction funds for relocating the coach storage area.

The cost savings effect of the project will be to remove 23,700
feet of track, 23,000 feet of overhead wire, 13 switches and
1900 fnet of grade crossings from the maintenance schedule.

PROJECT ELEMENT

1211 - (Cont.)

FYfl4 FUNDING

Contract Engi
Contract Pure
Contract Cons

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

FUNDING SCHEDULE

Fy83
Fy84 Pha
Fy84 Pha
FYe5-88

PHASE



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTtR RAIL PROGRAM

CATEGORV: Track i. Str

PROJECT ELEMENT

0534 - Rehabilitate Track & Bridges, (NIRC - RI

)

TOTAL ESTIMATED nf84 COST : $ 2,000,000 Phase I

LOCAII'IN

Rehabilitation of South Track between Blue Island and Joliet (MP
Id. 7 to MP 40.2). Rehabilitation of Bridge Nos. 399,400,402 in

J.iliet (MP's 39.9, 40.0, 40.2, respectively). Engineering for
Kridges Nos. 399, 400, 401, 402, 403 and 404 in Joliet on the
NIRC-RI's Main Line. (Construction is in Will County; Cook
County will also benefit)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

The



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COWMUTER RAIL PROGRAM
REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION A.THORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

ELKMENT

=onow Rail (NIBC-RI)

PROJECT ELEMENT

1419 - (Cont.

)

FY84 FUNDING

IIMAIED FY84 COST: SI, SOU, 000 Pha

in Ml" NIKC-Rock Inland District, between 16th street (MP l.U
UKl KnjlewociJ IMP 6.7) in the City of Chicago. (Construction is

in Cook County; Will County will also benefiti

PROJ K' : r_E LrMRNT DESCRI PTION

This project con sts of material and labor necessary to replace
1. The old rail has reached the end of its

.vc'MiomicaL life and will be replaced with new continuous welded
rail (CWR). The benefits of CWR are reduced maintenance costs,
? smoother, quieter ride to the public and improved operations.

Kun.)in-j retiuestert in FY83 was for materials acquisition. The
FYS! tunds are Cor completing material acquisition and for labor
:ost5 as=ioci3ted with the rail installation.

Contract Engineecin
Contract Purchases
Contract Constructi

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

FUNDING SCHEDULE

FY83
FY84 Pha
FY84 Pha
FY85-88

PHA.-E



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

Fia* COWHUTER RAIL PROGRAM REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PI>".H;CT F.LK.ME\r

mt - ROW Rail-Canal/Randolph (CUS) (NIRC-M)

PROJECT ELEMENT

1429 - (Cont.)

MTAL FSTIMATED FY84 COST; 154,000 Pha FY84 FUNDING

Lnc.^l^.•.l het,<ecn Randolph and Canal Streets at Chicago Union
station. (Construction is in Cook County: DuPage, Kane, and
Lake Counties will also benefit)

PRlMtCT KLr.MKNT DESCRIPTION

Ihis project proposes to renew rail and hardware on the cu
hetweun Randolph and Canal Streets at Chicago Union Statl
Tracks 1, 2 and 3 will be effected.

Rail replacement will be done with continu
RoplaceTient will be based on the number of
the location and the age of the rail. A
in the rail that has yet to pass through t

d'-fect could result from poor guality of

welded rail (CWR).
ll defects found in
ll defect is a flaw
rail head. A rail

age and
•jross ton miles of traffic operated over the rail. while
•lofect poses no immediate problem, it is a good indication that
the rail is in need of replacement. Age is also a good indica-
tion of the need for renewal.

Among the benefits of renewing rail are continued efficient
operations and a smoother, quieter ride provided to the public.
Maintenance costs will also be lower with CWR.

Tho FY83 funding requirement is to be used for the purchase of
Tisterials. FY84 funding is required for labor.

rt Engine
:t Purcha
ct Constr

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST $ 154,000

FUNDNDING SCHEDULE

Previously Funded
FY83
FY84 Phase I

FY84 Phase 11
FY85-88

-0-
226,000
154,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST $ 380,000



REGIONAL TKANSPOBTATIC

FV84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PROJECT ELEMENT

142fi - Bridge Renewal (NIRC-M)

TOTAL ESTIMATED FY84 COST! $450,000 Phase I

I.OCATIiJN



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FK84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

P ROJECT ELEMENT

1426 - ICont.)

FlfB4 FUNDING

ct Engineering
ct Purchases
ct Construction

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

FUNDING SCHEDULE

Previously Funded
FY83
FYS4 Phase I

FY84 Phase II
FY85-88 10,000,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST ?10, 750,000

- GC -



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMHUTER RAIL PROGRAM

CAie

PROJECT ELEMENT

1513 - Embankment Rebuilding (ICG)

TOTAL ESTIMATED FY84 COST : $100,000 Phase I

LOCATION

At Randolph street in the City of Chicago. (Construction is in

Cook County: Will County will also benefit)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

This project consists of restructuring the deteriorated wall/

embankment above a point where the ICG tracks descend into the

Randolph Street Station. FY84 funding is for engineering.

Future funding will be required for acquisition of materials ana

construction.

FY84 FUNDING

ACTIVITY

Contract Engineering
Contract Purchases
Contract Construction

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

FUNDING SCHEDULE

Previously Funded
FYa)
FYiJ4 Phase I

FY84 Phase II ""„

FY85-88 1.0"°-°"°

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST ^ I.IOU.OOO

Page 1 of 1

S 100,



RliGlONAL THANSPORTATIUN AUTHORIT^f

FYe4 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

CATtGORY: Track s Struc

PROJECT ELEMENT

1U16 - ROW Kehabilitati
Canopies, Platfor

TOTAL ESTIMATED fY84CObT: S 2,0UU,000 Pha

NIKC-Rock Island District ROW from Conyress Street Expr
Bridge (MP 0.0) to 16th Street (MP 1.1). (Construction
Cnok County; Will County will also benefit)

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PROJECT ELEMENT

1016 - (Cont.

)

FY64 FUNDING

ACTIVITY

Contract Engineerir
Contract Purchases
Contract Constructi

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

PROJECT ELEMENT DEbCRIPTION

This project element originally involved the engineering and
construction work associated with the rehabilitation of the
track and platform support structures (bridges, retaining walls,
culverts, etc.) on the NIRC-RI between Harrison Street (Chicago)
and JoUet. Subsequent approval from UMTA and IIXiT was received
in September, 19B1 to include the structural work between Con-
gress and Harrison Street as part of the work scope of this
project element.

The RTA is currently in the process of selecting the consultant
to do the engineering on the track and platform support
structures from Congress to 16th Street. The rehabilitation
will include the elevation bridge structure from Congress to
Harrison Street: Polk Street Bridge; a train shed, canopies,
platforms and retaining walls between Mileposts 0.0 and 1.1.

Previous funding was for engineering and design work. FY84
funding is for the purchase of long lead time materials. Future
funding will be required for the purchase of additional
materials and construction.

FUNDING SCHEDULE

Previously Funded
FY83
FY84 Phase I

FY84 Phase II
FYS 5-88

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

S 1,800,000
-0-

2,000,000
-0-

19,200,000

S23.000.000



PEGIUNAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FV84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

f.Ar^:(JiiKY: Track and Structure

Fgoji;cr f: l>"knt

12U - RehflMlitatlon of Bridges, Structures s Retaining Walls

(NI>(C-RI1

TJIAL KsriMATED Ft84 COST: S 1,075,000 Phase I

Loc

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

No. 81 (City)

Over CWI Railroad
(16th street) - Chicago

Over St. Charles Airline Wye
Chicago
Archer Avenue Bridge -

Chicago
29th Street Bridge - Chicago
33rd Street Bridge - Chicago
38th Street Bridge - Chicago

Root Street Bridge - Chicago
43rd Street Bridge - Chicago
47th Street Bridge - Chicago

5lst Street Bridge - Chicago
57th Place Bridge - Chicago
63rd Street Bridge - Chicago

71st street Bridge - Chicago
74th Street Bridge - Chicago
78th Street Bridge - Chicago

151

163(IDOT)



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

Fir84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PKOJKLT ELEMENT

1216 - (Cont.

)

PROJECT ELewENT DESCRIPTION

This project is a continuation o
Project Element C51U16, in G
rehabilitated the NIRC-RID right-of-way and structures Between
the Con.)re<^s Expressway Bridge and bridge No. 5, the Wells
'^trvet approach to lith Street.

Please note that the locations that have either City or IDOT
att'jr them are included in this project element in order to
complete a total rehabilitation of the bridges. The RTA will
not duplicate any work done by the City or IDOT. Once these
bridges are fully rehabilitated, they should have a life
expectancy of approximately 50 years.

Previous funding was for rehabilitation of retaining walls and
wing walls. Fy83 funding will cover partial rehabilitation of
Bridge Numbers 401,403 and 404. Fy84 funding is for completion
ot the rehabilitation of Bridge Numbers 401, 403, and 404.
Future funding will be required for rehabilitation of the
remaining bridges,

Fi84 FUNDING

Contract Engineering S -0-
Contract Purchases -0-
Contract Construction 1,075,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST j 1,075,000

FUN DING SCHEDULE

Previously Funded S 750,000
FYa3 1,500,000
Flf84 Phase I 1,075,000
FVSJ Phase II -0-
FY8)-88 13,675,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST $17.000,000

Page 3 of 3
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PROPOSED FISCAL YEAR 1984 CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

3 . FY84 Commuter Rail - Signal/Elec tr ical/Communicat ions
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Electrical projects in FY84 include:
replacement of the ICG's main messenger
wire; upgrading of AC & DC electrical
feeders; renewal of feeders; signal trans-
formers at CUS; installation of a super-
visory system controlling AC and DC cur-
rent; and replacement of DC impedance
bonds, and switch heaters. These projects
are necessary to insure the efficient
operation of the commuter rail system and
minimize delays caused by antiquated equip-
ment. Many of these projects will also
result in operating savings because the new
equipment will require far less routine
maintenance and in the case of the switch
heaters, will no longer require manual
operat ion

.

Signal projects include: bi-
directional signaling on the CNW; advance
approach signals on the ICG; replacement of

signal cable on the NIRC-RI; and installa-
tion of a centralized train control system
(CTC) on the new extension to Almora on the
NIRC-M. These signal devices provide
information to train crews on track condi-
tions ahead. In the case of the bi-
directional signaling on the CNW, signifi-
cant capital savings will be realized
because this project will allow for the
removal of a track and interlocking plant.

Interlockers are reconstructed con-
sistent with the Interlocking Plant Conso-
lidation Study . Reconstruction is needed
due to obsolete equipment and in order to
reduce a potential source of delays and
interruptions to the trains.

The communications project is the
upgrading of the Passenger Assistance Link
(PAL) on the ICG. This project allows for
information flow between passengers, train
crews and dispatchers. It contributes to
efficient fare collection and the security
of passengers and property in the stations
and on trains.

Figure F illustrates the locations of
the FY84 Signal/Electrical/Communications
projects. This figure is followed by
detailed project descriptions.
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REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PROJECT ELEMENT

1207 - Consolidati

TIJIAL ESTIMATED FY84 COST S 3,000,000 Phase I

CNW L.ike/Clinton Street Interlocker
struction is in Cook County; DuPage
C. -unties will also benefit)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

Lake/Clinton

15 project includes th
ired to modernize and c

reet Interlocking Plant

igned to be completed in segments
engineering, material and labor re

olldate the Lake Street and Clinto
n the CNW.

rhe Lake Street and Clinton Street Interlocking Plants were in

stalled in 1911. Both facilities have reached the end of thei

"conomically useful lives. These obsolete electromechanica
interlocking plants breakdown with increasing frequency, ad
versely affecting commuter operations.

PROJECT ELEMENT

1207 - (Cont.)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

The interlocking machines and switch machines at these int
lockers are extremely old and difficult to maintain to
standards due to the age of the equipment, and replacement pa
are no longer available. Consequently, the CNW must fabric
replacement parts in its shops.

Unde is project a nev
control will be c

achines will be i

; interlockin^j e

, cable will be

consolidated L,

onstructed. Obsolete
eplaced by high volta
afety circuits wil 1 be
replaced; and t

d Clint

nd
eplacec
ignal

implify train movements. Improve;! ~.;er

and significant reductions in operati-; a

ses will be realized through the consolidati
of the Lake/Clinton Street Interlockers.

on of
neering and desigT
e Lake/Clinton Sti

= are requested for matei
Lake/Clinton Street Inti

nee with FRA regulations.

for this project
of the consolidati

eet Interlocker fac
ials and labor nece
rlockering facilit

Subsequent funding requests will be ne
of the tasks outlined above as deter
design segment.

Modernization of the Lake and Clinton Streets Interlockers has
begun under Grant IL-03-0089/Cap-81-n3-FED. Under Pr:-;ect
Element C71067, approximately 20 of the 95 obsolete switching
machines at the Lake Street Interlocker are scheduled for
replacement.
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REGIONAL TRANSPORTATIUN AUTHORITy

FYB4 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PROJECT ELEMENT

1207 - (Cont.)

Fy84 FUNDING

A"IVITlf PHASE 1

Contract Engineering s 100,000
Contract Purchases 2,500,000
Contract Construction 400,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST $3, 000.000

FUNDING SCHEDULE

Previously Funded s 360,000""3 -0-
FY84 Phase I 3,000,000
Fy84 Phase II _„_
FY85-8a

3, 000, 000

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST $ 6,360.000
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RFCIIINAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHOPrTY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

ignal Flectrical/Communications

PROJEfT HfFMFM

1 477 - Instal lit 3l Signaling, Deering

^TlMATFn FYS4 COST: $ 2,205,000 Pha

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 CUMHUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PROJECT ELEMENT

1477 - (Cont.

1

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

is estimated that a significant capital
tely S4.4 million dollars over 5 y

approximately $1 38, 000/yearly
mpletion of this project.

be

avings of approxi-
operating savings
realized by the

LOCATroN

i.a-w."!
T'ftte. (Con?
^f It I

ne, Kenosha Subdivision, Tra
cago and Evanston and a cro
in Cook County; Lake County

ilFrt Fl FWKJT DESCRIPTION

s project provides for track and signal rehabilitation and
rovoments on the CNW's North Line between HP 3.2 and MP 12.9.

1 fundim of this project included installation of industry
nouts on track No. 2, extension of platforms and removal of

ck between MP 3.2 and MP 12.4 on Track No. 1. Signal work

luded the installation of electric locks and traffic lock

cuits on Track No. 2 and removal of signals on Track No. 1

w<.,-n MP 3.2 and 12.4.

alia on of bi
ine betwee
rolled fro

S4 funrtinn of this project is for th

rectional signflling on Track No. 3 of the North
3.2 and HP 12.9. Double crossovers, remotely con

e existing tower at Clybourn, will be installed at Wilmette
P 11. S) and Roqers Park. This will permit the removal of

ick No. 1 (MP 3.2 - MP 12.91 and the Canal Interlocking

FY84 FUNDING

tract Engineering
tract Purchases
tract Construction

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

FUNDING SCHEDULE

Prev



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHUKITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

CATEGORY : Signa 1/Elect r ica 1/C

PROJECT ELEMENT

1

(ICG I

1514 - Install Advance Approach Signals 67th Street to 115th

TOTAL ESTIMATED FV6-1 COST ; S 383,000 Phase I

LOCATION

[mP
^7""'" «^'l/'"f. 67th Street (MP 8.28) to 115th Street

also b;nefU) " " '^ '" ^""^ '^""""y "'H County xill

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

This project calls for the installation of advance approach.gnals_(flashing yellow) from 67th Street to 115th Street onthe ICG's elect il line. Installation of t^equipment will help to ensure efficient train ope

Fir84 FUNDING

Contract Engineering s 50,000
Contract Purchases 200,000
Contract Construction 133,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST ; 383.000

FUNDING SCHEDULE

Previously Funded s -o-"83 .0.
Flf84 Phase I 383,000
FY84 Phase II .g-
FY85-88 _U_

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST ? 383.000
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REGIONAL TPANSPORTATTON AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

na 1 /F 1 ec trical /Coirmunicat ions

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 CQWMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

TOTAI I-STIMATFD FY84 COST; S 500,000 Phase I

PROJECT ELEMENT

0556 - (Cont.)

FY84 FUNDING

11 Line, 51st Str
:,,,-t (MP »./<<) Inter locker
isill r-innty will also benefi

Constructi

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

S 50,000
-0-

450,000

S 500.000

FST DFSCRIPTION

This project calls for the rehabilitation of the 51st Street and

STfh streot Interlockers. The present system is no longer ade-

lii.->i.- n.ir fo fh- obsolescence of the control machines, switch

m,TcfM"''<: an'* other equipment. Replacement parts are no longer

iivAilihle ^n<\ must he fabricated by railroad personnel.

Tho f icilities have
1 iv'^. The new t

|.ot.-ntial delay of t

of m.-.lfunctlon will
wi 11 nreatly reduce

ched the end of their economically useful
litips will eliminate a major source of

ns and service disruptions. The incidence
decreased and the availability of parts

time and expense associated with service

FUNDING SCHEDULE

Previously Funded
FY83
FY84 Phase I

FY84 Phase II

FY85-88

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

S '



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

F»B4 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAH

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

CATEGORY: biqna 1/Elect r ical/Co
PROJECT ELEMENT

PUDJKX'T ELCMENT 1444 - (Cont.)

FYB3 funds are for the initiation oC the engineering stag
the project. FY84 funds are for continued engineering and
purchase of long lead time materials. Future funding is
purchase of additional material and labor costs.

FY84 FUNDING

MiCATKlN

On the ICG Electric Commuter Rail Line, Main Line substations
.It: 16th Street (MP 2.01, Brookdale (MP 8.5), Front Street IMP
14.5), Harvey (MP 20.0), Vollmer (HP 24.9); South Chicago
Branch - Cheltenham (HP 2.6); and Blue Island Branch - Laflin
(HP 2.7). (Construction is in Cook County; Will County will also
benefit)

Contract Engine
Contract Purcha
Contract Constr

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

FUNDING SCHEDULE

PHASE



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHOKITK

Fye4 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

rAr>'-,uRY; Si.jnal/Electrical/Communications

PROJECT ELKHENT

1519 - Rehabilitate Substat lons/Tie Stations/Support Facili

Tr.TAL RSTIMATED FY84 COST; S 1,000,000 Phase I

PROJECT ELEMENT

1519 - (Cont

FY84 FUNDING

L.n.'ATlUN

On the ICG Electric Commuter Rail Line, Main Line substations
It: 16th strt-et (MP 2.0), Brookdale (MP 8.5), Front Street (MP

14.5), Marvey (MP 20.0), Vollmer (HP 24.9), Park Forest South

(HP 31.4)! South Chicago Branch: Cheltenham (MP 2.6); and Blue

Island Hranch: Laflin (MP 2.7). Tie stations at; Riverdale
(MP 17.31, 51st Street (MP 6.3), 95th Street (MP 12.0) and
Hatteson (MP 28.2). (Construction/Benefit is in Cook and Will
Counties)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

Thi-^ project covers sub and tie station buildings and equipment
n^di t ications, alterations and additions along with implementa-
tion ot operation and maintenance facilities.

FYe4 funding is tor engineering, design, purchase of materials
inrf construction of accommodations for maintenance crew
luirters. Required equipment and space for effective electrical
cr^w operations will be provided. A new transfer trip protec-
tion system will be researched, designed, purchased and
installed allowing close monitoring and prompt response by

operators preventing extensive damage to electric switchgear and
control equipment.

These sub and tie station buildings, with the exception of Park

Forest South and Matteson, are over fifty years old and require
modifications and improvements. Future funding will cover such
Items as new roofs, enclosed windows, tuck pointing, steel
doors, ventilating, security protection, and driveway and ground
improvements. Existing AC distribution equipment and cables are

obsolete and deteriorated beyond economical repair and will be

replaced with new modern equipment. Modernization of the Front
street substation distribution switchgear is required and will
consist of the purchase and installation of equipment compatible
with other substations.

Page 1 of 2

;t Engine
:t Purcha
:t Constr

FUNDING SCHEDULE

FY83
FYe4 Pha
FY84 Pha
FY85-8e

150,000
600, 000
250,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST $ 1.000.000

1,000,000
-0-

3, 000, OOP

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST $ 4,000,000
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REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

Ft84 COHMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPtJRTATIUN AUTHORITY

Fye4 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

CArKGORV: Signal/Ele

PROJECT KLKMENT

ry System DC Sub i Ti

T'-IIAL ESTIMATED F1SA COST : S 600,000 Pha

LI ICA IJU IN

On the ICG Electr
to Park Forest
ana Will Counties)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

The Supervisory System controls the operations of electrical sub
and tie station"; which supply AC and DC electrical current. AC
power IS used by individual signals, stations, lights, switch
h.'iters and otner related equipment. DC is used for train pro-
pulsion. The Supervisory System ensures that power requirements
on any given part of the line are met and that power is reduced
or cut off in response to reduced demand or equipment problems
such as a fallen catenary wire. The existing system is diffi-
cult to maintain due to its age and the difficulty in locating
spare parts. The existing lines lie beside Communications
Department lines and at times impede the opening of signals and
nearby electrical devices.

A new system employing state-of-the-art technology (i.e. a com-
bination of solid-state and electro/mechanical instead of the
obsolete elect ro/tnechanical equipment now being used) will im-
prove the response time in connection with opening and closing
equipment at the stations. The result will be improved and more
efficient operations.

FY83 funding is for engineering and design. Fy84 funding is for
the purchase of materials and preliminary construction. Future
funding will cover the remainder of construction.

PROJECT ELEMENT

1442 - (Cont.

)

FYe4 FUNDING

ACTIVITY



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITlf

FYS 4 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITy

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

CATKljORY: Signal/Elect r

PROJECT ELEMENT

1515 - Purchase/Install Advance Approach Signals (ICG)

TOTAL ESTIMATED FYe4 COST: S 30,000 Phase I

ICG Klectric Commuter Rail Line, Tra
24.8 and MP 28.0 to MP 28.8. (Con
Will County will also benefit!

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

MP 24. 2 to MP
in Cook County:

This project involves the purchase and installation of Advance
Approach Signals on the ICG's Track No. 1. The ICG revised
their stopping distance for electric trains from 2,640 feet to
3,500 feet. This change mandates a different spacing of signals
to ensure safety and allow for makimum speed (65mphl.

The flashing Advance Approach Signals will be installed on
northbound Track No. 1 between block signals 24.18 and 24.75 and
southbound on Track No. 1 between signals 27.98 and the Mattsson
CTC.

PROJECT ELEMENT

1515 - (Cont.

)

FY84 FUNDING

ACTIVITY



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AITHORITY

CIBA COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPUKTATION AUTHOklTY

FY84 COMMUTER KAIL PROGRAM

iynal/Electr
PROJECT ELEMENT

TECT PI.EMFNT 1516 - (Cont.

)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCKIPTION

T 'HL esTIMATFD t-Y84 COST: S 33,000 Pha

AC lUh Pliiro (HP 1.3) in Chicaqn, Illinois. (Constr
in Cook Counfy; Will Cnunty will alsp benefit)

I'Oei.IfiT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

Numerous rush Inour train delays can be anticipated in the event
of a wire tault on Storage Tracli No. 4. With the present cir-
cuit configuration an extensive bottleneck is unavoidable if a

fault occurs at this location and all trains have to enter and
leave the Randolph Street Depot on Main Track Uos. 1 and 2.
Excessive overloading of the circuit breakers feeding Tracks No.
1 and No. 2 can further compound the problem by interruption of

FY84 FUNDING

r-re?.ent icr. provisions tor electrical sec t lona 1 iza t ion will not
i-frmit train movement on Main Track No. 3 between 11th Place and
M-»proe Street when the catenary system above Storage Track No. 4

:: n-t energised. There is no facility tor electrically separa-
tin-: the catenary wires above the storage track from those re-
.;jir.-.' for the movement of trains on Main Track No. 3. For two
reasons it should be possible to de-energlze the storage track
without affecting main line traffic: 1) electricians need to
inspect and work on the equipment stored there, and 2) a fault
on the catenary wires above this track could disrupt either of
he pe^k rush periods.

T>-e installation of a motor operated disconnect switch in the
vicinity of structure 1-19 will resolve this problem. It will
erablo trains to proceed northward at 11th Place on Main Track
No. 3 and from Main Track No. 4 into Main Track No. 3, providing
irprovd operating flexibility and efficiency at the Randolph
street Terminal.

Contract Engineerin
Contract Purchases
Contract Construct

i

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

FUNDING SCHEDULE

FYe3
FY84 Pha
FY84 Pha
FY85-88

PHASE



REGIUNftL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

Fy84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PHUJECT PXEMENT

1517 - Replacement of Signal Cable (NIRC-RI)

TOTAL KSTIMATEU FYB4 COST: S 200,000 Phase I

PROJECT ELEMENT

1517 - (Cont.

)

FY84 FUNDING

Contract Engine

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

30,000
100,000
70, OOP

PKUJECT E LEMENT DESCRIPTION

rnis pr(jject involves the replacement of deteriorating signal
c^hle on the NIRC-RI. To insure proper operation of the
signals, outdated and defective cable has to be replaced.

n<'f.;ctivf cahle can cause false clear signal messages on the
sysL.'in. A f.tlse clear message of a block or interlocking
sign.il ts extremely danjerous. It gives the engineman an indi-
cation by signal that the track ahead is clear of all train
movements and that all switches are properly lined, where in
fact a train movement may be ahead and a switch point open.

tt IS imperative that deteriorating insulation and eguipment
which does not meet FRA requirements be replaced promptly in
or-ler to ensure efficient operations.

Funds reijupsted in FY84 are for the initial phase of engineer-
ing, material and labor reguired to begin the replacement of

signal cable. Subsequent funding will be for continued instal-
lation of signal cable at locations to be determined.

FUNDING SCHEDULE

FY83
FY84 Pha
FY84 Pha
FY85-88

200,000
-0-

800,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST $1.000.000
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REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

Ft84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PBO.I FCT ELEMENT

1518 - Extension of CTC Territory to Aim

TOIAI. ESTIMATED FY84 COST: $1,000,000 Pha

Frnir the west end ot the present CTC territory (MP 30.11 near
Hurtlett to the new signal end point of the West Line in Pinyree
Grove (MP 44.4). (Construction is in Kane County; Cook and
nuPaqe Counties will also benefit)

PRliJRCT ELEMENT DEbXRIPTION

Centralized train control is vital to efficient train opera-
tions. The exact locations of the CTC equipment will be
f1,^f rmined during the engineering phase of this project.

Between Bartlett and Elgin, materials are purchased for the most
pjrt" and construction will consist primarily of making the
necessary hook-ups. For the line between Elgin and Almora,
funds are requested for acquisition of materials, labor and

FY84 FUNDING

Contract Engineering
Contract Purchases
Contract Construction

125,000
600,000
275,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST S 1,000,000

Page 1 of 2

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PROJECT ELEMENT

1518 - (Cont.)

FUNDING SCHEDULE

FY83
FY84 Pha
FY84 Pha
FY85-B8

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST ? 1,000.000

CTC equipment for use betw
by the Northwest Suburban M
0022/CAP-72-001-FED.

under Grant IL-



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FYa4 COMMUTER RAIL I'ROGRAM

JAfrO'-'K:! si jnal/Electrical/Communt

1441 - 'Vjra'le PAI- (Passenger Assistance Link) Equipment (ICG)

j.ir^L i^ ^TIMAlRD FY84 COST ! S 100,000 Phase I

7..., p,\: rontral Center is at 16934 Park Avenue, Haiel Crest

llli"'^!'-. (Construction is in Cook County; Will County wij

1 1= 1 :.."«.£it)

Tie stitnns equipped with PAL devices are:

5a-'i|-1 S1-/SO. Water 151 North Michigan Avenue
•• n s_r->ii Street 151 East Van Buren Street
a^.^sevelt Road 125 East llth Place
2)rH Sfr-et 23rd & South Park (480 East)
;j-, s-r-.-et 1546 East 53rd Street
-,,.T_5<,t*.-57th Street 1528 East 57th Street
5:ltT Street 151U East 59th Street
~5th Street 1200 East 75th Street

^c,tf, street 1055 East 79th Street
alrl si-roer 83rd i, Commercial Avenue (3000 East
H-rf, street 87th I, Houston (3026 East)

41s' street 91st t Drexel (900 East)
i^tn Street 95th i Cottage Grove (800 East)

luJrl street 639 East 103rd Street
107th street 107th I, Cottage Grove (500 East)
111th street 467 East lllth Street
llSth Street 418 E. 115th Street

137fi street 137th I. Dearborn (100 East)

PROJECT ELEMENT

1441 - (Cont.)

LOCATION

Ivanhoe



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PROJECT ELEMENT

1441 - (Cont.)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

This project involves purchasing two new computers for the PAL
(Passenger Assistance Link) Control Center, and constructing the
proper storage area for the equipment. The present POP 11/15
computers are obsolete, and replacement components are no longer
available. Complete failures affect the fare collection pro-
cess, the ability to make PA announcements, and security in the
commuter stations.

Funds requested ill FYBS will be used for engineering analysis and
desijn. FY84 funds will be used to complete the engineering of
the proper air-condit loned storage environment for the computer
equipment. Future program years will call for funds to purchase
and install equipment.

FY84 FUNDING

ACTIVITY



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAH

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTri>.->ITY

FYS'! COMMUTER RAIL PROGRA.*;

ignal/Eleccrical/Co

PUU.IbCr F.LEMENT

12211 - Renovation of Power Distr

Main Messenger wire (ICG)
on System; Replacement o£

rOTAL ESTIMATED FY84 COST: S 450,000 Phase I

L )rAlI(JN

(6) mile Tra No. 4,ic; (KLectric)
2. Of.) to B5th Street (MP 8.17). Two 12)

^'reet (MP 2.06) to 34tn Street (MP 3.95) and two (2) miles on

Track 2 - 95th Street (MP 12.06) to 113th Street (MP 14.261.

ICnnsLruction is in Cook County; Will County will also benefit)

PROJECT ELEMENT nESCRIPTION

This project calls for the replacement of the main messenger

wir.- "1 the ICG's electric line power distriDutlon system. Be

laac-ix-nt oE this system is necessary to maintain reliable

-loctric power to the ICG commuter rail system.

The main messenger cable is suspended from steel catenary struc-

'ur-;-; S|jace<i about 300 feet apart. Attached
uxil .,_,^ ^.. Id by hangers. Two

es are suspended by clips from the auxiliary

in and auxiliary messengers and contact wires

that the four wires act as one electrical

main messenger wire is a composite cable .810" in diameter,

h consists of an inner core of seven >6 AWG steel strands

..unded by an outer layer of twelve 16 AWG hard drawn copper

nds. The steel strands in the inner core are coated with

r-r to prevent the steel from rusting. For this reason, they

known as copperweld strands.

PROJECT ELEMENT

1220 - (Cont.)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

When the main messenger wire was manuf act ..red in the early
1920's, its life expectancy was seventy vears. Some thirty
years later, however, several rust spots a^^^eared on the inner
core, which caused the outer strands of the wire to swell. The
railroad made a more detailed inspection of the cable and found
numerous places in which one or more cf the seven inner
copperweld strands had rusted away completely.

able iifactIn the mid 1950's the railroad contacted the
Copperweld Company, and the condition of the main messenger was
studied extensively. In 1975, engineers from the ICG and
Copperweld made a careful field inspection ot the catenary which
uncovered 226 rust spots between 11th Pl.ice and 64th Street.
Several pieces of main messenger wire were removed from the
catenary and sent to Copperweld's Laboratv^ry to be tested.
After conducting the tests, Copperweld concluded that the rust-
ing had stabilized and that the cable would not deteriorate
further.

ICG engineers have inspected the cable in the same area as

before, and found 332 rust spots, an increase of 106. The engi-
neers concluded that the rusting condition had not stabilized as
predicted, but, in fact, is getting worse. Not only did they
discover that the steel core is deteriorating, they also found
that the outer copper strands are becoming hard and brittle and
are starting to crack.

In the past, the railroad's maintenance people could use a

screwdriver to spread the outer strands of the cable and knock
the rust off the inner core to relieve tension on the outer
strands, when this procedure is attempted with the current con-
dition of the wire, the outer strands break because of their
hard, brittle condition.

Page 2 of 3
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RKGIONAL TBftNSPt'RTATION AUTHORITy

KY84 C01MUTFR RAIL PROGRAM

PRD.TECT RLFHENT

1220 - (Cnnt.

1

PROJECT ELEMENT DLSCRIPTinN

Kunrt!! requested for Fy84 under this project are for the material
rP'iuired to continue the messenger wire replacement program
started under Grant IL-n3-n073 (Project Elements A80524 and
A8CI554). Subsequent funding will be required to complete the
work started under Grant IL-n3-0073 and this grant. Previous
projects in which messenger wire has been replaced are:

A8II524: replacement of 10 miles

FY84 FUNDING

ACTIVITY



RECgnNAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITy

FYS 4 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

qnal/Electrical/Communi

PMI1.11 CT c-_



KEGtONAL TRANSPOKTATIUN AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM
REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PHU.1ECT ELEMENT

lb2U - Keplacement of Main Messenger Wire {

T')TAL ESTIMATED FY84 CObT: S 850,000 Pha

[CG (tlectricl Cc
(MP i.l to 14.5)

.

»i 1 I also tienet It

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

Rl.'nent Vila.

ial and the process
5nt, please see Proje

The 11.8 miles of wire represents a continuation of messen
wire replacerrent under the following grants:

Grant IL-03-007 j/CAP-78-1 10-FED, Project A80524 and A80554
Grant IL-03-0093/CAP-a2-194-FED, Project D41220

FY84 funding is for eng
rial and initial constru
additional material and

eering, the partial purchase of mate-
ion. Future funding is required for
complete construction.

PROJECT ELEMENT

1520 - (Cont.

I

FY84 FUNDING

ACTIVITY



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION ftUTHOBITt

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

Signal /Electrical/Communications

PROJECT ELEMENT

1451 - Renew Signal Transfo
Company {CU3)

Chicago Union Stat

TOTAL KSTIMATKU FY84 COST : S 2U0,00U Phase I

t.OCATIUN

rhir;n-io Union statinn (CUS) Chicago, Illinois. (Construction is

in Cook County: DuPage, Kane, Lake and Will Counties will also
henef it)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

This project is designed to be completed in two se

funding involves the replacement of signal transfe
the purchase/installation of signal cable and t

Fy84 funding will involve the replacement of 9 pa

rupted » of energy is essential to the

successful operation of automatic signaling and train control.
Tn avoid prolonged interruptions to the power supply of an AC

signaling system, a normal and emergency source of powe
means for transferring the load
mandatory.

tween the two

supply failur anual
en utilizing

Signal delays resulting from power
switching are virtually eliminated
switching equipment. Power exchange from one source to the

other IS instantaneous and the entire line with its multiple
sources of power, is coordinated one part with another.

FYbJ funding will replace the
that are deteriorated, and i

the transformer to transfe
included will be the purchase
and terminal cases from Taylo

itche

Roosevelt
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REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PROJECT ELEMENT

1451 - (Cont

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

FY84 funding
(from 2300V

iquated electr

are located at Roosevelt Road, Taylc
son Tower, Harrison Street, Jacksc
Washington Street and Lake Street.

FY84 FUNDING

Contract Engine
Contract Purcha
Contract Constr

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST S 200,000

FUNDING SCHEDULE

Previously Funded
FYSS
FY84 Phase I

400,000
200,000

-0-

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST S 600.000



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

CATEGORY: Signal/Electrical/Communications

PROJECT RLEJIEfiT

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY6 4 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

rlockers (Chicago Union Station - BN, ICG,

PROJECT ELEMENT

1427 - (Cont.

)

FY84 FUNDING

ruTAL FMlMAInP FY84 COST: S 2,000,000 Phase I

At Chicoijo linion Station, 210 South Canal Street, in Chicago.

(Construction is in Cook County - DuPage, Kane, Lake and Will
Counties will benefit)

PRIXIECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

The CUS mterlockers project involves replacing both existing,
outmoded north and south interlocking facilities with the new
?>ntry'exit type systems. The present system is no longer ade-
qu.Tte due to the obsolescence of the control machine, switch
machines and other equipment. Replacement parts ace no longer
available and must be fabricated by railroad personnel. The
third main constructed on the north end of CUS will be inte-
grated into the track system as part of the interlocker

Contract Engineering
Contract Purchases
Contract Construction

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

FUNDING SCHEDULE

FYS 3

FY84 Pha
FY8 4 Pha
FY85-88

PHASE



KEGIUNAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FtS4 COWMUTEK RAIL PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

CATEo(iR_Y: Signal/Eiectrical/Communications

pso.nx r r:Lt:HENT

l-^^l - Replacement of DC Impedance Bonds (ICG)

frf/M. KSTIMAThD F Ye4 COST ; S 116,000 Phase I

PROJECT ELEMENT

1521 - (Cont.

)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

equested for material and labor required for
impedance bonds to be replaced. Subsequent
required to complete the impedance bond

m started under this project element.

ic Commuter Line (MP 23.62 to MP 26.30). (Construe
Cook county; Hill County will also benefit) FY84 FUNDING

PHOJFCr FLEMENT DESCRIPTION

ated DC impe-

l iki

he impedance bonds to be replaced have reached the end of their
cnn.'mically useful lives, and have deteriorated to the extent
hir their inability to adequately carry propulsion current
cr-ss insulated joints results in train delays. Insulated
nint% ire installed in rail sections to define signal block
imits. On both an electric and a non-electric railroad, the

nsulated joint efficiently segments the rail line into blocks,
owevcr, on an electric railroad, which utilizes the rail for

he return mode for propulsion current, the insulated joint acts
:ejk in the rali and doesn't allow the passage of the

rnfirn propulsion current. Impedance bonds, high current carry-
ing devices installed at insulated joints, act as a conduit for

ret-irn DC propulsion current and at the same time restrict the

passage of AC signal current, thereby, effectively maintaining
the integrity of the block signal system.

Existing vintage 500 amp and 1000 amp impedance bonds are not
.idoTjate to handle the increased electrical loads imposed by new

rollinq stoct^ power sources requirement. This project will re-

plac existing impedance bonds with new 1500 amp impedance

Contract Engine
Contract Purcha
Contract Constr

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST $ 116.000

FUNDING SCHEDULE

FY83
FY84 Pha
FY84 Pha
FY85-88

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

116,



REGIONAL TRftNSPURTAT ION AUTHORITY

Fy8 4 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FYB4 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

CATtGORY: Signal/Electric

PROJLCT KLKMENT

14J8 - Replace 55UV Power Blue Island (NIRC - RI

1

TufAL ESTIMATED Fy84 COST: S 200, QUO Pha

LOCATION

NIRC-HocK Island District Commuter Rail Line. Three trans-
f-irmers to he eliminated at MC Tower in Joliet (MP 40.2), Mokena
(MP 21.61, and Rohbins (MP 17.2). (Replacement installations
are in multiple locations in Cook and Will Counties)

PRftlECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

This project involves the replacement of the existing 550 volt
power transmission system on the NIRC-RI commuter line, with
multiple local 110-120V connections.

Currently, power to remote locations on the NIRC-RI line is
carried between Joliet and Blue Island at 550V and is obtained
through three transformers connected to the utility company
transmission system. The 550V power line is situated 10 feet
above ground in several locations. Optimal conditions warrant
eliminating these lines.

Funds requested in FY83 were for the engineering study of ways
in which It is feasible to connect into the local Commonwealth
Edison supply thereby eliminating the need for NIRC-RI 550V
power. Requested FY84 funds are for materials and labor
necessary to make the actual local connections.

PROJECT ELEMENT

1448 - (Cont.

)

FY84 FUNDING

ACTIVITY

Contract Engine
Contract Purcha
Contract Constr

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

FUNDING SCHEDULE

Previously Funded
FY83
FY84 Phase I

FY84 Phase II
FY85-88

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST S 225.000

88



PROPOSED FISCAL YEAR 1984 CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

4 . FY84 Commuter Rail - Support Facilities and Equipment

The types of support facilities
included in this section are locomotive and
car storage yards, maintenance shops, crew
amenities, and material storerooms. Many
of the support facilities were constructed
over 50 years ago and are no longer ade-
quate to serve current needs. Deferred
maintenance also contributed to the pro-
blem. The FY84 projects will cost $19,012
million with S14.012 million in Phase I.

A primary emphasis of not only this
section, but of the FY84 Rail Program is

the renovation and improvement of yard and
shop facilities. This is necessary in
order to properly service and store the
rail rolling stock fleet. Improvements
will include upgrading ventilation and
heating facilities, improving crew faci-
lities, expansion of support shops, instal-
lation of oil and fuel storage tanks and
improved yard lighting. Yard and shop
renovations will continue to include large
capital investments for completion through
FY88.

The other main category for capital
expenditure in this group is support equip-
ment necessary to repair and maintain
equipment, in order to maintain an effi-
cient operation. Included in FY84 are snow
melters, walkie talkies, a spot welding
machine and supervisory vehicles. These
support projects represent a much smaller
level of investment than the yards and
shops and are programmed on an as needed
basis.

Figure G illustrates the locations of
the FY84 Support Facilities and Equipment
projects. Detailed project descriptions
follow the figure.





RCGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FYa4 COHHUTEK RAIL PROGRAM

CATK';'>RY: S'jpj^ort Facilities & Equiptr.ent

1225 - ReMabilitation o£ M19A Diesel Shop (CNW)

C\Vv's IHA Diesel Shop, West Line between Kinzie and Chicago

Av<-nue (MP 4.5-5.0) Chicago, Illinois. (Construction is in Cook

County: DuPaye, Kane, Lake, and McHenry Counties will also

CROJE-T F.Lf:MENT DESCRIPTION

Tli= project involves the complete renovation and improvement

or the CNW's M19A locomotive repair, servicing and storage £aci-

licv. I'nprovements will include, but not be limited to: relo-

citl-n of the fueling and sanding tracks out-of-doors; shop

r-ncvjt I'ln including repairing drop tables, upgrading the venti-

Iflti'-n s/stem, rebuilding the overhead cranes and installing a

Inw pr-»ssure steam heat system. The shop will be enlarged to

,cr->n-"odate expanded support shops. The locomotive storage yard

will be redesigned and constructed, and additional oil and fuel

= t.iri]e tanks will be installed.

,„PJ...,o^en^s at this location will be coordinated with improve-

ments done at the California Avenue Yard, CNW's current major

servicing, repair and storage facility for commuter cars.

REGIONAL TRAN SPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PROJECT ELEMENT

1225 - (Cont. )

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

Funds previously requested were for engi
quested for FY84 is for equipment purchase

FYB4 FUNDING

Contract Engine
Contract Purcha
Contract Constr

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

PHASE



REGIUNAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

Fy84 COMMUTER RAIL PROCRAM

REGIIINAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

CAm}Ll«>.= Suppor

PROJECT -l.-;ment

LOCArUIN

Coach Yard and

(SW- ~^lifiTrnia Avenue Coach Yard and Car Shop Facilities, West
LinL- -i-tift'n western and Sacramento at Kinzie, Chicago, Illinois
(MP ;.''-3.3). (Construction is in Cook County; DuPage, Lake,
McH^nry and Kane Counties will also benefit)

JH

'

u KCT ':lf:ment description

rhis project is a continuation of the CNW's Commuter Car/
Lnco-notive Facility Improvement Program begun under Grants IL-
U-0114) in-t IL-03-0U89. Under projects C40960 and C71060 the
?rA has

i ro-j rammed the installation of new standby power bridges
It California Avenue. Improvements at this location will be co-
ordinated with improvements at CNW's M19A Diesel Shop, their
rucrent major servicing and repair facility for locomotives.

This ^.roject inv

CalifTrnia Avenue
and storage. Impt
relocating and enc
pits t.^ repair trac

complete the CNW'

will include, but not be limited to,

he sandblasting booth, addition of
stallation of a low pressure heating

Support shops, material storerooms and employee amenity space
will he enlarged. Two spray paint booths will be installed and
e-^uipment for a new electronics shop will be purchased. Light-
ing -ill he installed in the yard and the employees' parking lot
will n= enlarged.

PROJECT ELEMENT

1224 - (Cont.

)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

Previously a

requested ir



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHURITY

Fte4 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FYe« COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

CATbt;oRY: Support Facilities (. Equipment PROJECT ELEMENT

PROJECT ELEMENT

1072 - Construct new CX: Catenary Crew Facili

1072 - (Cont

FV84 FUNDING

TOTAL ESTIMATED FY84 COST: S 1,000,000 Phase I

ICi; Commuter Rail Line - 12th Street, Chi

124th Street, Chicago, Illinois. (Constt

County: Will County will also benefit)

Contract Engine
Contract Purcha
Contract Constr

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

S 50,

950,



RliGIUNAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FtSi COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

CAT_Ei^RY: Support Facilities i Equipment

PKOJECr ELEMENT

1224 - 14th Street Vard Improvements (BN)

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FYS 4 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PROJECT ELEMENT

1229 - (Cont.

)

FY84 FUNDING

n\ Mth street Maintenance Yard between Canal Street and the
rhica.jo River (MP 0.85 to 1.21 Chicago, Illinois. (Construction
is in Cook County; DuPacje and Kane Counties will also benefit)

PRtll^ECT ELEM ENT DESCRIPTION

This project is for the complete renovation of the BN • s 14th
Street commuter car and locomotive repair, servicing and storage
facility. FY83 funding includes engineering and
i-*^i'}n, and the purchase of equipment requiring long lead time,
such as switch machines, car washers, track, signal and main-

for continued engineering, equipment purchases
Future funding will be required for the com-

al lighting improvements
previous project, A50204.

ACTIVITY



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHOKITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

Fl;a4 COMHUTLR RAIL PROGRAM

CATF.GOSlf ; Suppor

P ROJECT ELKMENT

1231 - 47th Stree 3rd Rehabili

PROJECT ELEMENT

1231 - (Cont.)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

NIRC-RI District 47th Street Maintenance Yard at South Federal
and the Dan Ryan Expressway, Chicago Illinois (MP 4.7-5.3).
(Construction is in Cook County; Will County will also benefit)

d£ the NIRC-RI'

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

This project involves the complete renov
47th Street commuter car and locomotive repair, servicing ana
storage facility.

The funds requested in FYe2 were for engineering and design for

the rehabilitation and modernization of the 47th Street Yard and
facilities. As proposed, the engineering/design segment of the
project will include, but not be limited to, such items as:

platforms, track structure, standby and signal systems rehabili-
tation and improvements: track layout and signal system modifi-
cation, rolling stock maintenance, servicing and cleaning equip-
ment; facilities rehabilitation and improvements; and rehabili-
t.ition of yard pollution control and service area drainage

The previous funding request al
ing of long lead time track, s

FY83 and FY84 funding requests

FY84 FUNDING

ACTIVITY



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FYS 4 COMHUTER RAIL PHOGRAM

CAIKf^tJPY: Suppor

PK(J.lnr Kt.EMKNT

Df Western Avenue Yard ( N IRC-Mi Iwauk
lii'itricti

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COWHUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PROJECT ELEMENT

1226 - (Cont.

FY84 FUNDING

Nli'f-M l)t<:trict Con^'^jter Rail Line, Western Avenue Maintenanc
Yir I i.Kunclofi hy Western, Grand, Sacramento and Hubbard, Chicago
niin..i<; (MP 3.0-4.U1. (Construction is in Cook County; DuPage
Kano and Lake Counties uill also benefit)

Contract Engine
Contract Purcha
Contract Constr

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST



RECIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPUHTATION AUTHORITY

FYS 4 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

CATK-ndRY: Support Facili
PROJECT ELEMENT

1524 - (Cont.

)

l';24 - West Line Coach Yard ( NIRC-Mi Iwaukee District)

TOTA[. FSTIMATKD FY84 COST ; S 1,000,000 Phase I

S 1,000,000 Phase II

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

Previous funding is available for preliminary eng
testing, land acquisition and purchase of long lo

rials. FY84 funding will be to complete these act

MPC-M District West Line new coach yard will be located at or
near the terminus of the line. (Construction is in Kane County;
cv-ok and DuPaye Counties will also benefit)

I'MIJFCT FLFMFNT DESCRIPTION

This project consists of the construction of a commuter rail
roach and locomotive storage yard and attendant facilities. The
yflrd will consist of storage yard and nine tracks, a runaround
track, and crew welfare building.

There will also be an electrical substati
units, an oil separator tank and pump, a serv

standby powe
Dadway and re

e oil separator tank is to contain and collect any potential
I or other pollutant run off so that the environment is pre-
rved in this area. The electric power standby equipment also
otocts the environment by using local commercial electric
•ivr for the heat and air conditioning equipment so that the
comotives need not be idled for support power.

FYB4 FUNDING

Contract Engineer
Contract Purchase
Contract Construe

FUNDNDING SCHEDULE

FY33
FY84 Pha
FY84 Pha
FY85-88

S 1,000,0U0

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST S 1,000,000

S 2,500,000
-0-

1,000,000
1,000,000
4, OOP, QUO"

s



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FYS 4 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PROJECT ELEMENT

1542 - Orland Park Terminal (NW)

TOTAL RSTIWATED FY84 COST; S 200,000 Phase I

Ailjaccnt tr. the Norfolk & Wester
south o( 153rd Street in Orland Par
BeneEit is in Cook County)

PRgiECT f:LEMENT PEaCMPTION

This project consists of contract engineering and construction
of a new commuter car and locomotive storage facility and train
crew welfare facility. This project is being coordinated with
the concurrent engineering and construction, by IDOT, of a new
passenger depot and parking facility at the same location.

The storage and train crew facility is needed to replace current
storage and crew facilities at 143rd Street in Orland Park,
Illinois, the terminal point for passenger service on the N&w.
The existing facility consists of a single storage track which
is now being used to capacity. Ridership growth trends indicate
the neod for significant expansions in service in the near
future with resulting increases in the need for storage capa-
city. The 143rd Street storage location is constrained on all
sides by existing development, and IDOT's proposed new depot and
expanded parking will impose additional space requirements.

The terminal project will consist of a
necessary layover protection equipment
taining facilities for the train crews.

REGIONAL TRANSPIJRTATION AUTHORITY

FYe4 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PROJECT ELEMENT

1542 - (Cont.

)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

engineer
rial pur

ng and design. Future funding will

FY84 FUNDING

ACTIVITY

Contract Engine
Contract Purcha
Contract Constr

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

FUNDING SCHEDULE

FY83
FY84 Pha
FY84 Pha
FY85-8B

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

200, 000
-0-

3,000.000 '

s 3.200.onn

Additional funds may be required. Actual
material pruchase costs will be determined dur
ing segment of this project.



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITlf

Fy84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

CA: £G0R1f: Support Facilities & Equipment

PROJECT ELEMENT

1525 - Acquisition of Spot Welding Machine (ICG)

TOIAL ESTIMATED FK84 COST: S 52,000 Phase I

(Benefit will be

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

This project consists of acquisition and installation oE a spot-
welcjing machine. The purpose of the machine is for sheet metal
work, up to a 3/16" thickness, on the inside and outside of the
Hiqhliner cars.

FIBA FUNDING

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST J 52^.000

FUNDING SCHEDULE

-0-

FY84 Phase I 52,000
FY84 Phase II -0-

FlfB5-88 -0-

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST ? 52,000

Page 1 of 1



KKGIUNAL TRANSfOHTATION AUTHORITlf

FYe< COMMUTEK RAIL PROGRAM

CATKGURY : Support Facilities t Equipment

PROJECT ELEHEMT

1^26 - Acijiiisition of Vehicles I, Equipment for Field Activity;
Acquisition of Word Processing Equipment and Telephone
System for Office Activity (NIRC-RI/M)

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITt

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PROJECT ELEMENT

1526 - (Cont.)

FY84 FUNDING

TiiTAL KSTIMAIED FY64 COST: $ 2,500,000 Phase I

vehicles and equipment will be assigned to all oper
Cook, DuPage, Kane, Lake, McHenry and Will Counties.

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

150,000
2,350,000

-0-

PROJECr ELKMENT DESCKIfTIUN

required for use on all lines within
eplace various pieces of obsolete or

1 fii'l'-'pi'it'' equipment and in order to avoid using limited operat-
ing funds to lease equipment. Equipment under lease at present
will not be renewed upon expiration of the lease. Vehicles and
equipment will be assigned to rail operators on the basis of
nerd and work in progress.

Word Processing equipment will improve clerical productivity and
provide more expedient support to management and administration.

FUNDNDING SCHEDULE

FY83
FY84 Pha
FY84 Pha
FY65-88

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST S 2,500,000

100



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITV

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORIT\

Ft84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

CATFi'.OFty: Support Facili

PBn.IFCT KLEMENT

& Fquipment

1527 - Maintenance Equipment (RTA)

TOTAL FSTIMATED FY8J COST; S 360,000 Phase I

PROJECT ELEMENT

lb27 - (Cent.

1

FlfB4 FUNDING

Contract Engine
Contract Purcha
Contract Constr

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

s



PROPOSED FISCAL YEAR 1984 CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

5. t'Y84 Commuter Rail - Stations

Projects in this category include new
and relocated stations; station consolida-
tions; and rehabilitations and improve-
ments. Projects are programmed at loca-
tion's throughout the RTA service area.
Projects vary in scope from minor improve-
ments such as new platform lighting and
replacement of deteriorating steps, to con-
struction of completely new station depots
and platforms. For example, a complete
rehabilitation of the ICG's Van Buren
Station is scheduled. This station is a
terminal station and serves large volumes
of commuters. The level of improvement to
a station is generally dependent on the
existing conditions, anticipated needs and
relative usage of that station.

The objective of the station program
is to provide secure, comfortable waiting
and transfer points for commuter rail
passengers with efficient pedestrian flow
especially critical in downtown stations.
Other important elements are the provision
of information on the use of the RTA system
and the means to board/alight from trains
safely and conveniently.

Most station projects consist of an
activity sequence as follows: 1) evalua-
tion of existing conditions and anticipated
needs; 2) engineering and design for new
or improved facilities; and 3) construc-
tion/reconstruct ion/rehab il i tat ion.

The FY84 program of station improve-
ments will cost S8.055 million with
38.055 million in Phase I.

Figure H illustrates the locations of
the FY84 station projects. Detailed pro-
ject descriptions follow.

102 -
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Rt:GIONAL TRANti PORTA f ION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

HEGIUNAL TRANSPOHTATIUN AUTHOKITTf

Fy84 COHHUTER RAIL PROGRAM

CATKCOKY: Sta

PROJECT ELEMENT

TOTAL ESTIMATED FtSi COST S 460,000 Phase I

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

nsists of contract engineering, and constructic
the rehabilitation of the Van Buren Street Sta

s to be rehabilitated or replaced are:

iting room - replace floor tile, walls.

r^rooms - new fixtures, plumbing
ing, lighting, heating, ventila

al distribution syste

iling,
cessary

11 tiles,

required

PROJECT ELEMENT

0628 - (Cont. )

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

To conform to RTA special efforts programming requirements, and
applicable state and federal architectural standards, the Van
Buren Station will be designed and constructed in an accessible
fashion. In particular, the facilities will incorporate a full
range of "special package" and step-user accessibility features,
including necessary platform, walkway, and stairway improve-
ments. Required full accessibility improvements including an
elevator will also be provided, as dictated by the programmed
scope of work, except to the extent that a waiver for certain
improvements may be considered necessary.

for ngineeriny and design. FY83 funding
hase of long lead time materials and
FY84 funding is for continuation of

FY84 FUNDING

ct Engineering
ct Purchases
ct Construction

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

s



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

CATKCOi'Y: Stations

PROJECT ELEMENT

0631 - Rehabilitation of Kensington (115th Street! Station (ICG)

TOTAL ESTIMATED FY84 COST S SoO.OOU Phase I

In the City of Chicago, at 115th Street between South Fr

Auonue and South Cottage Grove Avenue (MP 14.5). (Construct
/Hnrixfit IS in Cook County)

PROJIiCT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

This project consists of contract engineering, and construction
associated with the rehabilitation of the 115th Street
(Kensington) Station. Included in the project will be rehabili-
tation/replacement of the gate house; head house: warming
houses; canopies; lights and staircases. Timber platform will
h.! ro-placHd with a concrete platform.

ThP st.Uion will be equipped with standby electric power drawing
from the local a.c. CommEd grid. In the event of a failure in

the main a.c. transmission line which supplies power to station
facilites (i.e. lighting, PAL ticttet vending and validating
'ijuipm<>nt) the standby equipment will activate.

To conform to RTA special efforts programming requirements, and
applicable state and federal architectural standards, the

Kensington Station will he designed and constructed in an acces-
sible fashion. In particular, the facility will incorporate a

full range of "special package" and step user accessibility
features, including necessary platform, walkway, and stairway
improvements. Required full accessibility improvements will
also b,> provided, as dictated by the programmed scope of work,
except to the extent that a waiver for certain
be considered necessary.

engineering and design. FY84 funds

Page 1 of 2

PROJECT ELEMENT

0631 - (Cont.)

FYe4 FUNDING

Contract Engine
Contract Purcha
Contract Constr

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

FUNDING SCHEDULE

Previ



RtGIONAL TRANSPOKTATIUN AUTHORITY

FYe4 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY81 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PROJECT ELEMENT

0632 - (Cont

PROJ ECT ELEMENT

0632 - Rehabilitation o£ seven stations (ICG)

TOTAL ESTIMATED FYB4 COST S 1,100,000 Phase

LOCATION

?rdale, between 137th and 138th Streets (MP 17.3).

^ey, at Sibley Boulevard (147th Street) (MP 19.0).

(n Harvey, at 154th Street and Par)i Avenue (MP 20.0).

Hazel Crest, at 171st Street and Paris Avenue (MP 22.8).

at 175th Street and Park

d£ Kedz

Matteson, at Main S

28.2)

.

(Construction/Benefit is in Cooli County

(3400 W) and 215th Str

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

All stations will be equipped with standby electric generators
drawing from the local a.c. ConmEd grid. In the event of a
failure in the main a.c. transmission line which supplies power
to station facilites (i.e. lighting, PAL ticket vending and
validating equipment) the standby equipment will self-activate.

To conform to RTA special efforts programming requirements, and
applicable state and federal architectural standards, the seven
stations will be designed and constructed in an accessible
fashion. In particular, the facilities will incorporate a full
range of "special package" and step-user accessibility features,
including necessary platform, walkway, and stairway improve-
ments. Required full accessibility improvements including an
elevator at Harvey, will also be provided, as dictated by the
programmed scope of work, except to the extent that a waiver for

Previous funding was for engineering and design and initial con-
struction at Hazel Crest. FYe4 funding will be for the comple-
tion of construction at Hazel Crest and construction at one
location to be determined. Future funding will cover
construction at the remaining five (5) locations.

FY84 FUNDING

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

This project consists of contract engineering, and construction
associated with the rehabilitation of seven ICG main line sta-
tions. Included in the project will be rehabilitation or re-
placement of facilities common to all seven stations, namely
gate house, head house, warming houses, canopies, lighting and
staircases. At Calumet, Matteson, Riverdale, Sibley Boulevard,
Hazel Crest and Olympia Fields, the timber platforms will be
removed and replaced with concrete. At Harvey the existing con-
crete platform will be patched and levelled. Stations where
passenger access is a matter of difficulty will be subject to
corrective engineering, i.e. flooding of the approach walk at
Calumet will be corrected by reyrading, and the deteriorated
paving brick approach at Olympia Fields will be replaced.

Contract Engineering
Contract Purchases
Contract Construction

Previously Funded
FY83
FY84 Phase I

FY84 Phase H
FY85-88

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST $ 1,100,000

FUNDING SCHEDULE

S 815,000
-0-

1,100,000
-0-

4,100,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST ? 6,015.000

Page 2 of 2
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RCGIUNAL TRANSPOKTATION AUTHORITy

FYB4 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

rA[hi;nRY:

PROJECT tLEMEM'

1528 - Rehabilitation of 91st Street Co
Jouth Chicago Branch (ICGl

T'lTAt. KSTIMATEU FYe4 COST: S 35,000 Pha

PROJECT ELEMENT

1528 - (Cent.

)

FY84 FUNDING

Contract Enginee
Contract Purchas
Contract Constru

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST



RiiGIOMAL THANSPORTATIUN AUTHORITY

FV84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

CATKr.uRt ; Stations

PROJECT ELEMENT

1529 - Provision of a bus pull-in at Hazel Crest, (ICG)

TOTAL ESTIMATED FYB.! COST S 5,000 Phase I

LlCATION

Hazel Crest, at 170th/171st Streets and Park Avenue (MP 22.3).
(Construction/Benefit is in Cook County)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

The project consists of contract engineering and construction of
a bus pull-in on the east side of Park Avenue at the Hazel Crest
Station. The pull-in will be engineered in the west embankment
and right-of-way of the ICG property, and south of the 170th
street-level station entrance. Design and construction will be
done in accordance with applicable accessibility standards.

Funds being requested will provide for contract engineering
only. Additional funding will be requested in a future program
year for contract construction needed to complete the project.

Fya4 FUNDING

ACTIVITY

Contract Engineering
Contract Purchases
Contract Construction

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

FUNDING SCHEDULE

Previously Funded
Fy83
FY84 Phase I

FY84 Phase II
FY85-88

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITK

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

CATEKORV : Stations

PROJECT ELEMENT

of Lockport Com

TOTAL F.STIWATED FYa4 COST S 450,000 Phase I

PROJECT ELEMENT

1244 - (Cont.

)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

The Station's eligibility for National Register listing will be
detennined in consultation with the State Historic Preservation
Officer. If eligible, plans and specifications will be deve-
loped in accordance with the Secretary of the Interior's
Standards for Rehabilitation in order to procure a "finding of
no adverse effect".

Street (MP 32.9). FY84 funding

PROJE Ll ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

This project consists of contract engineering and construction
.associated with the rehabilitation of the Lockport Station.
IncUiftcd in the project will be full or partial restoration of
the •jxi'itin.j station building: installation of two new 260 foot
platforms, one inbound and one outbound; and installation of
high intensity discharge light fixtures. The existing brick
paving platform will be evaluated to determine what proportion
is ot recoverable condition. Intertrack drainage will be in-
stallort.

To conform to RTA special efforts programming requirements, and
aj.plicable state and federal architectural standards, the Lock-
port Station will be designed and constructed in an accessible
fashion. In particular, the facility will incorporate a full
range of "special package" and step-user accessibility features,
including necessary platform, walkway, and stairway improve-
ments. Required full accessibility improvements will also be

provided, as dictated by the programmed scope of work.

FYa4 FUNDING

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

FUNDING SCHEDULE

Previously Funded
FY83
FY84 Phase I

FY84 Phase II
FY85-88

s



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

Fy84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

CATEGORY : S t a t i

PROJECT FLFMENT

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COHHUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PROJECT ELEMENT

0659 - (Cont.)

FY84 FUNDING

TOTAL ESTIMATED Fy84 COST S 23,000 Phase I
Engineering
Purchases
Construction

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

PHASE



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

CATEGORY: St a PROJECT ELEMENT

PKOJECT ELEMENT

Df Midlothian Commut PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

TOT^L ESTIMATED FY84 COST S 13,000 Pha

FY84 funds requested will pre
RTA will secure design servic
one contract in order to
Future funding will be req
needed to complete this proje

(6) NIRC-RI stati

FY84 FUNDING

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

Th project consists of contrac
associated with the rehabilitat
Included in the project will be r

thp '1"pot ro'if as required: stru
founrl.1t ion and walls and the appl

ng of the inbound platfo

nyineering and construction
of the Midlothian station,

dial repairs/replacement of
ral evaluation of the depot
tion of corrective measures

i" above rail
heijht, with the platform graded to facilitate runoff and drain-
a je and to meet the pedestrian crossing at top of rail;

installation of new high intensity discharge lighting and satety
fencing on the outbound platform to be constructed by NIRC in
the 1983 construction season; installation of intertrack and
drainage.

To conform to RTA special efforts programming requirements, and
applicable state and federal architectural standards, the
Midlothian station will be designed and constructed in an acces-
sible fashion. In particular, the facility will incorporate a
full range of "special package" and step-user accessibility
features, including necessary platform, walkway, and stairway
improvements. Required full accessibility improvements will
also be provided, as dictated by the programmed scope of work,
except to the extent that a waiver for certain
be considered necessary.

page 1 of 2

ACTIVITY



REG lONAL TRANSPORTAT [ON AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PRUGRAH

CAGETORY: Sta

PROJECT ELKMENT

of Oak Forest Commute

TOTAL ESTIMATED FY84 COST S 13,000 Phase I

(MP 20.4).

PROJECT ELKMENT DESCRIPTION

Thl project consists of contract engineering and construction
associated with the rehabilitation of the Oak Forest Station.
Included in the project will be remedial repairs/replacement of
the roof as required: raising of the inbound platform to 8"

above rail height, with the platform graded to facilitate run-
off and drainage and to meet the pedestrian crossing at top of
rail: installation of new high intensity discharge lighting on
the outbound platform to be constructed by NIRC in the 1983 con-
struction season: installation of intertrack drainage; and pro-
vision of a formal pedestrian connection from the inbound plat-
form to the northeast parking area.

To conform to RTA special efforts programming requirements, and
applicable state and federal architectural standards, the Oak
Forest Station will be designed and constructed in an accessible
fashion. In particular, the facility will incorporate a full
range of "special package' and step-user accessibility features,
including necessary platform, walkway, and stairway improve-
ments. Required full accessibility improvements will also be
provided, as dictated by the programmed scope of work, except to
the extent that a waiver for certain improvements may be

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PROJECT ELEMENT

1531 - (Cont.)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

FY84 funds requested wi



SPORTATION AUTHURITY

FYS 4 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGF VY

PROJECT ELEMENT

Dt Tinley Park Co

PROJECT ELEMENT

1532 - (Cont.

)

TOTAL ESTIMATED FYe4 COST: S 13,000 Pha

Tinley Park, at 174th Street and Oak Park Avenue (MP 23.5).
Construction/Benefit is in Cook County)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

This project consists of contract engineering and construction
as'iociated with the rehabilitation of the Tinley Park Station.
Included in the project will be reconstruction of the de-
teriorated outbound platform (320") with upgraded light fix-
tures. Outbound platform will be raised to 8" above rail height
•m'l .jraded to facilitate run-off and drainage. Also included in

thr project will be installation of intertrack drainage; new

I replacement ) pedestrian crossing; and installation of new high

intensity discharge lighting fixtures on north end of inbound
platform not presently illuminated.

The dopot area, on the inbound platform, and the existing plat-
form are graded and landscaped to top of rail height.
Consideration will be given to raising some or all of the plat-
form area to 8" above rail if there will not be an adverse
effect on run-of f /dra inage.

To conform to RTA special efforts programming requirements, and
applicable state and federal architectural standards, the Tinley
Park Station will be designed and constructed in an accessible
fashion. In particular, the facility will incorporate a full
range of "special package" and step-user accessibility features,
including necessary platform, walkway, and stairway improve-
ments. Required full accessibility improvements will also be

provided, as dictated by the programmed scope of work, except to

the extent that a waiver for certain improvements may be

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

FY84 f



Rtr.IONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM
REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PROJECT ELEMENT

1533 - Improvements tn Hokena Commuter Rail

TOTAL ESTIMATED FY84 COST S 13,000 Pha

Mokena, at 11140 McGouney (MP 29.6). (Cons
in Will County)

PROJECT ELEMENT

1533 - (Cent.

)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

FY84 funds requested will be for
ill for

orde to
funding will be requested for
this project.

itract engineering only. RTA
(6) NIRC-RI stations in one

ain scale economies. Future
struction needed to complete

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION FYe4 FUNDING

This project consists of contract engineering and construction
associated with improvements to the Mokena commuter rail
station. Included in the project will be the installation of
npw high intensity discharge lights on the new outbound platform
bping constructed by NIRC under Project Element A50228.

Tho station at Mokena is unlike most of the stations on the
NIRC - RI in that the inbound platform ends <lo not come down to
the street (the station is in the middle of a block) but to
trackside. The pedestrian crossing between platforms, track
drainage, and the question of whether or not the inbound plat-
form can be raised to 8" above rail height will all be
considered at the engineering stage when it is determined where
ano what carrier systems are available to take run off and
drainage.

To conform to RTA special efforts programming requirements, and
applicable state and federal architectural standards, the Mokena
station will be designed and constructed in an accessible
fashion. In particular, the facility will incorporate a full
range of "special package" and step-user accessibility features,
including necessary platform, walkway, and stairway improve-
ments. Required full accessibility improvements will also be
provided, as dictated by the programmed scope of work, except to

the extent that a waiver for certain improvements may be
considered necessary.

Page 1 of 2

Contract Engine
Contract Purcha
Contract Constr

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

FUNDING SCHEDULE

Previously Funded
FY83
FY84 Phase I

FY84 Phase 11
FY85-88

s



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITif

FY84 COHHUTER RAIL PROGRAH

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FYe4 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PKUJ EL'T ELKMENT

PROJECT ELEMENT

1534 - (Cont.)

TOTAL ESTIMATED FY8 4 COST;

LOCATION

Tinloy Park, Both Avenue and 183t-d Street (MP 25.1).
it IS in Cook County)

FY84 FUNDING

ACTIVITY

Contract Engineering
Contract Purchases
Contract Construction

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

PROJEC l ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

This project consists of contract engineering and construction
associated with the rehabilitation of the 80th Avenue (Tinley
Park) Station. Included in the project will be installation of

new high intensity discharge lighting and safety fencing on the
outbound platform to be constructed by NIRC in the 1983 con-
struction season (under Project Element A502.^8); and installa-
tion of intertrack drainage. The cedar mansard roof on the

depot will be weatherproof ed.

To conform to RTA special efforts programming requirements, and
.ipplicable state and federal architectural standards, the 80th
Avenue Station will be designed and constructed in an accessible
fashion. In particular, the facility will incorporate a full

range of "special package" and step-user accessibility features,

including necessary platform, walkway, and stairway improve-
ments. Required full accessibility improvements will also be

provided, as dictated by the programmed scope of work, except to

the extent that a waiver for certain improvements may be

considered necessary.

FY84 funds requested will provide for contract engineering only.
RTA will secure design services for six (6) NIRC-RI stations on

one contract in order to achieve certain scale economies.
Future funding will be requested for contract construction
needed to complete this project.

FUNDING SCHEDULE

FY83
FY84 Pha
FY84 Pha
FY85-88

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

13,000
-0-

95, 600 1

construction projected at S574,000.

Page 2 of 2
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REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FYB4 COHMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

CATFCORY : Stati

PROJECT ELEMENT

3f New Lenox Commute Rail Stati

TOTAL FSTIWATED FY84 COST S 13,000 Pha

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

Thi and structproject consists of contract enginee
associated with the rehabilitation of the New Lenox station.
Included in the project will be reconstruction of the deterio-
rated outbound platform (415') with upgraded high intensity dis-
charge light fixtures. The outbound platform will be raised to
fl" above rail height and graded to facilitate run off and drain-
age. The existing timber shelters on the outbound platform will
be removed and disposed of; the platform will be fitted with
safety fencing adjacent to Hickory Creek. Also in the project
will be a replacement pedestrian crossing between platforms, and
new intertrack drainage. New high intensity lighting will be
installed on the inbound platform where there is no illumination
at present. Remedial repairs will be made to the depot
(replacement of timbers, painting of soffits, fascia, sash,
gutters) and the platform (packing and relaying of paving bricks
in apron around depot). Lexan window panes in the depot which
are no longer transparent will be replaced.

The depot area, on the inbound platform, and the existing plat-
form are graded and landscaped to top of rail height.
Consideration will be given to raising some or all of platform
area to 8" above rail if there will not be an adverse effect on
run-off/drainage.

REGIONAL TRANSPOKTATION AUrHUKITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PROJECT ELEMENT

1535 - (Cont.

)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

To conform to KTA special efforts proyramminy requireme
applicable state and federal architectural standar
New Lenox station will be designed and constructed in a
sible fashion. In particular, the facility will incor
full range of "special package" and step-user acces
features, including necessary platform, walkway, and
improvements. Required full accessibility improvemen
also be provided, as dictated by the programmed scope
except to the extent that a waiver for certain impr
be considered necessary.

FY84 funds requested will be fo
will secure design services for
contract in order to achieve
funding will be requested for
complete this project.

FY84 FUNDING

(61 NIRC-RI
ing only. RTA

ct Engineering
ct Purchases
ct Construction

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

PHASE



REGIONAL TRftNSPURTATIUN AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PROJECT ELEMENT

PROJECT ELEMENT

1492 - Rehabilitation of the Northbcook Commuter Rail Stati
(NIRC-MI

TOTAL ESTIMATED FY84 COST S 535, OU

LOCATION

At Sh.rmLT Hcjrl in Northt
IS in Cook County 1

(MP 21.1). (Co

1492 - (Cont.)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

To conform to RTA special efforts programming requirements, and
applicable state and federal architectural standards, the North-
brook Station will be designed and constructed in an accessible
fashion. In particular, the facility will incorporate a full
range of "special package" and step-user accessibility features,
including necessary platform, walkway, stairway improvements.
Required full accessibility improvements will also be provided,
as dictated by the programmed scope of work, except to the
extent that a waiver for certain improvements may be considered
necessary.

PROJb'CT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

This project consists of contract engineering and construction
for improving the Northbrook Station. Included in the project
will be extensions of inbound and outbound platforms: construc-

__. , _-i ., ,-^ .,j„ Qj „g„ high intensity dis-
fencing to correspond to the

the existing platforms

nw depot; installa
charge lighting; new intertrac
platform extensions; and modificati
to conform to the exte

The station project is ini

leveliipments in the locatlc

muter parking area and fo
NORTRAN presently operates.

ended to be compatible with other
n, namely some redesign of the com-
malization of the bus lane where

The final guratlon of the project will be developed based
.uluaMnn preferences of the Village of North-

t of the Northeastbrook, the RTA, and the Milwaukee Road D

Illinois Railroad Corporation.

FYB4 FUNDING

ACTIVITY



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITK

FY84 COHMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PROJECT ELEMENT

ams Street Kiosk, Chicago Union Station

TOTAL ESTIMATED FYa4 COST $ 200,000 Phase I

LOCATION

Chicago Union Station, 2iO South Canal Street, Chicago,
Illinois. (Construction is in Cook County; DuPage, Kane, Lake
and Will Counties will also benefit)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

Lsts oE contract engineering and construction
ctending the kiosk at the head of the Adams

The extended kiosk, to the Adams Street
?lieve the congestion in the existing kiosk
:acdous to commuters as the crowding spills
:alators. The crowding occurs in times of

FY83 funding is for engineering and design. The Fir84 funding
amount is being requested for construction.

FY84 FUNDING

This



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

Fy84 COHMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PROJECT ELKMENT

0624 - Rehabilitation of/Improvements to

stations (NIRC-M)

TOTAL ESTIMATED FY84 COST S 814,000 Pha

Stati
>tP 2.91

Dei

n the City of Chicago, e

North Line
lylanrl Station, in the City of Chicago, at Milv

"Kflbourn Avenues (MP 8.2) on the North Line

lebrook station, in the City of Chicago, at W.

Lehigh Avenues (MP 11.6) on the North Line

rfield Station, Lake County, at Deerfield
•>n the North Line

Road and

ut Str (MP 24.2)

Av<

Round Lake Station, in Lake County, at Illinois Route 134

and Cedar Lake Road (MP 44.0) on the North Line

Hermosa, in the City of Chicago, at 1800 N. Keeler Avenue -

T2lTu~w~(MP 5.9) on the West Line
C.a 1 ewood Station, in the City of Chicago, at Narragansett

and McLean Avenues, 6400 W and 2000 N (MP 8.6) on the West

Line
Mont Clare , in the City of Chicago, at Sayre
Avenues, 7000 w + 2300 N (MP 9.5) on the West Li

Elmwooil Park , in Cook County, at 7600 W. Grand
TiTTZ) on the West Line
River Grove, in Cook County, at Thatcher Road

Avenue (MP 11.4) on the West Line
Franklin Park in Cook County, at 3148 Rose
TTr2) on the West Line
Medinah, in DuPage County, at Medinah Road,
mile north of Illinois Route 19 (Irving Park

23.0) on the West Line
National Street, Elgin, Kane County (MP 36.0) c

in Cook, DuPage

1 of 4

nd Med ill

(MP

and Arnold

treet, (MP

Road) (MP

the West

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FYe4 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PROJECT ELEMENT

0624 - (Cont.)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

This project consists of contract engineering and construction
associated with the rehabilitation of thirteen (13) stations on
the NIRC-M. The work scope for each station is as follows:

Western Ave - new platform lighting, high intensity discharge
type.

Grayland - replace deteriorated timber stairs (3) with pre-
fabricated product. Brick in shelter windows,
epoxy paint interior.

Edgebrook - replace deteriorated timber staircase (1) with
prefabricated product. Add/replace safety
fencing inbound platform. Brick in shelter win-
dows.

Deerfield - install safety fencing as required, both plat-
forms. (As this station may be eligible for
National Register listing, a "finding of no
adverse effect" will be sought from the State
Historic Preservation Officer.)

Round Lake - install new platform lighting, high intensity
discharge type. Replace deteriorated timber
staircase (1) with prefabricated product. Repair
depot roof.

Hermosa - replace platform safety fencing; rehabilitate
retaining wall? pack and relay paving bricks in
platform; replace deteriorated timber stairs (2)
with prefabricated product; epoxy paint shelter.

Galewood - brick in shelter windows and epoxy paint
interior; resurface platforms; install new/
replacement platform lighting of high intensity
discharge type.

- lis



RtmoNAL TRANSPOKTATION AUTHORITy

Fre4 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PICLJ^W'T KI.KWKNT

rib J 4 - (Cont . 1

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTK

Mont Cla Identical to ood.

e/asphalt plattorms
de, including demoli

Park - new concrete/asphalt plattorms on inbound and

platforms
intensity discharge lighting on both platforms;
new safety fencing on southside of inbound plat-

tenor: construct new outbound platform east of
Thatcher Road; install new platform lighting of
high intensity discharge type.

ide inbound

ational <;t .

convert depot to shelter: replace deteriorated
staircases (2) with prefabricated product: in-
stall new platform lighting of high intensity
discharge type.

brick in shelter windows: epoxy paint
_ interior: install new platform lighting of high

intensity discharge type.

To conform with RTA special efforts programming requirements,
and applicable state and federal architectural standards, the
13 stations will be designed and constructed in an accessi-
ble fashion. In particular, the facilities will incorporate a
full range of 'special package" and step-user accessibility
features, including necessary platform, walkway and stairway
improvements. Required full accessibility improvements will
also be provided, as dictated by the programmed scope of work,
except to the extent that a waiver for certain improvements may
be considered necessary.

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITy

FYS4 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PROJECT ELEMENT

0624 - (Cont.

)

RTA intends to make all commuter rail stations accessible to
ambulatory and semi-ambulatory handicapped persons, as part ot a
multi-year, "step user" improvement program. The proportionate
expenses incurred will be rebudgeted out of Project Element
A90657, while funds remain in that Project Element.

Funds requested will provide for contract construction, to com-
plete the expanded scope of work. The original concept for the
project was a "fix-up" type of activity designed to implement
remedial repairs. The "fix-up" work scope remains, but by rais-
ing the quality standards and programming additional improve-
ments the effect will be to increase the comfort and convenience
of the traveling public. Previously approved funding has been
used for contract engineering.

Fy84 FUNDING

Contract Engine
Contract Purcha
Contract Constr

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

1



REGIOMAL TKANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PROJECT KLEMENT

0652 - Cons

PROJECT ELEMENT

0652 - (Cont.)

FY84 FUNDING

TOTAL ESLIMATED FYB4 COST S 200,000 Pha

In t h.- City of Chicago, at 79th, Kedzie and Columbus Avenue
(7O00 S, 3200 w) (MP il.2). (Construction/Benefit is in Cook
Counry)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

This project consists of contract engineering and construction
for a new station at Landers. Included in the project will be

'instruction ot a platform (operations at Landers are in single-
tr.ick territory) with new lighting, of the high- intensi ty dis-
char-ie type. The existing deteriorated timber staircase from

79th Street will be replaced with a prefabricated product. A
24' modular standard warming house will be installed.

To conform to RTA special efforts programming requirements, and
applicable state and federal architectural standards, the
Landers station will be designed and constructed in an acces-
sible fashion. In particular, the facility will incorporate a

full range of "special package" and step-user accessibility
features, including necessary platform, walkway, and stairway
improvements. Required full accessibility improvements will
also be provided, as dictated by the programmed scope of work,
except to the extent that a waiver for certain improvements may
be considered necessary.

Contract Engine
Contract Purcha
Contract Constr

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

FUNDING SCHEDULE

Previously Funded
FY83
FY84 Phase I

FY84 Phase II
FY85-e8

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

25, 000
-0-

200,000

- 121



RtGIUNAL TKANSPOKTATION AUTHUM

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

catki-.(;bv:

REGIONAL transportation AUTHORITY

FY64 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PROJtLT ELEMENT PROJECT ELEMENT

0617 - (Cont.)

TDTAL ESTIMATED FlfB4 COST S 740, OUU Phase I

(Cnnstruction/Benef it is

PK(,)JECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

and Prospect Avenues

York Road and 1st Street (HP

and Crescent

and 5th Avenue IMP

in Cook, DuPage and Lake Counties)

This proj
associated
stations o

habilitation
15 on the CSW. The project

ive high volume stations, with ex
nd to retrofit those platforms wi

sixth location, Maywood, consi
platform to 8" aBove top of

engi ing
nts

to resurface platforms a

ions at three locations
pre-cast tactile strip

of raising th

ht. Platform
ng

will be fitted with new, high-intensity discharge type lighting.
Existing platform lighting will be upgraded. Intertrack fencing
will be installed to correspond to the platform extensions.

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

To conform to RTA special efforts progr
applicable State and Federal architec
stations will be designed and constr
fashion. In particular, the tacilitie
range of "special package" and step-use
including necessary platform, walkway,
ments. Required full accessibility i

provided, as dictated by the programmed
the extent that a waiver for certa
considered necessary.

RTA intends to mi

ambulatory and semi
multi-year, "step-t

A90657, while funds

Ike



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

Fye4 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PROJECT ELEMENT
PROJECT ELEMENT

1465 - (Cont.

)

FY84 fUNDING
TOTAL KSTIMATEI) FYB4 COST S 1,000,000 Phase I

LnCATIOM

At Main Street, in Evanston, North Line (MP 11.0). (Constr

tion/Benefit is in Cook County)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

This project consists of contract engineering and construction

associated with the rehabilitation of the Main Street (Evanston)

i-immufer rail station. Included in the project will be a new

ir.doun.l ^.latform, with consideration given to extending the pre-

sent platform length; new outbound platform to be moved adjacent
to the center track; major repairs to the retaining walls,

stairs, wings etc., and to the fencing on the walls; new high

intensity discharge lighting fixtures (12 estimated require-
ment); remedial repairs to the north wall drainage fixtures at

the d'-pot for the purpose of eliminating slope erosion; major
repairs to the Main Street and Washington Street bridges (over

the etsi .

To conform with the RTA's special efforts programming require-

ments, and applicable state and federal architectural standards,
the Main Street Station will be designed and constructed in an

accessible fashion. In particular, the facility will in-

corporate a full range of "special package" and step-user
accessibility features, including necessary platform, walkway,

and stairway improvements. Required full accessibility improve-

ments will also be provided, as dictated by the programmed scope

of work, except to the extent that a waiver for certain
improvements may be considered necessary.

EY81 funds will be used for engineering and design. The FY84

funding amount is being requested for construction.

ACTIVITY



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

CArf:i;oRY:

PP'l.TKCT ELKMENT

MSfi - Rehabilitation of the Ravinia Commuter Rail Station (CNW|

TOTAL ESTIMATED FY84 COST S 430,000 Phase I

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PROJECT ELEMENT

1466 - (Cont.

1

FY84 FUNDING

In Miyhland Park, at St. Johns Avenue and Roger Williams Avenue
(MP 21.5) North Line. (Construction/Benefit is in Lake County)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

Improvements will be made to the platforms, as necessary, and
new high intensity discharge lighting will be installed. The
engineering phase will be for providing information for making a

decision on the best course of action with respect to Che
station depot. Much of the depot has experienced normal
deterioration from age and use but there is a continuing problem
with water damage around the foundation.

As this station is declared eligible for National Register list-
ing, plans will be developed in accordance with the Secretary of
the Interior's standards for rehabilitation, in order to procure
a "finding of no adverse effect" from the state Historic
Pre'servation Officer.

FYB3 funds will be used for engineering and design. The FY84
funding amount is being requested for construction.

ct Engineering
ct Purchases
ct Construction

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

FUNDING SCHEDULE

FY83
FY84 Pha
FY84 Pha
FY85-88

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

s



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FK84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHOR! TV

FYB4 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PKUJbCT h^LKMENT

1467 - Rehabilitation of the Lombard Commuter Rail Station (CNW)

TllTAL ESTIMATED Flfa4 COST $ 3U0,000 Phase I

rles Roarl & Ma treet in Lombard IMP 20.0), West Line,
in DuPage County)

PROJECT ELEMENT

1467 - (Cont.

)

FY84 FUNDING

Contract Engineering
Contract Purchases
Contract Construction

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

s



KCGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPOHTATIUN ALTHORITt

FY8< COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PROJECT ELEMENT

1536 - Rehabilitation of Lake Forest Commuter Rail Station (CNW)

TOTAL ESTIMATED FY64 COST S 25,000 Phase I

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

Thi project nstrts oE contract engineering and
th the rehabilitation of the Lake Forest station.

Included in the project will be a new inbound platform to be
fitted with a tactile inlay, with a paving brick apron around
the perimeter of the depot. Both platforms will be fitted with
new lighting. Intertrack drainage will be installed and
replacement intertrack fencing provided.

Structural evaluation
trian tunnel will dett
platforms, and correcl

of disused coal bin and disused pedes-
what effect either will have on the

easures prescribed.

The depot heating system will be modernized, and improvements
made to the building's weather proofing. Interior appointments
will he rehabilitated and modernized, namely the ticket agent's
office, electrical circuits and waiting room floor. Insulatior
will be upgraded. Remedial repairs to the roof will be made as

The City of Lake Forest is well advanced in a depot restoration
project , and certain elements of th
engineered to be compatible with the historical
restoration project. The cost difference betwe^
provision for rehabilitation and what the res
calls for will be made up by the City of Lake Fo

habilitati

PROJECT ELEMENT

1536 - (Cont.

)

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

At this station is a contributing structure in an Historic
District listed in the National Register of Historic Places
Plans and specifications will be developed in accordance witli
the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation, inorder to procure a "finding of no adverse effect".

To conform to RTA special efforts programming requirements and
applicable State and Federal architectural standards, the'LakeForest station will be designed and constructed in an accessiblefashion. In particular, the facility will incorporate a fullrange of "special package" and step-user accessibility featuresincluding necessary platform, walkway, and stairway improve-ments. Required full accessibility improvements wiU also beprovided, as dictated by the programmed scope of work, except tothe extent that a waiver for certain improvements may beconsidered necessary.

Funds requested will provide for contract engineering onlyAdditional funding will be requested in a future program year
tor contract construction needed to complete this project.

FY84 FUNDING

ACTIVITY PHASF I

Contract Engineering
Contract Purchases
Contract Construction

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

FUNDING SCHEDULE

Previously Funded
FY83
FY84 Phase I

FY84 Phase II
FY85-88

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

Page 2

25,000
-0-
-0-

S 25.000

25,000
-0-

225,000

? 250.000

126



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

Flf84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

CATFT.ORY: Statl

T KLKHKNT

14fi6 - Rehabilitation of the Ravinia Commuter Rail Station (CNW)

TOTAL ESTIMATED FY34 COST S 430,000 Phase I

Williams Avenue
in Lake County)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

Ra\

project consists of contract engine
iated with the rehabilitation an
ia Station.

Improi/oments ulll be made to the platforms, as necessary, and
new high intensity discharge lighting will be installed. The
engineerin.j phase will be for providing information for making a
decision on the best course of action with respect to the
station depot. Much of the depot has experienced normal
di-rrriorat ion from age and use but there is a continuing problem
wifh water damage around the foundation.

As thif. station is declared eligible for National Register list-
inrj, plans will he developed in accordance with the Secretary of
the Interior's standards for rehabilitation, in order to procure
a "finding of no adverse effect" from the State Historic
Preservation Officer.

FYR3 funds will he used for engineering and de
funding .amount is being requested for constructi

The FY84

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PROJECT ELEMENT

1466 - (Cont.

)

FY84 FUNDING

Contract Engine
Contract Purcha
Contract Constr

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

FUNDING SCHEDULE

Previously Funded
FY83
FYe4 Phase I

FY84 Phase II
FY85-88

s



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

Fy84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION A. IHURITV

FYS 4 COMMUTER RAIL PRi. CRAM

PPH.1E-:'T KLFMFNT

15-11 - u^h.-.hiUtatlon

nrlM t<=TIMATED FV84 C" 37,500 Pha

PROJECT ELEMENT

1537 - (Cont.

)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

FY84 funds requested will provide fo

Future funding will be requested
needed to complete this project.

V i 1 I --.no of wi

Pni>J F( r Fl.FHFNT DFSCRIFTION

.^'-..ci.-'t'-l with the reh?M 1 i tat ion of the Winnetka station. In-
..-fu'lf-'l in the project will be construction of new platforms on
the inbound and outbound sides; repairs to the windbreaks on
hotK platforms; high inte-sity discharge lighting on platforms;

st.i^r sii[|'orts, treads, etc.) of all footbridges 'leading from
Flm stre.'t. Oak Street and the station depot to track level; re-
pair f.r replacement as necessary of fencing at street and track
l-vel. Intertrack drainage will be provided. The deteriorated
parts of both platforms which are presently retired and fenced
off .ill hf officially closed and removed from use.

To conform t.-> PTA special efforts programming requirements, and
.ipplicable state and federal architectural standards, the
winnetka station will be designed and constructed in an acces-
siblo fashion. In particular. the facility will incorporate a
full range of "special package" and step-user accessibility
features, including necessary platform, walkway, and stairway
improvements and will be designed for elevator access. Reguired
full ^f-ressihility improvements will also be provided, as dic-
tat...: !.y the proijrat-red sc-pe of work, except to the extent that

Flt84 FUNDING

Contract Engine
Contract Purcha
Contract Constr

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

FUNDING SCHEDULE

FY83
FY84 Pha
FY84 Pha
FY85-88

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

PHASE



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHURITit

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PRIJJF.CT KLf.MENT

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTH.^RITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGK

^

PROJECT ELEMENT

1538 - (Cont.)

TOTAL F.STIMATED FyB4 COST S 37,500 Phase I

LOCATION

Village o£ Winnetka Greenbay Road at Scott Street (MP 17.7),
uction/Benefit is in Cook County)

PR0.1LCT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

This project consists of contract engineering and construction
associated with the rehabilitation of the Hubbard Woods station.
Included in the project will be construction of a new platform
on the inbound side; repairs to the platform on the outbound
side: repairs to the windbreaks on both platforms; new, high
intensity discharge lighting on platforms; replacement or repair
of all elements (uprights, stringers, stair supports, treads,

etc.) of all footbridges leading from Scott Avenue and from the

station depot to track level; repair or replacement as necessary
of fencing at street and track level; and installation of a new
roof on the depot. Intertrack drainage will be provided. The
deteriorated parts of both platforms which are presently retired
and fenced off will be officially closed and removed from use.

To conform to RTA special efforts programming requirements, and
applicable state and federal architectural standards, the Hub-

bard Woods station will be designed and constructed in an

accessible fashion. In particular, the facility will
incorporate a full range of "special package" and step user
accessibility feature, including necessary platform, walkway,
and stairway improvements. Required full accessibility improve-
ments will also be provided, as dictated by the programmed scope
of work, except to the extent that a waiver for certain
improvements may be considered necessary.

Page 1 of 2

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

FY84 funds requested will pro
Future funding will be req
needed to complete this proje

FY84 FUNDING

sted for cor

ACTIVITY



ppninNAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FtBt COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

CATRGORY: St.lti

PROJECT TLEMENT

1531 - Rehshi litation of the Geneva Commuter Rail Station (CNW)

TOTAL FSTIMATED FY84 COST S 500,000 Phase I

PROJECT ELEMENT

1539 - (Cent.

)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

FY84 funds requested will pr
Engineering is being funded fr

FY84 FUNDING

PROJ ECT FLFMENT DESCRIPTION

This project consists of contract engineering and construction
associated with the rehabilitation of the Geneva station.
Included in the project will be reconstruction of the north and
south platforms; installation of new high intensity discharge
li'lhtin.; on both platforms; installation of safety fencing; in-
-.t.tll^tii.n f>f intertrack drainage and fencing. The engineering
an.l desi.in phase will include a structural evaluation of the
condition of the existing depot building and the depot will he
rehabilitated or replaced. If the replacement option does not
prove competitive in overall cost, the rehabilitation of the
'Ifp.ot will include heating plant, interior lighting, floor of
fhp w.-iiting room, windows and doors, and remodelling of the
interior space usage.

To conform to RTA special efforts programming requirements, and
ipplicahle state and federal architectural standards, the Geneva
station will be designed and constructed in an accessible
fashion. In particular, the facility will incorporate a full
range of 'special package" and step-user accessibility features,
including necessary platform, walkway, and stairway improve-
ments. Required full accessibility improvements will also be
provided, as dictated by the programmed scope of work, except to
the extent that a waiver for certain improvements may be
considered necessary.

Page 1 of 2

Contract Engine
Contract Purcha
Contract Constr

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

FUNDING SCHEDULE

FY83
FY84 Pha
FY84 Pha
FY85-88

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST ? 500.000

- i30



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORIT

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PKI l.lECT ELRMENT

15411 - Rehabilitation of Glencoe Station (CNW)

TOTAL ESTIMATED FY84 COST S 35,000 Phase I

PROJECT ELEMENT

1540 - (Cont.

)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

FY84 funds requested will provide fo
Future funding will be requested
needed to complete this project.

FY84 FUNDING

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

This project consists of contract engineering and construction
associatert with the rehabilitation of the Glencoe station. In-
cluded in the project will be reconstruction of the outbound
platform with a fitted tactile inlay; replacement hiqh intensity
discharge luminaires on the existing poles on both platforms;
installation of intertrack drainage and replacement intertrack
fencing.

To conform to RTA special efforts programming requirements, and
applicable state and federal architectural standards, the
r.lpncoe station will be designed and constructed in an accessi-
ble ftishinn. In particular, the facility will incorporate a

full ranae of "special package" and step-user accessibility
features, including necessary platform, walkway, and stairway
improuements. Required full accessibility improvements will
also be provided, as dictated by the programmed scope of work,
except to the extent that a waiver for certain improvements may

This station's eligibility for National Register listing will be
determined in consultation with the State Historic Preservation
Officer. If eligible, plans and specifications will be de-
vniopi.d in accordance with the Secretary of Interior's Standards
for Rehabilitation in order to procure a "finding of no adverse
effect".

::t Engineering
;t Purchases
:t Construction

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

FUNDING SCHEDULE

Previ



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATIUH AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM
REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PROJECT ELijMENT

ents to the Glen Ellyn Comm

riMATED FYS'! CObT S 35, QUO Pha

PHOJKC r K LEM ENT DESCRIPTION

associated with improvements at the Glen Ellyn station. In-
clude.1 in the project will be construction of a new retaining
w:.U .-.n Crescent Boulevard to provide a wider sidewalk. Also
incluled in the project will be improvement and modernization o£
the depot - to include interior and exterior painting, repair or
replacement of floor, and renovation of station heating system.

To conform to RTA special efforts programming requirements, and
applicable State and Federal architectural standards, the Glen
Ellyn station will be designed and constructed in an accessible
fashion. In particular, the facility will incorporate a full
range of "special package" and step-user accessibility features,
including necessary platform, walkway, and stairway improve-
ments. Required full accessibility improvements will also be
provi-J.xl , as dictated by the programmed scope of work, except to
the extent that a waiver for certain improvements may be
considered necessary.

FYa4 f inds requested will provide for contract engineering only.
Future funding will be requested for contract construction
needed to complete this project.

PROJECT ELEMENT

1541 - (Cont.)

FYB4 FUNDING

ACTIVITY



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITV

FYS 4 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

CATtr.ORY: Stati

Pkn.TKCT FLF^ENT

Rail Stati

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AVTH

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRA

PROJECT ELEMENT

0615 - (Cont.

I

FY84 FUNDING

M KSTIMATK COST S 155,000 Ph

Lc^lCAT^roN

In Crystal Lnm?, TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

LL'' • OOP

$ 155.000

[•Rri.TRCr K[.EMENT DESCRIPTION

Thi prnjf'ct consists ot contract engineering and construction
associated with the rehabilitation of the Crystal Lake station.
Inclu(l<-(1 in the project are resurfacing ot platforms and pro-
vision of pre-cast tactile inlay; installation of high intensity
flischar^e lighting; removal of surplus team track from in front
oE the ficpot; repairs and improvements to the depot, including
hut not limited to a replacement heater system.

Tn conform to RTA special efforts programming requirements, and
ap[>licahli! state and federal architectural standards, the
Crystal Lake station will be designed and constructed in an

accessible fashion. In particular, the facility will incorpo-
rate a full range of "special package" and step-user accessibil-
ity features, including necessary platform, walkway, and stair-
way improvements. Required full accessibility improvements will
also be provided, as dictated by the programmed scope of work,
except to the extent that a waiver for certain improvements may
he considered necessary.

FYB4 funds bein
construction. Pr
ennineering and pa

eque
sly approved funding wa

FUNDING SCHEDULE

Previously Funded
FY83
FY84 Phase I

FY84 Phase II
PY85-88

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

S 115,



PROPOSED riiCAL YEAR 19 8 4 CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

6 . FY84 Commuter Rail - Acquisitions

The project in this section is the
acquisition of commuter rail assets. This
project is necessary in order to continue
to provide commuter rail service in cases
where the existing carrier is no longer
willing or able to provide service. The
$15,000,000 included for FY84 is all in the
Phase I program. A project description
follows

.
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REdinNAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

£Arn|nl'jf: Acquisition

PRI U

F

CT FITMENT

1543 - Acquisition of Commuter Rail Assets

TciTAL ESTIMATED FYHi COST: 315,000,000 Phase I

PI'O.IHT FLFMFN T DFSCRIPTION

This project involves the acquisition of bankrupt commuter rail-
road assets, both real and personal, utilized in the provision
If commuter rail public transportation services. The final
selection of assets and corresponding purchase prices will be
sased on appraised valuations per current regulations and if

necessary on the decision of the courts.

^ssets under consideration for acquisition as part of this pro-

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

Fye4 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

PROJECT ELEMENT

1543 - (Cont.

)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

abov Road iUAcquisition o
financed with Fy83 Section 3 funds earmarked for the acquisitio
of bankrupt railroads. Of the 512,500,000 in FY83 Federal fund
originally set aside to acquire railroads in the PTA area
S3, 995, 616 in Federal funds were used to acquire the assets o
the Rock Island Railroad. The remaining Federal funds
$8,504,384, will be utilized to purchase some of the Milwauke
Road assets. FY84 funding will be for the continuation of th
acquisition of Milwaukee Road assets.

FY84 FUNDING

ly

Western Avenue Coach Yard - Approximately 34+ acres
along the Milwaukee Road right-of-way on the north by
Grand Avenue, on the west by Sacramento Avenue, on the
e^st by Campbell Avenue and on the south by CNW right-
of-way in Chicago, Illinois (Cook County).

Fox Lake Coach Yard - Approximately 11 acres between
Sayton Road and Grand Avenue along the Milwaukee Road
right-of-way in Fox Lake, Illinois (McHenry County).

Forty-one (41) Milwaukee Road commuter rail stations
including land, easements and MR owned facilities. (See
listing of station facilities following this descrip-
tion).

Right-of-way and track struc
between the following reache

of the Milwaukee Road

t) Canal Street to Tower A5
') Tower A5 to Rondout (North Line)
:) Rondout to Fox Lake (North Line)
i) Tower A5 to Almora (West Line)

Contract Engine
Contract Purcha
Contract Constr

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST SIS, OOP, OOP

FUNDING SCHEDULE

FY8 3

FY84 Pha
Fy84 Pha
FYS 5-88

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST S15,000,000
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PROJtCT ELEMENT

15.13 - (Cont. )

Healy
Cirayla
layfai

Lake



PROPOSED FISCAL YEAR 1984 CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

C. FY84 CTA BUS PROGRAM

The FY84 CTA Bus Proyram is $85,272
million. Of this total, 977,211 million is

in the Phase I Program, and $8,061 million
is in the Phase II Program.

Figure I illustrates the distribution
of the CTA's FY84 Phase I Bus Program by
its major components.

Rolling stock represents the largest
portion of the Phase I Program at 53.1%, or
$40,988 million. These funds will provide
for the purchase of up to 250 transit buses
to replace existing buses at the end of
their useful economic life cycle and for
the purchase of the allowable spare com-
ponents inventory for these new buses.
Spare components for use with the existing
bus fleet will also be obtained.

Improvements to support facilities and
equipment are extensive and made necessary
by the age of many vehicle storage and ser-
vice locations, some of which are from the
streetcar era.

New bus servicing facilities are being
brought on line in three locations. A
heavy maintenance facility specifically to
support the articulated bus fleet (145

, units) will be constructed at 7801 South
' Vincennes.

Two other servicing facilities for
conventional transit buses will be com-
pleted at 103rd/Stony Island and Kedzie
(358 S. )

.

Major renovation and modernization is
programmed for South Shops (7801 S. Vin-
cennes), Archer, Beverly, Forest Glen and
North Park garages. These are multi-year
projects concerned with the structural
soundness of the buildings.

Improved energy-efficient lighting at
Beverly, Forest Glen and South 77th Street
locations will improve security and safety
and save utility expenses.

Improved heating and ventilation in-
stallations at Beverly, 69th Street, 77th
Street and Lawndale garages will bring
these locations into conformance with the
City of Chicago building code, at the same
time improving working conditions. Waste
water pollution control systems will be in-
stalled at six garages, beginning with the
69th Street and Lawndale locations.

A realignment of activity at the South
Shops area will provide for a new storeroom
and a relocated employee parking area.
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PROPOSED FISCAL YEAR 1984 CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

FY84 CTA BUS PROGRAM

FIGURE I

Also to be obtained in the category of
support facilities and equipment are super-
visors' vehicles and the phased multi-year
introduction of electronic fareboxes which
recoup their investment cost in 2 1/2
years

.

Immediately following is Table F which
lists the CTA Bus Capital Improvement Pro-
gram Project Summary. The project element
number in the far left hand column will
guide the reader to the detailed project
element descriptions which follow. Figure
J illustrates the locations of the CTA bus
projects

.

CTA Bus: $77,211,000
Phase

1

ROLLING
STOCK

'

$40,988,000

CONTINGENCY
& ADMINISTRATION

$10,244,000

.33



TABLE F

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
CTA FY 1984 BUS CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

PROJECT SUMMARY

PROJECT

BUS ROLLING STOCK

CTABOl Purchase of Buses and Spare Components
CTAB02 Capital Maintenance

Sub-Total

BUS SUPPORT FACILITIES

CTAB03 Articulated Bus Maintenance Facility
CTAB04 Heating and Ventilating Improvements
CTAB05 South Shops Renovation
CTAB06 Waste Water Pollution Control
CTAB07 Yard Lighting
CTAB08 103rd/Stony Island Garage
CTAB09 Parking Facilities, South Shops
CTABIO Archer Garage Renovation
CTABl

1

Beverly Renovation
CTAB12 Forest Glen Renovation
CTABl

3

Kedzie Garage Replacement
CTABl

4

North Park Renovation
CTABl

5

South Shops Storeroom

Sub-Total

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

CTABl 6 Supervisor Cars
CTABl 7 Electronic Fareboxes

Sub-Total

Total

Contingencies and Administration

GRAND TOTAL

PREVIOUSLY
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REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

Fy84 CTA BUS PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITT

Fr84 CTA BUS PROGRAM

CATECWY: Pus Rolling Stock CATEGORY ; Bus Rolling Stock

PROJECT ELF."C':T:

CTABOl Pus Purchas
CTABOl Spare Crnpo

TOTAL CSTINATED COST; $106,125,000

riiOJECT EIXdFNT DESCRIPTION;

epla

nd of their

This a multi-year rolling
funds will cover the purchase or appro
allowable nurher of spare components.
CTA buses purchased in the early 1970'

replaced have reached t

'"vrdue for retirement.

FrNBING SCllEDTLE:

FY84 Phase I

FY84 Phase II

FY85-88

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

Tt program. FY 1984
3tely 250 buses and the
ese buses will replace

35,988.000

70,137,000

$106,125,000

PROJECT ELEMENT ;

CTAB02 Capital Maintenance

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST ; $ 30,387,800

LOCATION ;

Bus Garages

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION ;

This is the second year of a proposed annual prof.ram that pro-
vides for the purchase of major bus components that meet L71TA

guidelines for associated capital maintenance. The existing
guidelines allow the purchase of individual components which bv
themselves represent at least IZ of the replacement cost of a

bus. Eligible items are major components such as transmissions
and engines. These items are necessary to maintain service.
Funding this equipment through the capital program will have a
positive effect on operating funding needs.

FUNDING SCHEDULE ;

Previously Funded $ 5.387,800
FY84 Phase I 5.000,000
FY84 Phase II
FY85-88 20,000,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST $ 30.387.800
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REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 CTA BUS PROGRAM REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 CTA BUS PROGRAM

CATEOOnY: Bus Support Faciliti CATEGORY : Bus Support Facilities

I'RIUECT ELEMENT

:

CTAB03 Articulated Bus Maintenance Facility

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST ; S 1,674,000

l.nCATU'N :

7R0I South Vincennes

I'KO.ir.CT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION :

The Arciri'latcd Bus [Maintenance Facility is a two step engi-
ncerinp and construction project. FY 1983 funds were provided
for engineering and design. FY 1984 funds will provide for
construction.

Th<- r--cillty is a heavy
snr.ificallv designed t

huildinp will be constr

Fl'NDING SCHEDI.'I.E:

inrenance building at South Shops
aintain articulated buses. This
ed immediately adjacent to the ex

ance facility. The existing heavy oiainten
designed to accommodate articulated buses,
awkward and time consuming.

PROJECT ELEMENT ;

CTAB04 Heating and Ventilating Improvements

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST : S 2,515,000

LOCATION ;

Beverly, 69th, 77th and Lawndale Garages

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION :

FY 1984 funds will provide for the installation of heating and
ventilating equipment and related construction at Beverly and
77th Street Garages. The engineering fcr this project was funded
in FY 1981 and installation at 69th Street and Lawndale Garages
was funded In FY 1982. This work Is needed to bring Beverly and
77th up to code and to improve working conditions.

FUNDING SCHEDULE :

Previously Funded S 1,415,000
FY84 Phase I 1,100,000
FY84 Phase II

PY85-88

FY84 Pha
FY84 Pha
FY85-88

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST 5 2,515,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST
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REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 CTA BUS PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 CTA BUS PROGRAM

CATEGORY! Bus Support Faclliti CATEGORY : Bus Support Faciliti

PROJECT ELEMENT :

CTAB05 South Shops Renovation

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST ; i;9,u50,000

LOTATTON:

7801 South Vincennes

PROJECT ELEMENT :

CTAB06 Waste Water Pollution Control

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST : S 6,000,000

LOCATION ;

Bus Garages

PROJECT F-LEHENT DESCRIPTION ;

The rciiov.ition of South Shops is a raultl-year, multi-phase
neerinp and construction project. FY 1981) funds will cover

dosipn and engineering work needed for a portion of the pro

Construction funds and additional engineering funds will be

applied for in subsequent years. This project will encompa
l.ntEe p,->rt of the South Shops complex including but not 11m

CO Che dicsel engine part repair facility, automobile and t

repair facilitv, and the bus storage area. All of the faci

ties programmed for renovation date from the streetcar era

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION ;

The scope of this project is to design and install waste water
pollution control systems at six bus garages.

This is a phased project requiring engineering and construction
funding over five years. FY 1984 monies will fund construction
at 69th and Lawndale Garages.

CTA is under order from the Metropolitan Sanitary District (HSD)
to bring its facilities into compliance with HSD effluent regu-
lations. Funding of this project will enable CTA to comply.

FUNDING SCMEPULE: FUNDING SCHEDULE:

Previously Funded
FY84 Phase 1

FY84 Phase II

Fy85-88

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

S
700,000

8,350,000

S 9,050,000

Previously Funded
FYS'! Phase I

FY84 Phase II

FY85-88

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

S 1,709,000
1,610,000

S 6,000,000
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REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHC^;

FY84 CTA BUS PR0GRAI1

CATEGORY : Bus Support Facilities

PHOJECT ELEMENT ;

CTAB07 Yard Lighting

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST : S 929.000

LOCATION :

77ch, Forest Clen and Beverly Garages

FKOJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION :

'Uiis is .1 two step project to provide for the engineerin
ihiise and installation of new lighting and related fixtu
77th, Forest Glen and Beverly bus storage yards. The en
irr. was funded previously; FY 1984 funding is for purcha
installation. These new lights will provide better secu
s.Tfcty and will be more energy efficient than the exist!
liKhts.

FUNDING SCHEDULE;

Previously Funded
FYR4 Phase I

FYPi Phase II
FYB5-88

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

S 50,000
879.000

CATEGORY : Bus Support Facilities

PROJECT ELEMENT ;

CTAB08 103rd/Stony Island Garage

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST : $ 33,700,000

LOCATION :

Corner of 103rd and Stony Island Avenue

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION :

This is the final funding of the 103rd/Stonv Island bus gara
construction project. This project will fund the landscapin
other site work, and the construction of utility vehicle sto
parking and salt storage facilities at the garage, as well a
purchase of equipment and furnishings.

It is possible that the bids for garage con.'JCruction mav com
in lower than originally anticipated. If that is the case,
plans to include as much as possible of the scope of this pr
ject in an amendment to the existing funding for the garage

FUNDING SCHEDUI.E;

Previously Funded
FY84 Phase I

FY84 Phase II
FY85-88

S 27.120.000
5.780,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST $ 33.700,000
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REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 CTA BUS PROGRAH

CATEGORY: Bus Support Facili CATEGORY : Bus Support Faciliti

PROJECT ELEMENT :

CTAB09 Parking Facilities. South Shops

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST: S 1,000,000

PROJECT ELEMENT ;

CTAB15 South Shops Storeroom

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST: $ 6,560,000

LOCATION':

210 W. 79th Strrct

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION :

This project is to purchase and improve property to provide
parking for employees and visitors to the 77th Street Garage and
the South Shops.

Constriictlcn of the new South Shops Storeroom and implrmentat ion

of the South Shops master plan necessitate moving parking from
its present location. This project will fund all design, engi-
neering and construction needed to provide a usable parking area.

fU N il IMC SCI lEDUI.F.

:

Previously Funded
FYS'. Phase I

FY84 Phase II
FY85-88

7801 South Vincennes

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION :

Engineering funds for this project were received ir FY 1981.
FY 1984 funds are for construction. The new storeroom will be
more efficiently laid out and parts retrieval will be quicker
than at present. This storeroom handles mostly materials to
support bus maintenance. It will be built on CTA owned property.

FUNDING SCHEDULE:

Previously Funded
FYS'! Phase I

FY84 Phase II
FYB5-8B

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

S 400.000
6,160.000

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST
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CATEGORY: Support Equipment

PHOJI.CT ELCMCNT ;

CTAD16 Supervisor Cars

TCTJI, ESTIt-lATED COST ; S 1,250.000

LOCATION:

CATEGORY : Support Equipm

PROJECT ELEMENT :

CTAB17 Electronic Fareboxe

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST : S 14,016,500

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION :

Thif project will fund the FY 1984 purchase of replacement stre
rnpervlsor cars. This is an annual project whereby half of the
supervisor cars are replaced every year. These cars operate an
average of 40,000 miles annually, and their dependable operatic
is vital to naintaining CTA's service.

FUNDING SCHEDULE:

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION:

Prev:
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The FY84 CTA Rapid Transit Program is

$101,198 million. Of this total, $84,609
million is in the Phase I Program, and
$16.b89 million is in the Phase II

Program

.

Figure K illustrates the distribution
of the FY84 Phase I Rapid Transit Program
by its major components.

The replacement of
at 48.0%, or $40,650 mil
Program, is the largest
funds will provide for c

an option exercised on
gether with the purchase
components inventory,
engineering (specificati
orders. Expenses of
service - engineering, p
ifications, service
included. Some older
equipped with automat
audible and visual - but
failure-prone 6000 seri
been withdrawn.

rapid transit cars,
lion of the Phase I

component. These
ontinued funding of
300 new cars, to-
of allowable spare
$150,000 will fund
ons ) for future car

introduction to
reparation of spec-
preparation - are

vehicles will be
ic cab signals -

most of the older,
es cars will have

Improvements to track and structures
is a continuing multi-year component of the
Phase I Program, at 24.9%, $21,101 million.

There are spot replacements of over-
aged components, some 70-80 years old, in-

cluding flange angles, column bases, foot-
ings, etc., to maintain proper track pro-
file. Some line segments, e.g. 63rd to
Dorchester, will be renovated in their
entirety. All components requiring
replacement will be replaced.

Components of the rail and railbed
will be renewed at various locations -

components are rail, ties, switches,
crossover forgings, special track assem-
blies and switch heaters. Also programmed
for renewal are the timber footwalks and
components of station platforms and sup-
porting structures.

New rail, ties and ballast will be in-
stalled on the Evanston line. Timber ties
will be installed to replace concrete ties
on the Dan Ryan and Kennedy Lines. The
associated ballast will be cleaned and
replaced

.

Modernization and improvements will be
made at the Kimball and 61st Street Yards.

Improvements to the Signal/Electrical/
Communications systems amounts to $5,340
million or 6.3% of the Phase I Program.

Continuing cyclical replacement of
telephone cable, emergency lighting feed
(ELF) cables, getaway cables and signals
(especially in the State Street subway)
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will be augmented by introduction of opti-
cal cable between the Merchandise Mart and
the Data Center (a major technological
advance )

.

Modern intercom devices will be in-
stalled at 54th, Desplaines and Harlem
yards, New substations will be engineered
and constructed at the Linden, Kimball and
Racine Yards, the Skokie Shops and at Hay-
market.

The Wilson Avenue interlocking (con-
necting the station to the yard) will be
modernized and improved, as will be the
crossover interlocking plants at Austin and
Laramie

.

Remote control of interlocking plants
between LaSalle and Racine on the Congress-
Douglas Line will be installed.

The Support Facilities component of
the Phase I Program totals $5,375 million
or 6.4%.

Major remodeling and modernization of
the Skokie Shops (the major transit car
overhaul facility) is the primary activity.
The West Shops (at Lake and Pulaski) will
also be improved. The Harlem storage shops

will receive up-to-date electrical cir-
cuitry. Storeroom 48, at the 63rd Street
materials storage yard, will be rehabil-
itated.

Two stations, 43rd, 40th/Indiana , will
be rehabilitated, and the engineering design
conducted for Wilson Avenue for a total of
S2.009 million or 2.4% of the Phase I Pro-
gram.

Support equipment, totalling $690,000
(0.8% of the Phase I Program) will be pur-
chased, to include computerized drafting
aids, financial reporting system, vehicle
maintenance equipment, materials handling
equipment, new armored trucks, rail flat-
cars, rail crane, hi-rail trucks, utility
service vehicles, ticket vending machines,
roto-gates and administrative support
equipment

.

Table G lists the projects contained
in the FY84 CTA Rapid Transit Program.
Figure L illustrates the locations of the
FY84 Rapid Transit Phase I Projects.
Detailed project descriptions follows.



FIGURE K

CTA Rapid Transit: $84,609,000
Phase 1

STATI0NS(2%1

$2,009,000
CONTINGENCY &
ADMINISTRATION

$9,444,000

SIGNAL /ELECTRICAL/
COMMUNICATONS

$5,340,000
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TABLE G

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
CTA FY 1984 RAPID TRANSIT CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

PROJECT SUMMARY

PROJECT

ROLLING STOCK

Purchase 300 Rapid Transit Cars - Option
10 Year Rapid Transit Car Purchase
Rail Capital Maintenance
Carborne Equipment Modifications

Sub-Total

TRACK & STRUCTURES

Flarge Angles
Platform Structure Renewal
Profile Structure
Structure - Jackson Park
Footwalk Renewal
Yard Renewal - Kimball Yard

Special Track Work
Tie Replacement - Kennedy/Dan Ryan
Yard Renewal - 61st Yard
Track - Evanston

Sub-Total

SIGNALS, ELECTRICAL & COMMUNICATIONS

Optical Cable
Telephone Cable Renewal
Yard Intercoms
Substation Improvements
Subway Paralleling and ELF Cables
Substation Getaway Cable
Cab Signal Test Units

Cab Signaling, Interlocking Plants
Remote Signal Control

State Street Signal Rehabilitation

1



TABLE G

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
CTA FY 1984 RAPID TRANSIT CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

PROJECT SUMMARY



TABLE G

REGIONAL TRAMSPORTATION AUTHORITY
CTA FY 1984 RAPID TRANSIT CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

PROJECT SUMMARY

PROJECT

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (Continued)

CTAR044 Rail Service Vehicles

CTAR045 Utility Service Vehicles

CTAR046 Passenger Controls

CTAR047 Administrative Support Equipment

Sub-Total

PREVIOUSLY
FUNDED

$

252,500

0__

$ 252,500

TOTAL ESTIMATED
FY 1984 COST

S 610,000
560,000
369,000
200,000

FY 198^'

PHASE I

140,000

FY 1984
PHASE II

$ 610,000
560,000
229,000
200,000

$ 4,589,000 S 690,000 $ 3,899,000

Total

Contingencies and Administration

GRAND TOTAL

5123,054,641 $ 88,644,000 S 75,165,000 $ 13,479,000

$ $ 12,554,000 S 9,444,000 $ 3,110,000

$123,054,641 $101,198,000 $ 84,609,000 $ 16,589,000
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REGIONAL TRANSPORTAtlON AUTHORITY

FYB4 CTA RAPID TRANSIT PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION A.-40RITY

FY84 CTA RAPID TRANSIT p-;jRA«

OVTEWIBY; Rolling Stock

l'ilOJi:CT CLCMgNT ;

JVAKOl Purchase 300 Rapid Transit Cars - Opti

TOTAL FSTIHATED COST : $206,847,900

lOCATION:

CATEGORY ; Rolling Stock

PROJECT ELEMENT :

CTAR02 10 Year Rapid Transit Car Purcha

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST ; $107,190,000

LOCATION;

PKC.-IXT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION :

Tbo scope of this project is for the purchase, inspection
preparation for service of 300 rapid transit cars. The c
lor the purchase of an initial 300 rapid transit cars ide
.•n option for 300 additional cars. The result of cxercls
project is that option. It will allow the CTA to retire
''- 30 year old 6000 Series cars. FY 1984 request Is the
funding increment which represents approximately 60Z of t

Tquired funding.

itlfled
.ng this
nany of

rUNDINC SCllFPm.E:

Previously Funded
FY84 Phase I

FY84 Fhase 11
FYR5-8e

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

S 79.847.900
39.000.000

88.000.000

$206,847,900

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION :

The scope of this project is for engineeriiij; . specification pre-
paration, purchase, inspection and preparation for service of
rapid transit cars as part of an on-going replacement program
integrated with a continuous maintenance effort. The program is
designed to maximise the service potential and reliability of the
CTA's rapid transit system.

FUNDING SCHEDULE

;

Previously Funded
FY84 Phase I

FY84 Phase II
FY85-88

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

150.000

107,040,000
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CATEGORY : Polling Stock

PROJECT ELEMENT :

CTAR03 Rail Capital Maintenance

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST : S 3.000,000

LOCATION :

Sknkip Shops

PROJECT ELEHEKT DESCRIPTION :

The scope of this project is for the purchase of elipible com-
ponrnts for the maintenance of the CTA's rapid transit car fleet
Recent changes in capital funding regulations for public transit
have created a new category of eligible capital expenses known a
A;;-f,riated Capital Maintenance Items". This category includes

as .IP eligible capital item spare parts which individually cost
at least one percent of the value of a new replacement vehicle.

FUNDING SCHEDULE :

Previously Funded S
FY84 Phase I 1,500,000
FYS'. Phase II

^"^^"'^ 1,500,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST $ 3.000.000
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REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 CTA RAPID TRANSIT PROGRAM

CATECOPY : Track h Structures

PROJECT ELEMENT :

CTAROS Flange Angles

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST: S 15.350.900

PROJECT ELEMENT CTAR0 5

FUNDING SCHEDULE:

Previously Funded
FY84 Phase I

FY84 Phase II
Fya5-88

LOCATION :

Enclewood. Lake and South Side Main Li

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST S 15,350.900

PROJECT ElEllENT DESCRIPTION ;

The I i f r expectancy of structural components differs and depen
(in weather, maintenance and traffic. Periodic inspections are
n (de to identify those elements which are endangering the func
tion of the structural system. Cracked elements are identific
^ind watched for further deterioration.

Cor-ponents which have deteriorated beyond 251 of their origina
cross section are considered eligible for replacement.

Fatigue is a non-measurable standard for replacement that is

prim.irily a function of age and traffic. In the case of flang
angle.":, with traffic held as a constant parameter, fatigue of
rhc metal can be expected after 40 years.

The flanee angles to be replaced bv this project are from the
original construction of 70-90 years ago. The original cross
section has deteriorated by over 501. These flange angles are
far beyond the point when they can be expected to function as
a reliable component of the structural system.

The scope of this project element covers the design, purchase
installation of track stringer and cross girder flange angles,
CTA Forces. This is a continuing project that matches the ava
ability of funds and personnel to the work required to maintai



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 CTA RAPID TRANSIT PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUT-.'RITY

FY84 CTA RAPID TRANSIT PROG^AH

CATEGORY: Track i Structures

PROJECT FLE!1ENT :

-JTABOS Platform Structure Renewal

'.UTA L ESTItV^TED COST : S 2.048.700

I.rCATTOM:

'/lirrthwesc - Da Western. Callfor

"?PJFCT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

Tl-.- existing str al steel is approximately 30 years old
s, deteriorated to a point where the load

carrying capacity is in question and has been temporarily
Purported.

->; ?e project funds will be used to engineer, specify, purch.ise

:id install new platform structural components. Renewed member

;-cludc steel flange angles and bracing, cross girders, canopy

connection members, support bracing and platform decking as

required.

V.eplaci-pent of the structural elements, listed above, will pro-

vide for a safer environment for CIA's passengers. This is a

.crtinuing project that matches the availability of funds and

personnel to Che work required Co maintain a safe system.

INDINC SCHEDULE :

Previously Funded
FY84 Fhasi I

FY84 Fh.Tse II

FY85-88

CATEGORY : Track S Structures

PROJECT ELEMENT :

CTAR07 Profile Structure

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST : $ 1.270.000

LOCATION :

South Side Main Line. Douglas, Lake.
Englewood, Ravenswood and Milwaukee Lines

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION ;

CTA personnel will survey Che columns, prepare engineering
drawings and replace deceriorated column bases and footings.

struccions. which were done 80 years ago. The bases and footings
are sometimes constructed of brick or simply a barrel, with both
ends open, sunk in the ground and filled with concrete. Due to
Che deterioration of the column bases and footings, the structure
has settled at numerous locacions resulcing in a poor profile of
the track above. Renewal will provide a proper track profile and
alignment and a sound structure. The construction, which is
expected Co last 70 years before maintenance will be required,
will assure a safe and comfortable rapid transit operation.

FUNDING SCHEDULE :

Previously Funded $ 570.000
ViSU Phase I 600.000
FYSli Phase II
FY85-88

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST $ 1,270,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST
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REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 CTA RAPID TRANSIT PROGRAM

CATEGORY; Track i Structures CATEGORY: Track & St

PROJECT ELEMENT :

crAR09 Footwalk Renewal

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST : S 2.111,000

T.PCATION :

Various Locations

FRO.IECT ELEK'ENT DESCRIPTION :

This is a rnulti-ycnr project designed to renew deteriorated
footwalks. It includes the engineering, purchase and instal-
lation of material. This progran provides for the replacement
ol deteriorated wooden footwalk on the rapid transit elevated
structure. The footwalk serves a dual purpose as an access to

p.-Issenpers. The footwalks are located between tracks on all
sections of the elevated structure. The material being replaced
under this progr^rn is considered to be unsafe for use by both
Authority personnel and passengers. Immediate replacement is
essential to eliminate hazardous conditions.

Fl'NDIHG SCHEDULE :

Previously Funded $ 261.000
FY84 Phase I 370,000
FY84 Phase It

FY85-88 1,480,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST S 2,111,000

PROJECT ELEMENT :

CTARIO Yard Renewal

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST : S 3,502,500

LOCATION :

Kimball Yard

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION :

The CTA yard facility at Kimball Terminal was opened in 1907 wi
the capacity for storing 174 cars. The facility has deteriorat
such that it is inadequate for current work standards and in ne
of renewal.

This project will provide for the design,
tion of material to completely renew the
track ties, ballast, contact rail, crosso
elated material.

FUNDING SCHEDULE :

Previously Funded $
FYS'. Phase I

FY84 Phase II
FY85-88

lase and in
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FY84 CTA RAPID TRANSIT PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 CTA RAPID TRANSIT PROGRAM

CATF.CORY : Track 5 Structures

PROJECT LL.EHEN T

:

CTARll Specinl Track Work

TOTAL ESTIHATRD COST: S 4,915.000

CATEGORY : Track & Structures

PROJECT ELEMENT ;

CTAR12 Tie Replacement

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST: S 21,841.000

I.OrATTOH :

DouRlas, Ravcnswood and Scuth Side Main Line

PROJF.CT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION :

TMs project involves the engineering, purchase and installa-

tion of steel rail, ties, switches, crossover forgings and other

nl track assemblies. Including associated components.

to be

spei

re origlnslly installed in 1917

19:3. The specifications now

Required by CTA operations cannot be met by these units. Through

a standardization of crossovers, safety will be increased and

operating cost reduced.

Inrg age

FUNDING SCHEDl'LE:

Previously Funded
FYS* Phase I

FYS'. Phase II

FY85-88

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

Kennedy/Dan Ryan Rapid Transit Li

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

This project will repl
with timber ties. It

nd replace f

Thes

FUNDING SCHEDULE:

FYS* Pha
FY84 Pha
FY85-88

ace approximately 52.500 concrete
will also replace fouled ballast,
encing and running rail where nee
d limestone ballast have steadily
tallation and need repair to ensu

2.1.90.000
4,475.000
3.195.000

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST S 21.841.000
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CATFCORY: Track S Str CATEGORY: Track i Structures

t'kOJLCT lll::-ie:jT :

LTAK13 Yard Rerewal

lOTAL ESTIMATED COST : S 12.937,500

LOCATION :

6Ist Yard

FFOJECT ELEMENT DESCRIFTirS :

This [.rrjrct will provide for a coriplete renewal of the yard
track, rpplacemcnt of deteriorated footwalks, repair of flange
anples to support storage tracks and installation of main line
nnd yard connection interlocking. The 61st Yard has not had a

n.njor renewal in iO years, and recent derailments in the 61st
Yard have cirphasized' the deteriorated condition of the existing
yard tarllity. V.'ithout imr.ediate attention, the safety of yard
personnel and train operation is threatened.

FUNDING SCHEDULE:

FY34 Pha
FY81 Pha
FY85-8B

PROJECT ELE.'ICNT :

CTAK14 Track Renewal

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST : S 10,751,200

LOCATION :

Evanston Line

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION :

This project will replace the deteriorated tie and rail, r
the existing decking and replace ballast where needed. It
includes the installation of a revenue cab signal system,
crossovers and drainage systems.

The vast majority ol existing rail is over 40 years old an
existing ties over 50 years old. Age and usage has reduce
head by 652, threatening safety of operation. The ballast
ties have also deteriorated, reducing the alignment of exi
track.

FUNDING SCHEDULE:

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

Previously Funded
FY84 Phase I

FY84 Phase II
FY85-88

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

S 7,706,200
3.045,000

S 10,751,200
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REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

Fy84 CTA RAPID TRANSIT PROGRAM
REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 CTA RAPID TRANSIT PROGRAM

CA1ECP PY; Signals, Electrical 4 Communl CATEGORY ; Signals. Electrical i Coranunications

rFOj"CT ELEMENT :

•JTAFIS Optical Cable

TOTAL ^;t:;'.ated cosT; s 120.000

PROJECT ELEMENT :

CTAR16 Telephone Cable Renewal

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST: S 418,000

Hart to 440 N. Wells

PBP.'rrT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION :

Thi:; project will fund the design, purchase and installation of
;: cptical trrnsnission cable from the Merchandise Hart to the
CTA DacaCentcr at 400 North Wells. The cable will replace the
current leasing arr.nngenient CTA has with Illinois Bell to carry
'- r.ir'^Trissions between the Mart and the DataCenter. The payback
r< ri-d on this project is estimated at 2% to 3 years. The lease
for 400 N. Wells extends for another 9 years.

FITDINC SCHEDULE:

FYa4 rhas
FY84 rhas
FY85-B8

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

10,000

110,000

LOCATION:

South Side Main Line - VanBuren to 35th Stree
Loop - State and Lake to Wabash and VanBuren

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION :

Engineer, design and install telephone cable on the rapid
transit system. This project covers the replacement of older
lead sheathed cable and associated messenger wire with 100 pair
plastic jacketed integrated messenger cable on the SSML and 50
pair integrated messenger cable on the Loop section. Total
length is approximately 20.400 linear feet.

This project will replace 55 year old cable and will provide
for increased capacity requirements and reduced maintenance
costs. This project is part of a continuing program to upgrade
older, high maintenance and low capacity cable.

FUNDING SCHEDULE :

Previously Funded
FY84 Phase I

FY84 Phase II
FY85-8e

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

300,000

S 418,000
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REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 CTA RAPID TRANSIT PROGRAM

CATF.COPY : Signals, Electrical S Communications

I'HOJECT t:Lc:iE::T :

CTAKLB Substation Improvements

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST : $ 10,152,500

LOCATION ;

Lirdrn. Kimball and Racine Yards, Skokie Shops and Haymarket

rPOJF.CT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION :

The scope Cor "-.Ms project is to desif^n and construct five sub-
stattors. Material purchases will also be covered, but for the
most part, equipment that is already on hand will be installed
in th'- i-.-w buildings.

Tb<. !,-c.->tions Identified are in need of single rectifier sub-
'^C.itions to reduce stray currents. This project will improve
third rail voltage levels and therefore provide for more effi-
cient and reliable service.

fi'uding sches'-'te :

Previously Funded
FY84 Phase I

FYSi. Phase II

FY85-e8

CATEGORY ; Signals, Electrical k Communications

PROJECT ELEMENT :

CTAR19 Subway Paralleling and ELF Cables

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST ; S 9,165.000

LOCATION:

Dearbo nd St Stre Subways

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION :

Replacement of paralleling and emergency lighting feed (ELF)
cables in the State and Dearborn Subways. The coble to be
replaced is approximately 40 years old. The replacement of
the cable will reduce service delays caused by openings and
faults that may occur in cable of that age.

FUNDItX SCHEDULE:

Previously Funded
FY84 Phase I

FY84 Phase II
FY85-88

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

917,000

8,249,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST S 10.152,500
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CATEGORY; Signals, Electrical i Communications

PROJECT ELEHENT :

CTAR21 Cab Sigral Test Units

TOTAL ESTII:ATED COST : S 227,500

LOCATION :

Dr-mpnter. Linden, Ashland. Harlem and Kimball Terminals

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION :

Drr.ifn, purchase and install cab signal test units at five rapid
transit terminals. The cab signal system is an essential part of
thp safe operation of trains. It is therefore Important to safe
and efficient operations that this equipment be working properly
before being used for passenger service. This project will pro-
vide a ne.ins to test trains at the terminal prior to their use.

FUNDING SCHEDULE:

Previously Funded
FY84 Phase I

FY84 Phase 11

FY85-88

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

S 127.500
100,000

CATEGORY : Signals, Ele

PROJECT eleme:;t:

3l & Communications

CTAR22 Cab Signaling, Interlocking Plants

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST: S 712,000

Ashland and Kimball Terminal

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION:

the interlocking a

for more efficient
in and out of the

FUNDING SCHEDULE:

d install cab signaling equipment fcr
two terminals. This project will eliminate
ayside signal indications for road trains in
at the terminals. Improvement will provide

d safer operations in the movement of trains
ninal area.

Previously Funded
FY84 Phase I

FYS'. Phase II
FY8S-8e

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST
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REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY34 CTA RAPID TRANSIT PROGRAM
REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 CTA RAPID TRANSIT PROGRAM

al & Coiranunicaci CATEGORY : Signals, Electrical i Communications

PKUJKCT ELEMEHT :

OTaK2 3 Remote Signal Control

TOTAL ESTTttATED COST : S 705,000

lOCATION :

Congress Route - I.oomis Junction, Morgan
Middle Trnck and LaSalle/Congress Area

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION:

The scope of work for
and installation of u
the areas identified

project include
al to provide re

the design, purchase
te signal control for

Central tra
rail s.Tcrv

the
It allou

:y situati
around trouble without addi

FUND INC. SCHEDULE:

FY84 Pha
FY8i Pha
FY85-88

Lisly Funded
I

II

St efficient and safest form of
Bins to be monitored from track
be routed from a central loca-
crains can safely be rerouted
al personnel being assigned.

S 115,000
590,000

PROJECT ELEMENT :

CTAR24 State Street Signal Rehabilltati

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST : $ 1,320,000

LOCATION :

State Street Subway

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION :

Design, purchase and Install material for the rehabilitation of
the State Street Subway signal system. The complete desien of
the modifications will be a translation of car acceleration,
operating speeds and braking characteristics into headway re-
quirements and corresponding track block lengths, circuitry and
wayside equipment requ'

The State Street Subway was designed and constructed over 40
years ago, and the existing wayside equipment was inst.illed
during the original construction period. With the higher per-
formance cars. CTA Engineering has studied the signal configu-
ration and found that major modifications to the wayside system
will provide for improved train operations.

FUNDING SCHEDULE:

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

Previously Funded
FY84 Phase I

FY84 Phase II
FY85-88

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST
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REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

Fy84 CTA RAPID TRANSIT PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 CTA RAPID TRANSIT PROGRAM

CATEGORY : Signals, Electrical & Communications

PROJECT ELEMENT :

CTAR25 Wilson Interlocking

TOTAL F.?T:t-..\l£D COaT : $ 3,000,000

LOCATION :

ricrrh Side M.Tin Line at Wilson

rPP.T.CT F.LF.HEHT DESCRIPTION :

D.-silM,, purchase ard install material to rr.cdify Che exis
interlocking at Wilson. Interlocking is a system that i

:witch points that prevents conflicting train movements
same track. Modernization of this system is required tc
move tr.nins to and from Che main line and yard/shop arc;
^.-crk is a prc-requisite to Che station modernization pre
l-iilson.

FUHDINC SCHEDULE:

ligns
on the
safely

rrcviouslv Funded
FYS', rhase 1

FY84 Phase II
FYB5-88

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

150,000

2,850,000

CATEGORY : Signals, Electrical & Communications

PROJECT ELEMENT :

CTAR29 Illinois Substation/Garage

TOTAL ESTIhJATED COST : S 200,000

LOCATION :

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION ;

The CTA's Illinois Garage and approximately one-half of the
adjacent substation are located on property which is Ic.ised.
This lease will expire in 1984 and although Che owner will not
renew the lease, he is willing Co sell the property. Unless
this property is purchased, the existing substation equipment
will have Co be relocaced. The cost of this relocation is
substantially more than the purchase of the property.

FUNDING SCHEDULE :

Previously Funded S

FY84 Phase I 200,000
FY84 Phase II
FY85-88

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST S 200,000
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REGIOriAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 CTA RAPID TRANSIT PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

Fy84 CTA RAPID TRANSIT PROGRAM

CATKCCRY ; Rail Support Facilities

PPUJECT ELLMENT :

CVARjO Upgrade and Expand Skokie Shops

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST; S 8.125,000

PROJECT ELEMENT CTAK30

FUNDItlG SCHEDULE :

Previously Funded
FY84 Phase I

FY84 Phase II
FV85-88

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST S 8,125,000

PFOJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION;

The scope



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FV84 CTA RAPID TRANSIT PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

Fy84 CTA RAPID TRANSIT PROGRAH

CATEGORY : Rail Support Facilities

riiUJECT ELtJMENT :

CTAP.34 Rehabilitation of Storeroom 48

TOTAL CSTimTED COST : S 11,333.200

l.OrATTOH ;

313 E. 63rd Street

PPOjr.CT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION :

The present scope includes the folloui

fencing.

new yard, which include
ck. paving, lighting and

yard forStoreroom UB was desipred and used as a coach s

Che former Chicago Rapid Transit - North Shore
Kari-d shape and abundance of track inhibits the efficient flow of
n.nrcrials into and out of this facility. It is also very old.
suhiect to flooding and has not been rehabilitated sufficiently
to he an effective bulk material storeroom.

FUNDING SCHEDULE;

Previously Funded
FY84 Phase I

FYPl Phase II

Fy85-88

$ 8,158,200
2,675,000

500,000

CATEGORY : Stations

PROJECT ELEMENT :

CTAR35 Station Rehabilitation - 43rd Street

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST : S 750,000

LOCATION :

South Side Main Line - 43rd Street

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION :

This project will provide for the construction of a new statio
platform and the complete rehabilitation of the existing stati
structure. It will Include the demolition and reconstruction
canopies and platforms: rehabilitating the existing structure:
installation of new station lighting, graphics and conrunicati
equipment. This station is seriously deteriorated and must be
replaced to ensure the safety and efficiency of operation.

FUNDING SCHEDULE :

Previously Funded S 116,000
FY84 Phase I 634,000
FY84 Phase II

FY85-B8

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST S 750,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST S 11.333,200
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REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 CTA RAPID TRANSIT PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 CTA RAPID TRANSIT PROGRAM

CATEGORY: Stati CATEGORY: Sta

PROJECT ELEMEHT :

CTAR36 Station Rehabilitation - 40th S Indiana

TOTAL tSTIMATED COST ;
$2,308,700

LOCATION :

South Side Kaln Line - 40th & Indiana

PROJECT ELEHEtlT DESCRIPTION :

E:-i;irccr. purchase and install material for the replacement of
deteriorated platform and stairway structural components and the
corstruction of a new stationhouse . The structural renewal will
consist of new structural steel for platfrrm and stairway support
wi'b related materials and components. The stationhouse will
induce facilities for fare collection, passenger controls and
irproved platform access. The station structure at this location
Is over 80 years old and has insufficient capacity for antici-
pated load demands. The stationhouse ' s location restricts pas-
senger flow and is inadequate for passenger safety and comfort.

rUWDIIlG SCHEDULE :

Previously Funded S 93,700
FY84 Phase I 925,000
FY84 Phase II
FY85-8e

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

1,290,000

S 2,308,700

PROJECT ELEMENT ;

CTAR37 Station Renewal - Wilson Avenue

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST : S 3,950,000

LOCATION ;

North Side Main Line - Wilson Avenue

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION ;

This project will provide for the engineering and construction
of a new rapid transit stationhouse and center island platform.
Other improvements will Include new platform canopies, improved
lighting, new stairways and the addition of an elevator. The
Wilson Avenue Station is a heavily utilised facility that
requires substantial renewal to ensure continued efficiency and
passenger comfort.

FUNDING SCHEDULE:

Previously Funded
FY84 Phase I

FY84 Phase II
FY85-88

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

350.000

3,600,000

- 16J



REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FV84 CTA RAPID TRANSIT PROGRAIl

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY34 CTA RAPID TRANSIT PROGRAM

CATFCORY: Sta CATEGORY ; Support Equipment

PROJECT ELEMENT ;

CTAR38 Agent Security

TOTAL mtl'^TED COST: S 6,150,000

PROJECT ELEMENT :

CTAR39 Computer Aided Drafting

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST; $ 350,000

LOCATION

:

PKO.IFCT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION:

comply
ultl-yea
a State

nt booth

ro[^ram to improve ticket agent security
w requiring bullet resi::tant glass in ra
The FY 1984 funds for this project will
ering for the remodeling or replacement

rl'NDING SCHEDULE:

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION:

This project v

putcr aided di
with the bulk
start-up. init
Future funding
addi 3f periphe

ill fund the purchase and installation of
afting system. The project will be done i

Df the funds required in FY 1984 to provlc
ial hardware and software purchase, and tr

ill be requested for software enhancemen
and

The original
Signal and C
it will be expanded t

Engineering and Maint

stallation and testing
lunication group. Once

rve other gro
ce Department

ning.

Jill be i

the syste
Power

.

in plac
ilities

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

FUNDING SCHEDULE:

FY84 Pha
FYS 4 Pha
FY85-3B

200,000

150,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST
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REGIONAL TRftNSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 CTA RAPID TRANSIT PROGRAM

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

FY84 CTA RAPID TRANSIT PRGGRAH

CATEGORY: Support Equipment

rPOJCCT ELEMENT ;

CTAF.40 Upgrade Financial Systems

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST: 5 550.000

CATEGORY ; Support Equipment

PROJECT ELEMENT :

CTAR46 Passenger Controls

TOTAL ESTIMATEL COST: S 681,500

LOCATION:

Mrrrtuindlse Mart

rHO.lF.CT ELEKENT DESCRIPTION :

Thir. project will provide funds to upgrade CTA's fin

rtDortine sysrens. There are five parts to the flna

r.Tortins system. This project will bring those sys

to date. Output frr^^ the financial reporting systc

t» s.Ttisfv UMTA Section 15 requii

d.it.i for internal staff analysis.

FUNDING SCHEDULE:

Previouslv Funded
FYS'! Phase I

FY84 Phase II
FV85-e8

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

and provide fi

350.000

200,000

S 550,000

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION:

This project will p
turnstiles and token dispens
of previously purchased roto
efficient passenge
convenience.

FUNDING SCHEDULE:

for the purchase and Installation of
using machines and the installation

This will provide for more
ise the level of passengerand

Previously Funded
FYS'! Phase I

FY8i Phase II
FY85-88

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

S 252,500
140,000
229.000
60,000
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PROPOSED FISCAL YEAR 1984 CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

E. FY84 CITY OF CHICAGO TRANSIT PROGRAM

The FY84 City of Chicago Transit Pro-
gram is 56,000,000. $3,000,000 is in Phase
I and 53,000,000 is in Phase II.

The two projects that make up the
entire program are the development of park-
and-ride facilities at heavily used RTA and
CTA rail stations and commuter railroad
viaducts rehabilitation on six city com-
muter rail viaducts. Both of these pro-
jects will be coordinated with RTA.

Detailed project descriptions follow.
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CITY OF CHICAGO

FY8 4 COWHUTER RAIL PROGRAM

CAir.GORY ; Stations

PROJECT ELEMENT

New Park-and-Ride Facilities (City of Chicago)

under consideration throughout the City of Chicago.

PROJECT FLFMENT DESCRIPTION

The Pirk-and-Ride Facilities Developi-ent ?roject would imple-
ment the recommendations of a previous. City-wide Park-and-Ride
Study that sought to alleviate on-street parking congestion due
tf- CTA and RTA commuters. Implementat icr' involves the acquisi-
tion and development of property for development as commuter
lots near the most congested CTA and RTA rail stations, or
along high-volume CTA bus corridors.

FUNDING SCHEDULE

FY84 Pha
FY84 Pha
FYe5-88

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST $2.000,000

•Additional funds will be progr

Page 1 of 1
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CITY OF CHICAGO

FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM FY84 COMMUTER RAIL PROGRAM

lATKGliKV: Tr

:tE Rehabilitation (City of Chicagol

l.riCATr nH;

NlkC/Cock Island Division:

1

.

Hridge No. 15, Archer A

2. Hrldrje No. 24, 2<*th Str
3. Hridge No. 29, 33rd Str
4. Bridge No. 35, 38th Str

PROJECT ELEMENT

Sew Commuter Railroad Viaduct Rehabilitation (Cont.)

PROJECT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

The FY84 component of this project involves the rehab
of SIX commuter railroad viaducts. These viaducts, b
the turn of the century, are at varin^ stayes of deter
Improvements to these viaducts will include:

rehabilitation or repla
bearings, deteriorated
deteriorated stone or c
and wing walls, broken

removal of structure el

nt of expa
ctural ele
ete abutme
walks and

North Railr

Hrirtqe No. 4.22, Washtenaw Averue, 1900 S.

Hric1.|e No. 4.54, Marshall Boulevarri, 1900 S.

Uridye No. 4.74, Albany Avenue, 2000 S.

Bridge No. 4.87, Kertzie Avenue, 2100 S.

estern Transportation Company:

w-1 1/2 Webster Avenue, 1900 N.

w-1 3/4, Damen Avenue, 2300 N.

w-2, FuUerton Avenue, 2100 W.

w-3 1/2, niversey Avpnue, 2650 w.
w-4, California Avenue, 2900 N.

W-4 1/2, Sacramento Boulevard, 3025 N.

w-5 1/4, Kedzie Avenue, 3200 N.

FUNDING SCHEDULE

FYe3
FY84 Pha
FYe4 Pha
FY85-83

2,000,000
.2,000,000

J 22;

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST $4, OOP. OOP

kee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad Company:

No. A-ia, Fullerton Avenue, West of Pulaski Road
No. A-32, Milwaukee Avenue, 3700 N.

No. A-34, Irving Park Road East of Cicero Avenue
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Project
Element Carr ier Description Page No .

1409 CNW Bridge Renewal 51
1419 NIRC-RI ROW Rail 57
1426 NIRC-M Bridge Renewal 59
1427 BN,ICG,M,NW Renew CUS Interlocking 86
1429 NIRC-M ROW Rail 58

1441 ICG Upgrade PAL System 79
1442 ICG Supr. Sys . , DC Sub., Tie Sta. 74
1444 ICG Upgrade AC/DC Elect. Feeders 72
1447 ICG Renew Messenger Wire 83
1448 NIRC-RI VAC Power 88

1451 BN,ICG,M,NW Renew Signal Transformers 85
1463 BN,ICG,M,NW Extend Adams St. Kiosk 118
1465 CNW Evanston Main St. Station 123
1466 CNW Ravinia Station 124
1467 CNW Lombard Station 125

1476 Aurora DOT Aurora Bus Garage 21
1477 CNW Bi-directional Signalling 69
1492 NIRC-M Northbrook Station 117
1501 TM-Oak Lawn Suburban Transit Bus Garage 24
1502 RTA Diesel Starters 26

1503 RTA Electronic Destination Signs 27
1504 RTA Office/Maintenance Equipment 28
1505 RTA Supervisory & Service Vehicles 31
1507 NIRC-RI Overhaul Locomotives 45
1508 ICG Rehab. Cars 46

1509 ICG Purchase Traction Motors 47
1510 ICG Purchase Auxiliary Car Parts 48
1511 CNW Ties & Ballast 52
1512 CNW Rail Installation 54
1513 ICG Rehab. Embankment 61
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